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1                      P R O C E E D I N G S

2 (11.57 am GST)

3        PRESIDENT:  Good morning, everyone.  As everybody is now

4            here, we might as well begin.

5                Mr Pritchard?

6        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, sir.  Sir, you will have seen from

7            the emails that were sent during the course of the day

8            yesterday our next witness had an illness scare which

9            explains why we could not get hold of him.

10                Before calling him, could I just mention -- and this

11            is not something I have mentioned with Mr Sherriff, but

12            it may be that if Mr Sherriff at any point in

13            cross-examination -- and I don't know how long my

14            learned friend intends to be with him, if at any point

15            he needs to recharge his batteries and have a break,

16            given his position it may be the tribunal would grant

17            some indulgence in that regard.

18        PRESIDENT:  Yes, of course.

19                         MR EWAN SHERRIFF (called)

20        PRESIDENT:  Mr Sherriff, welcome.  Can you hear me?

21        WITNESS:  Yes, I can, thank you.

22        PRESIDENT:  This is not an endurance test, so if you don't

23            feel well let us know --

24        WITNESS:  It is okay.  I'll cope.

25        PRESIDENT:  Welcome, Mr Sherriff.  You have agreed as
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1 11:58      I understand it to give evidence.  We need to make sure

2            that you believe your evidence to be true and to do that

3            I'm going to ask you to affirm by repeating after me as

4            follows.

5                I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

6        WITNESS:  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

7        PRESIDENT:  That the evidence I will give.

8        WITNESS:  That the evidence I will give.

9        PRESIDENT:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

10            but the truth.

11        WITNESS:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but

12            the truth.

13        PRESIDENT:  Thank you very much.

14                    Examination-in-chief by MR PRITCHARD

15        MR PRITCHARD:  If I could show you please your -- a witness

16            statement in the bundle, it is at B/4 of the bundle, and

17            the way this process works is you should see in a second

18            a document shared on your screen.

19        A.  Okay.

20        Q.  That's your witness statement, isn't it?

21        A.  Yes.

22        Q.  If we could scroll through that document, please.  When

23            we get to the 64th page of the bundle ... which appears

24            not to be loading.  Go through to the next page, please.

25                Mr Sherriff, do you have a paper copy of your
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1 12:00      witness statement with you?

2        A.  I don't, no.

3        Q.  No worries.

4        A.  I have an electronic copy, because I read it just

5            before.

6        Q.  There seems to be a problem with page 64 the bundle.

7                Rather than wait for that page to appear, certainly

8            on my screen I only see a blank screen, page 64 is the

9            last page of your witness statement --

10        A.  Okay.

11        Q.  -- and other than the word "Monaco", which is a carry on

12            from paragraph 49, paragraph 50 says "I believe that the

13            facts stated in this witness statement are true".

14                And then there is a signature.  Did you --

15        A.  Yes, 22 August, yes, I did, yes.

16        Q.  Precisely.  Thank you, Mr Sherriff.

17                Did you sign that witness statement?

18        A.  Yes, I did.

19        Q.  Is the witness statement true to the best of your

20            knowledge and belief?

21        A.  Yes, it is.

22        Q.  Thank you, Mr Sherriff.  I have no further questions.

23                       Cross-examination by MS HANIF

24        MS HANIF:  Hello Mr Sherriff.  Can you hear me, before

25            I begin properly?
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1 12:01  A.  I can, yes.  It is "Sherriff" though, not "Sheriffe".

2        Q.  Mr "Sherriff", my apologies.

3        A.  No problem.

4        Q.  So as I understand it, you are the current principal at

5            the support legal group?

6        A.  Yes.

7        Q.  Is that a regulated position?

8        A.  No.  Well, I am a lawyer.

9        Q.  But are you regulated by a body in Abu Dhabi?

10        A.  No.

11        Q.  Are you regulated by a body outside of Abu Dhabi,

12            whether within the UAE or within --

13        A.  No, no, no.  I'm not involved in financial services.

14        Q.  Now, we know that you were the DFSA authorised

15            compliance officer and money laundering officer

16            during January 2016 to I think February 2017.

17        A.  Yes, but I mean I left early January 2017.  That was

18            just the register catching up.

19        Q.  Sure.  During that time you were subject to the DFSA

20            principles for an authorised individual, weren't you?

21        A.  Yeah.

22        Q.  And are you familiar with those principles?

23        A.  Yeah.

24        Q.  So you are familiar, for example, that you have a duty

25            to act with integrity?
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1 12:02  A.  Yes.

2        Q.  A duty to act with due skill and care?

3        A.  Yes.

4        Q.  You have a duty to be open and transparent with your

5            regulator?

6        A.  Yes.

7        Q.  Thank you.

8                So I want to start by looking at the scope of your

9            role.

10                If we could turn to bundle C, please.  And within

11            bundle C it is page 1519.  Bundle C, page 1519.

12                If that could be shared on the screen that would be

13            appreciated, if that's possible.  I think this was just

14            a question for the IT people.  I don't know if there is

15            an IT issue preventing the document being shared on the

16            screen?

17        TECHNICIAN:  No, it is fine from our end.  If I share

18            a document, let me check.

19        MS HANIF:  Because it is not coming up on my screen.

20        A.  Nor mine.

21        Q.  Thank you for confirming that, Mr Sherriff.

22                Do we know who is responsible for doing the screen

23            sharing?  It may be there is a technical --

24        PRESIDENT:  Can someone help.

25        UNKNOWN SPEAKER:  The team from the DFSA is presenting, but
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1 12:04      we would be happy to take if that's difficult.

2        MR PRITCHARD:  It is being done by Ms Mohyeddin.

3        MS HANIF:  Subject to --

4        PRESIDENT:  Shall we take a break for two minutes whilst

5            someone behind the scenes finds out?

6        MS HANIF:  I think that would be a good idea.

7        PRESIDENT:  Who is in charge of this?

8        MS HANIF:  I see we had a message from Ms Mohyeddin to say

9            Adobe is not loading.  Perhaps we break to enable the IT

10            issue to be resolved.  It is probably simpler without us

11            all being here.

12        PRESIDENT:  Okay.  We will have break for a couple of

13            minutes.

14        MR PRITCHARD:  Before we do that, I have reminded myself

15            that I didn't formally introduce the second witness

16            statement, so maybe I could do that as well.  I've so

17            far formally introduced the first witness statement.

18        PRESIDENT:  You can that now if you like while we are

19            waiting.

20        MR PRITCHARD:  Indeed.

21                Further examination-in-chief by MR PRITCHARD

22        MR PRITCHARD:  Mr Sherriff, you also produced a second

23            witness statement, didn't you, for these proceedings?

24        A.  Yes.  Dated 27 September.

25        Q.  Thank you.  It is nine paragraphs long and the last
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1 12:06      paragraphs says "I believe the facts stated in this

2            witness statement are true", and again there did you

3            sign that document?

4        A.  Yes.

5        Q.  And is it true to the best of your knowledge and belief?

6        A.  Yes.

7        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you.

8        PRESIDENT:  Okay.  We will -- I think the time to resume

9            will be once a document comes up on screen.  So we will

10            stop for a couple of minutes.

11        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, sir.

12        TECHNICIAN:  One more thing, I'm sorry to interrupt.

13            I forgot to mention that this hearing will be recorded,

14            so if you hear the annoying sound like "hearing is

15            recorded", my apologies for that.  You will hear that

16            from time to time.  Thank you.

17        (12.06 pm GST)

18                              (A short break)

19        (12.13 pm GST)

20        PRESIDENT:  Thank you, everybody.  I think we can resume,

21            Ms Hanif.

22        MS HANIF:  Thank you very much, sir.  And thank you very

23            much for uploading the document.

24                 Cross-examination by MS HANIF (continued)

25        MS HANIF:  So looking at -- it is page 1519, which hopefully
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1 12:13      you can now see on your screen, and what this is a job

2            description for the head of legal and chief compliance

3            officer.  Do you recognise this document?

4        PRESIDENT:  Perhaps the witness would like to put his camera

5            on.

6        A.  Apologies.

7        PRESIDENT:  Thank you very much.

8        A.  Apologies.  Yeah, I mean I had an employment contract.

9            I don't have a copy of it.  I did look for it the other

10            week but I can't find a copy.

11        MS HANIF:  That's fine.  I just want to look through it very

12            briefly.  Because it sets out essentially the scope of

13            your duties.  And in particular you will see there is

14            a subheading "regulatory compliance".

15        A.  Okay.

16        Q.  Roughly halfway down the page.  And then underneath that

17            you have a number of bullet points, and the first one

18            says:

19                "Ensure fulfillment of the regulatory requirements

20            and adherence to the company standards and the DFSA

21            rules and regulations."

22                Can you see that there?

23        A.  Yes.

24        Q.  So obviously one part of your duty was to ensure that

25            La Tresorerie was complying with the DFSA's rules and
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1 12:14      regulations?

2        A.  Yes.

3        Q.  And then you can see the next point is that you were to:

4                "Maintain and administer proactively the compliance

5            and AML manuals according to the DFSA's rule book,

6            industry best practice and internal rules of the

7            company."

8        A.  Yes.

9        Q.  So the point is your role is not a passive role, it is

10            a proactive role.  Do you accept that?

11        A.  Yes, it was.

12        Q.  Thank you.

13                Now, within La Tresorerie is it fair to say it was

14            a fairly small team of people whilst you were there?

15        A.  Um, yes, but I mean it was supplemented by a lot of PWC

16            employees.  They were there for most of my tenure as

17            well.  It was anywhere between 6 and 12 of them  in the

18            office at any particular point of time.  But the

19            La Tresorerie team was 10 or 12 people roughly.

20        Q.  We'll come on to PWC in a moment.

21                Would you describe the atmosphere within that team

22            as an informal one, and by that I mean if you wanted to

23            speak to someone about something, is it fair to say you

24            could just go up to them and have a chat, you didn't

25            have to book a formal appointment in advance?
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1 12:15  A.  Yeah.

2        Q.  And is it fair to say that if there were discussions

3            taking place, you would hear those discussions even if

4            you yourself were not party to them?

5        A.  No, not necessarily, no.

6        Q.  It was an open plan office as I understand it?

7        A.  With two meeting rooms.

8        Q.  So if there was a conversation taking place in the open

9            plan office, other individuals within the office would

10            be able to hear it, that's correct, isn't it?

11        A.  Yeah.

12        Q.  What I want to look at first, Mr Sherriff, is the cash

13            withdrawal service.

14                Now, I think in your interview with the DFSA you

15            accepted it was known within La Tresorerie that it was

16            enabling clients to withdraw physical cash?

17        A.  Yes.

18        Q.  It wasn't a secret, as it were?

19        A.  No.

20        Q.  And in your view was Toni Morgan also aware of this?

21        A.  I believe so, yes.

22        Q.  Thank you.

23                I want to turn to PWC who you mentioned a moment

24            ago.  In your opinion did they know that La Tresorerie

25            was allowing clients to withdraw physical cash?
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1 12:17  A.  Yes.

2        Q.  Would you say that you had a good relationship with

3            Hinesh Shah?

4        A.  Yes.  I would, yes.

5        Q.  Did he ever indicate to you that La Tresorerie should

6            not be involved in this activity?

7        A.  No.

8        Q.  I would like to you look at a particular document in the

9            bundle.  We are still in bundle C.  I'm just going to

10            pick page 94 at random.  There is a lot of these type of

11            documents in the bundle but we don't need to go through

12            all of them so we will just look at page 94 as an

13            example.

14                If we could pull up page 94.  Thank you very much.

15            So what you will see on your screen is a document that

16            is entitled "cash receipt"?

17        A.  Okay.

18        Q.  And it has various fields on.  The date at the top, then

19            a field saying "received from", and in this case it

20            looks as though it shows it was Josep Mestres that was

21            involved.  Then it talks about the client account name

22            and number, then it says payment amount of 100,000, then

23            it talks about the payment method being cash.  Then at

24            the bottom we see --

25        A.  Can you scroll up slightly, sorry, I just can't see
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1 12:18      that.  It just stops at amount paid 100,000.  Oh.  So it

2            has gone too far.

3        Q.  And you will see that under "payment method" someone has

4            crossed the box "cash", so there is a X in that column.

5        A.  Yes, I can see that.

6        Q.  And underneath that at the bottom of the page -- and

7            I think there is a line at the bottom of the page.  If

8            we could scroll up ever so slightly so the witness can

9            see the -- yeah, great.  Thank you.

10                So you can see at the bottom there is a line which

11            says "la Tresorerie Limited -- cash receipt ..."?

12        A.  Yes.

13        Q.  Do you recall seeing these in your time at

14            La Tresorerie?

15        A.  No, I don't, no.

16        Q.  Are you aware that these were kept in a file that is

17            called the "cash withdrawals file"; there is a physical

18            file?

19        A.  No, I wasn't.

20        Q.  Whilst you worked at La Tresorerie were you ever

21            prevented from accessing any hard copy documents that

22            were held within the company's offices?

23        A.  Um, was I?  I don't think so.  I mean -- no, I think

24            Jennifer kept some files to herself, but other than

25            that, no, I don't think so.  Everything was in the
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1 12:20      cabinets when we were in Gate Village, everything's in

2            the cabinets, and then in Index Tower everything was in

3            the safe, as I understand.  I don't believe I was ever

4            restricted.  Maybe some HR matters, as well.  But that

5            was it.

6                Actually, no, are there were a couple of locked

7            drawers in the meeting room in Gate Village, in the

8            front office towards the window, but I didn't have

9            access to those.

10        Q.  And you don't know what was in those locked drawers?

11        A.  I don't know what was in them, no.

12        Q.  I want to then look at what is called the transaction

13            monitoring programme, which I think is a document you

14            might have heard of before?

15        A.  Yes, I have heard of it.

16        Q.  If we turn to -- it is page 392 in the bundle.  So still

17            in bundle C, page 392.

18                What you should see on this page is an email from

19            Moapha Sharif, and I understand he worked in compliance,

20            is that right?

21        A.  Yes.

22        Q.  And it is dated 22 July 2015, and the subject states

23            "important, transaction monitoring programme", and it is

24            sent to effectively everyone at La Tresorerie, and you

25            see it is also copied to various people at PWC, you have
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1 12:22      Tola Johnson, Hinesh Shah and Sumana Lahiry.

2        A.  Yes.

3        Q.  What we see with this email is Mr Sharif says to

4            everyone:

5                "Further to Jen's e-mail I attach the most

6            up-to-date transaction monitoring programme ..."

7                And he also attached the deposits and internal

8            transfers spreadsheet and the withdrawal monitoring

9            spreadsheet.

10                Then he goes on to say that the TMP is now "a live

11            process and requires all stakeholder's full support in

12            order to ensure its successful implementation."

13                Then he goes on to say that:

14                "No allocations to client funds can be made unless

15            you follow the programme ..."

16                And importantly he says:

17                "... and no client-related payments can be made

18            without adherence to the program."

19        A.  Yes.

20        Q.  So what he is saying, Mr Sherriff, is that this is

21            a really important policy and we all have to comply with

22            it in respect of any movement of funds whether it is

23            cash coming in or cash going out.

24        A.  Yes.

25        Q.  Then at the very bottom she says:
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1 12:23          "You should not hesitate to escalate any issues

2            surrounding payments in general to senior management and

3            compliance."

4                And then he says you:

5                "Ewan ... will be on hand to support the compliance

6            team in Toni's absence".

7                So what he is saying is at this point in time if

8            anyone has any questions about this programme, they can

9            speak to him or they can speak to you?

10        A.  Yes, that's what it says, yes.

11        Q.  Then obviously he references the fact that PWC will also

12            be there to support the team.

13        A.  Yes.

14        Q.  Now, attached to his email there is a series of

15            documents.  Excuse me one moment.  If we could bring up

16            page 1743, thank you.

17                So that is the version of the TMP that is attached

18            to the email that we have just seen.

19        A.  Okay.

20        Q.  And just to explain why I think that is the case.  If we

21            scroll to the bottom of 1743.

22        A.  Same date, yes.

23        Q.  Exactly.  It says version 1.6.  And that seems to

24            correlate with what the previous email said.

25        A.  Sure.
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1 12:25  Q.  Obviously there has been a number of versions of this,

2            but it looks as though version 1.6 is the first version

3            that you have been copied into.  Which is why I want to

4            start by looking at this.

5                So what we see on 1743 is there is a footnote on

6            that page, footnote 1.  And it says:

7                "On occasion, clients deposit and withdraw cash

8            amounts".

9                Can you see that footnote, just on the bottom of the

10            page?

11        A.  Yes.

12        Q.  This is consistent with your view that in the company

13            there was no secret of the fact that clients were

14            withdrawing cash?

15        A.  No.

16        Q.  Thank you.  If we turn to page 1750, this is an

17            appendix 1, and you can see it has a header at the top

18            that says "To be completed for every withdrawal by the

19            cash management team".

20                Is your understanding that at this stage when it

21            speaks of "every withdrawal" it includes any physical

22            cash withdrawals?

23        A.  Yeah, I guess it would include any form of withdrawal,

24            yeah.

25        Q.  Okay, thank you.
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1 12:26          Now I'm then going to fast forward to what is called

2            version 2.1, because there is a slight change between

3            the version we are looking at now and version 2.1.

4                So turn to page 529 in bundle C.

5        A.  Okay.

6        Q.  So 529, and you will see it is dated -- it says draft

7            version 2.1, but it looks as though it was not a draft,

8            and it has a date in the top right-hand corner,

9            28 September 2015.

10        A.  Okay.

11        Q.  And what I want to turn to in particular is the appendix

12            we have just looked at, but I want to see what it looks

13            like within this version of the TMP.  So if we could

14            turn to page 536.

15                So we have the same appendix as we looked at

16            earlier, but the key amendment is in respect of, if you

17            look at the third row, well, the fourth row rather and

18            it starts with the sentence:

19                "Is the withdrawal an electronic transfer of cash or

20            a physical cash withdrawal?"

21        A.  Okay.

22        Q.  So it now -- the appendix now asks that specific

23            question.

24        A.  Okay.

25        Q.  Which didn't appear on the earlier version.
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1 12:28          Do you know why this amendment was made?

2        A.  No.

3        Q.  Can you recollect whether you might have been involved

4            with any amendment to the TMP between version 1.6 that

5            we have seen, and this one on the screen?

6        A.  No.  I mean I was not involved in that process of

7            drafting this document or policy.  I had come in to

8            assist in client due diligence file review, which is

9            what I was doing, and then Toni went on holiday, which

10            is why Mo had copied me in, but I was not involved in

11            the process of this documenting this process.

12        Q.  Do you think it was likely PWC would have been involved

13            with this amendment to the TMP?

14        A.  Absolutely, yes.

15        Q.  Now, what I also want to look at is to see what other

16            outsourced professionals also knew or understood about

17            the cash withdrawal service.

18                So I want to now look at an organisation called

19            CGS Legal.  And we can see a report that they prepared

20            which is at page 933 of the bundle --

21        A.  But they didn't look at this, Ms Hanif.  They only

22            looked at client due diligence.  They only reviewed

23            files, they didn't look at the transaction monitoring.

24        Q.  Yeah, that's fine.  There is just one reference in

25            there, maybe it would be helpful for you to clarify it.
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1 12:30          So if we look at --

2        A.  Sure.

3        Q.  -- the first page of the report is on 9333, so we can

4            see that is page 1 of the report, and we can see they

5            prepared this report for the organisation.

6                I want to look at page 939.  So on page 939 at the

7            very bottom of the page there is a -- it is under 3.2,

8            there is a bullet point that says "Steps to identify AML

9            risk", and then it says that:

10                "We have spent a substantial amount of time in

11            discussion with LT's CEO and the compliance officer, as

12            well as other members of the staff."

13                So I just wanted to check, so you were obviously one

14            of the people they spoke to?

15        A.  Yes, absolutely.

16        Q.  Do you know who else -- they have obviously identified

17            the CEO, Mr Rollet, do you know who else they might have

18            spoken to when they talk about other members of staff?

19        A.  I think -- when was this report done?

20        Q.  So the date on the report -- if we go back to page 933,

21            it has -- I can read it to you.  On the bottom of 933 it

22            says conducted between 25 and 29 April 2016.

23        A.  Jennifer.

24        Q.  So you think they would have spoken to Jennifer Adams?

25        A.  Yes, undoubtedly.
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1 12:31  Q.  Okay.  That's helpful.  Thank you.

2                Then when we turn overleaf to 941 -- and if you

3            would like a break at any point please do say?

4        A.  I'm fine, I will live.

5        Q.  On 941 there is a bullet point that says "source of

6            funds", then the final sentence on that says:

7                "Further, LT carry out transaction monitoring on

8            a daily basis and all monies transferred in and out are

9            measured against these parameters."

10        A.  Yes.

11        Q.  So can you recollect -- there was clearly discussion

12            around transaction monitoring, do you think that's fair?

13        A.  Not with these guys, honestly, I don't.  No.

14                My recollection of CGS is that they did a file

15            review looking at client due diligence on various files

16            of the higher worth files.  There could have been review

17            around transaction monitoring, yes, and you know, we did

18            look at source of funds when funds came in we had to

19            check the client due diligence file to make sure that we

20            had the source of funds on file, failing which we

21            wouldn't allocate it.  Therefore if it is not allocated

22            it can't be transferred out.

23        Q.  Okay.  Do you think it is possible -- I suppose we will

24            never know what Ms Adams discussed with them, but do you

25            think it is possible she might have discussed the
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1 12:33      transaction monitoring programme with them?

2        A.  She could have done.  I can't say.  It is possible.

3        Q.  I then next want to look at Ernst & Young, EY, and you

4            see the report they produced at page 961.

5        A.  Yes.

6        Q.  We see in April 2016 they provided a short report for

7            La Tresorerie.  Were you the main contact point for E&Y?

8        A.  Josep.  The finance officer.  I guess I would be

9            number 2 to that, but Josep led the audit and the

10            relationship.

11        Q.  Okay.

12                I then want to turn to another communication with

13            EY, and we will see that at page 1077.

14                So 1077 what we see it an email from you dated

15            8 December 2016 to Mr Iqbal at EY, and what we see,

16            interestingly you attached three documents, but one of

17            them is the transaction monitoring programme.

18        A.  Sure.

19        Q.  Just for your note, but we don't need to turn to it,

20            Mr Sherriff, we see it was the version 2.1 of the TMP

21            you enclose, so the version that is dated 28 September.

22            For the tribunal's note, that is page 1078 onwards.

23                I'm curious, can you recollect why you send them

24            a copy?

25        A.  Yes, because they monitor the processes and controls
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1 12:35      that we operate.  Systems controls.  Part of their remit

2            was to monitor and assess those.

3        Q.  To the best of your recollection, can you recall whether

4            EY came back to express any concern around the fact that

5            the transaction monitoring programme specifically

6            permitted cash withdrawals?

7        A.  I don't have any recollection, I'm sorry.

8        Q.  I then want to see what the communication with the

9            internal auditors, and we see that at page 996.

10        A.  Okay.

11        Q.  Just a moment.

12        A.  Yeah.

13        Q.  So 996.  It is an email entitled "transaction

14            monitoring".  From you to various individuals within LT

15            and --

16        A.  I can't even write in English.

17        Q.  And it is dated 30 August, and what you have attached is

18            the TMP.  It says version 2.3, but for the moment that

19            does not matter too much.

20        A.  Okay.

21        Q.  What you say is:

22                "Internal auditors ..."

23                You effectively said they criticise La Tresorerie

24            for "not following our own procedures".  Before we look

25            at that one line I want to see the report that is
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1 12:37      attached behind your email.  So the report starts at

2            page 997.  So what you see at 997 is the cover page of

3            the internal audit report by KPI which is

4            dated August 2016.

5        A.  Okay.

6        Q.  Then if we then turn to page 9 -- sorry, 1002?

7        A.  Okay.

8        Q.  Under the subheading "summary of work performed" they

9            say they interviewed key personnel.  Can you recollect

10            who they interviewed?

11        A.  Certainly myself and Josep for sure.

12        Q.  Okay.

13        A.  I would think -- I mean I'm sure Samar was involved as

14            well.  She would be the other senior person at that

15            point in time.  Head of client management.

16        Q.  Then I want to turn to page 1006.

17        A.  Yes.

18        Q.  So you will see it is entitled "Fund monitoring", and we

19            see they have specific reference to the fact that they

20            carried out a review of the cash transaction monitoring

21            process.  Then when you look at work performed, and they

22            have set out what they have done, so they say they have

23            discussed the process with the client personnel and they

24            say they have obtained the transaction monitoring

25            programme.  So they say "we have seen a copy of the
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1 12:39      TMP", they have seen the cash deposits spreadsheet, and

2            obtained and reviewed the withdrawal checklists.

3                So it is clear they have seen the TMP and they have

4            seen the withdrawal checklist which was one of the

5            appendices that we looked at, Mr Sherriff.

6        A.  Okay.

7        Q.  To the best of your recollection, did they raise any

8            objection around the fact that the TMP permitted the

9            withdrawal of physical cash?

10        A.  No.  No, they didn't.

11        Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  That's helpful.  Going back to your

12            covering email, we don't need to turn back to it, but

13            you had a reference to the fact that you were criticised

14            for not following --

15        A.  Yes.

16        Q.  Can you recall what that was around?  If you can't

17            recall, that's fine.

18        A.  My -- I've tried to think about this.  My recollection

19            is it is about the deposit spreadsheet and how that was

20            updated.  And essentially it was the deposit spreadsheet

21            was a tool utilised by finance, mainly Chiara, Josep's

22            second in command, and I think they were criticising

23            client management for not updating it.  But it was not

24            really a client management issue, it was a finance issue

25            recording what funds had come in.
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1 12:40          And then the question would be whether or not those

2            could be allocated dependent on whether or not we had

3            source of funds data available.

4                That's my recollection.  But I can't be certain of

5            that.

6        Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  So having looked at that chronology

7            of events, at the time, what was your view as to whether

8            or not this activity was permissible?

9        A.  I mean I believed that it was permissible, subject to,

10            you know, enhanced due diligence and proper due

11            diligence being done.  And again I'm trying to separate

12            what I know now from what I knew then, because what

13            I know now, the criticism seems to be around the

14            process, and the transportation of the cash.

15                So at that point in time I had never been alerted to

16            the fact that there was an issue with actually providing

17            physical cash as an ancillary financial service.

18        Q.  Okay.  Leaving -- separating out the point as to whether

19            or not it is an ancillary service, what was your view

20            about effectively having a process in place which

21            allowed a client to withdraw physical cash?  Did that

22            give you any cause for concern?

23        A.  No, because PWC had drafted it.  I mean I was concerned

24            about physical cash because we were a wealth management

25            firm, but I took comfort from that fact.
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1 12:42  Q.  Now, you weren't here for Ms Morgan's evidence, but in

2            her interview with the DFSA she said she became aware of

3            the fact that there were physical cash withdrawals

4            taking place at La Tresorerie, and this was during the

5            period when she was a compliance officer, and her --

6            what she said to the DFSA during her interview was that

7            she had formed the view from the outset this was

8            unacceptable.

9                Now, when you took over from Ms Morgan, as part of

10            that handover, did she ever say to you words to the

11            effect, "Ewan, there are physical cash withdrawals

12            taking place, I think this is unacceptable"?

13        A.  No.

14        Q.  Thank you.  I next want to turn to the role of -- two

15            intermediaries, Cosmic and EEC, names you are probably

16            aware of now?

17        A.  I am, yes.

18        Q.  As I understand it, at the time you were aware they were

19            being used to facilitate physical cash withdrawals, is

20            that fair?

21        A.  That's fair.

22        Q.  I want to look at one or two emails very briefly, but

23            I suspect we can -- since you accepted you were aware of

24            it I suspect we can run through them fairly swiftly.

25                If we start by looking at page 801, please, so it is
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1 12:44      801 in the bundle.

2                The way the email thread works, it may be easier to

3            start at 800, then it is the bottom of page 800 I would

4            like to look at to start with.

5        A.  Okay.

6        Q.  What you will see at the very bottom of page 800 is

7            there is an email from Mark Henny on 15 December, and it

8            is sent to a number of people, but at this stage you are

9            not copied into this first email chain but let's look at

10            it because that's where it starts, and the body the

11            email is page 801.

12                So what he is saying -- and it is effectively it's

13            Moapha Sharif, Chiara Milan, who I think was in the

14            finance department, Josep Mestres and Samar Aouad.  So

15            what Mr Henny says is:

16                "Attached you will find two payment templates to

17            Cosmic ..."

18                And we will look at those in a moment.  There is

19            a SWIFT wire transfer copied in, and then (c), the

20            signed retrieval slips by the two clients.

21                Then he goes on to say:

22                "The Cosmic invoice will follow later today.  Given

23            the urgency, (Gilles will pick up from Cosmic on

24            Thursday) please do the transaction monitoring already

25            now, and (if OK) prepare the payment ..."
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1 12:46          So do you think it is fair to say that Mr Henny is

2            effectively telling that group of people that he wants

3            there to be a transfer to Cosmic, this third party, and

4            that Gilles is going to pick up physical cash from

5            Cosmic?

6        A.  Looks like it, yeah.

7        Q.  Then he is asking them to do -- when he says "do the

8            transaction monitoring", effectively he is asking them

9            can you please carry out the checks you have to carry

10            out under the TMP?

11        A.  Yeah.

12        Q.  So the attachments that are attached to this email, one

13            of them appears at 805.  I'm not going to look at all of

14            the attachments, and we can probably run through it

15            fairly swiftly.  805 is essentially the appendix we

16            looked at that was attached to the TMP, and what you see

17            is client account number 800525 and put the client's

18            name Hans Bockstal and then in the second field, "what

19            is the reason for this withdrawal", he talks about there

20            being a transfer to Cosmic.

21                So it is clear from this that essentially Cosmic is

22            being used to facilitate a cash withdrawal for

23            Hans Bockstal?

24        A.  Yes.

25        Q.  Thank you.  If we turn back to page 800, which is the
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1 12:47      email thread.  So what there happens is that original

2            email thread from Mark Henny, Moapha Sharif forwards it

3            to you on 15 December, the same day, and then we can see

4            your response.

5        A.  Yes, refused to authorise it, yes.

6        Q.  I will just read it very briefly:

7                "These are new clients on the point of onboarding.

8            The funds have been sent from EFG after the clients had

9            sold the securities in order to get into cash in order

10            to make the transfer easier.  This all makes sense.  The

11            issue is the clients are now asking for 85k euros each

12            in cash and EFG have refused to give them the cash."

13                Then you say:

14                "I have refused to authorise it.  It is a classic

15            through-flow and it raises many issues with us and

16            I have just spoken with Mark to tell him."

17        A.  Yes.

18        Q.  So my understanding is that the concern here was that

19            although they were on the point of onboarding, they had

20            not yet been onboarded?

21        A.  No, they have not been onboarded, and they are

22            immediately asking for a transfer out.

23        Q.  So it is that set of circumstances that was giving you

24            cause for concern?  It was not the fact that this was

25            going to be a physical cash withdrawal that involved
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1 12:49      Cosmic.  It was not that aspect of it that caused you

2            concern?

3        A.  I didn't even -- from memory, I didn't even look at that

4            aspect of it.  I just -- I didn't like the fact that,

5            you know, when a client had not even been onboarded they

6            were already asking for a withdrawal.

7        Q.  Sure.  But if they had been onboarded, presumably it

8            would not have concerned you they were looking for

9            a physical cash withdrawal?

10        A.  Not necessarily, no, yes.

11        Q.  Then I next want to look very briefly at another email

12            chain in the bundle.  So it is page 828.

13                It is essentially, it is another email from

14            Mark Henny to a number of people at La Tresorerie

15            including you, and it relates to the same clients that

16            essentially we have looked at.  So we have now moved

17            forward to January 2016, and then Mark Henny says in his

18            email:

19                "Good morning, please find attached all the relevant

20            docs for a cash withdrawal.  Please make the transfer to

21            Cosmic."

22                So he is being very open with everyone and saying

23            "I have a client that wants a physical cash withdrawal,

24            we are going to use Cosmic to facilitate that

25            withdrawal"; he is being open about that, isn't he?
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1 12:50  A.  Yes.

2        Q.  And you don't raise any objection to that?

3        A.  No.  I mean I already refused to authorise it

4            previously.

5        Q.  You refused to do so because the client had not been

6            onboarded.  Now, my understanding is by this stage the

7            client has been onboarded so we are now a further two

8            weeks down the road so we are now into January 2016, so

9            that's why he has come back and now he is saying "Right,

10            here are the documents again, let's make the transfer to

11            Cosmic".

12        A.  Mm-hmm.

13        Q.  And there is no objection from you at that stage to say,

14            "Hang on a second why are we using Cosmic?"

15        A.  No.  Because that was the process.  And, you know, Mark

16            had gone to Gilles to get approval to do the transfers.

17        Q.  But you yourself, in your capacity as head of legal, and

18            a compliance officer, you didn't have any issues with

19            the use of this process?

20        A.  No, I mean it was an established process drafted by PWC.

21        Q.  The transaction monitoring programme itself does not

22            reference Cosmic or EEC, so it does not reference the

23            use of an intermediary.  But you were still comfortable

24            with the fact that Cosmic was going to be used to

25            facilitate the transfer?
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1 12:52  A.  Yeah, I mean, my understanding was that Cosmic was

2            a Shamim Adam company, that cash was being picked up

3            from EEC, which was onboarded as one of the LT

4            custodians.  EEC is a regulated money -- I mean it is

5            regulated by the central bank.

6        Q.  So you were comfortable with, let's stick with this, you

7            were comfortable with EEC being used as an intermediary

8            to facilitate a cash withdrawal?

9        A.  Yes.

10        Q.  But this email is talking about Cosmic.  So you don't

11            write back and say, "Hang on a second guys, we are not

12            allowed to use Cosmic"?

13        A.  No.

14        Q.  So it is fair to infer from that that you were

15            comfortable with it?

16        A.  I honestly can't recall.  But it is a fair inference,

17            but I can't recall.

18        Q.  Thank you.

19                Let's then look at another email, page 846.  It is

20            another email thread involving Mark Henny, and the same

21            client, so the client account numbers are still 800525

22            and 800526, so clearly it is a bit of an ongoing issue

23            with these two clients, so if we look at 846, and then

24            roughly halfway down the page there is an email from

25            Mark Henny again where he says:
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1 12:54          "Good morning, we were talking about this payment

2            last week, the idea was that Gilles would deliver this.

3            As he already has a commitment, I will be in Dubai the

4            next couple of days and will deliver.  Can we transfer

5            to Cosmic tomorrow (Monday) I'll pick it up from them on

6            Thursday."

7                So he is saying "Let's transfer the cash from Cosmic

8            and I will collect it from Cosmic on Thursday".

9                Then he says "The clients ask can we do 160k in

10            terms of euros rather than 170", and he talks about

11            that.  Then your response is "Let's just stick to 170k";

12            can you see that there?

13        A.  Yes.

14        Q.  So you clearly read the email?

15        A.  Yeah.

16        Q.  And you clearly aware that what Mark Henny is proposing

17            is there is a transfer to Cosmic and he will pick up the

18            physical cash from them on Thursday?

19        A.  Yes.

20        Q.  And clearly from your email you are happy with that?

21        A.  Yes, because that's what Gilles authorised, yes.

22        Q.  Hang on a second.  So --

23        A.  No.  That's what happened.

24        Q.  But you, Mr -- you are the compliance officer, is that

25            correct?
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1 12:55  A.  Yes.  But you have to appreciate what was going on at

2            La Tresorerie at that point in time.

3                And my responsibilities were directed towards due

4            diligence of the 600 plus client files that had to be

5            redone to DFSA standard.  I was not involved -- I was

6            barely involved in transaction monitoring at all.

7        Q.  But why do you just said -- if it is nothing to do with

8            you, rather than saying "let's just stick 170k", why

9            don't you say "Not my remit, speak to somebody else in

10            compliance"?

11        A.  I have no idea.  It is an email written six years ago.

12            No idea.

13        Q.  But the clear impression from this, is in your capacity

14            as compliance officer you are happy for this transaction

15            to take place?

16        A.  No.  What I'm saying is "stick to what was authorised".

17        Q.  But you are not expressing any concern to what has been

18            proposed?

19        A.  What, that the transfers could go ahead?  No.

20        Q.  Nor are you expressing any concern about the fact that

21            Cosmic is going to be used to facilitate the withdrawal?

22        A.  As I just said, I was not involved in transaction

23            monitoring for the first six months at all.

24        Q.  So your position is, although you are the compliance

25            officer, although you are copied into this email,
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1 12:56      although you have a duty to proactively ensure the

2            company is complying with rules and regulations, your

3            view is essentially nothing to do with you?

4        A.  I wouldn't go that far.  But I mean, I think I was

5            appointed 6 January, something like that.  And I was

6            just -- almost the week I was appointed we got the

7            letter from the DFSA saying we had to do everything

8            again.

9        Q.  So you are saying that prevents you from raising any

10            concerns?

11        A.  I'm not saying that prevents me.  That's not what

12            I said.

13        Q.  Well, did you even have a concern at this stage -- let's

14            separate it.  So did you even have --

15        A.  No, as I said earlier, given that the process was

16            developed by PWC, I did not have a concern, no.

17        Q.  Okay.  So the next document I want to look at in the

18            bundle, it is 1796.

19                So 1796.  Another email from Mark Henny, and this

20            time we are in August 2016.  So you have now been in

21            your post for eight months or so.  So dated 25 August,

22            and this one is only copied to Anastasiia, yourself and

23            Samar, so it is just the three of you, so no reference

24            to Gilles on this.  So various attachments to that

25            email, some of which we will look at in a moment, and
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1 12:58      then you will see it says:

2                "Good morning, I'm planning to be in Dubai round the

3            3rd to the 7th September ... see all of you and then

4            arrange some things for clients.  One of these things is

5            a withdrawal Cosmic transfer.  The two client signed

6            requests are attached, as are the templates.  I will

7            source Cosmic invoices, but perhaps we can approve

8            first?"

9                So what he is saying is "I'm going to be coming to

10            Dubai, one of my clients wants to have a physical cash

11            withdrawal, it is going to happen via Cosmic, can we

12            approve it".  And you are the only compliance officer on

13            that email thread.  He is essentially asking for you to

14            sign it off?

15        A.  No, he sent it to finance and copied me: I don't recall

16            this email.  As you would expect.  It is five years ago.

17            I don't remember it.

18        Q.  Okay.  Well, you are the only compliance officer on that

19            email.  Do you accept that?

20        A.  Yes.

21        Q.  So he has clearly put you in there because he thinks it

22            is something you should be aware of?

23        A.  Mm-hmm.

24        Q.  And when he says "approval", he is not simply saying

25            "I just want approval from finance", he is also looking
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1 12:59      to approval from you.

2        A.  But how much was the payment?

3        Q.  So then if we scroll upwards, and I'll come -- we'll

4            come to the actual size of the payment, but what happens

5            is -- so the first response is from Samar, and you see

6            this on page 1794.  So what Samar says at the bottom of

7            1794 -- so Samar responds first to the email, and what

8            Samar says at the bottom of 1794 is that both accounts

9            don't have sufficient balance for this operation, and

10            she asks them to provide SELL instructions, and then

11            Mark Henny, he says "Okay, will do".  What you then see

12            is an email from Anastasiia that says "In the meantime,

13            we got an OK from Ewan for both withdrawals".

14        A.  Okay.

15        Q.  So what it looks as though is actually it has been

16            discussed with you, and essentially you have approved

17            those withdrawals.

18        A.  That's what Anastasiia has said.

19        Q.  But there is no email from you saying words to the

20            effect of "Hang on a second, I'm not happy with this"?

21        A.  I'm not involved in the thread at that stage.

22        Q.  Okay, there is no email from you at any stage in this,

23            around August 2016 so.  You don't write back to

24            Mark Henny in response to his original email and say

25            "I'm not happy that you are either (a) facilitating
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1 13:01      a cash withdrawal or (b) that you are using Cosmic".

2        A.  No.  Well, I don't have access to the emails as you do.

3            I don't know if that is or is not the case.

4        Q.  The DFSA say that they have disclosed everything that is

5            relevant to this case.

6        A.  Yeah, but you are also aware that we wrote to the DFSA

7            raising serious concerns about the server, the email

8            server who controlled that and whether or not emails

9            were being deleted.

10        Q.  So you now say you might have objected to this, is that

11            what you are now saying?

12        A.  No.  I'm saying that I have absolutely no idea.  But you

13            are presenting me with an email chain in which I'm not

14            in copy and I don't know whether or not I did.

15        Q.  Okay.

16        A.  I'm honestly saying to you that I do not know if I did.

17            I have also said to you that, you know, cash

18            transactions were made, and I was okay with that because

19            PWC drafted it.  So I don't know what more I can say.

20        Q.  Okay.  Fair enough.

21                Let's move on to another topic then, which is one of

22            the allegations in this case relates to the

23            transportation of cash by Mr Rollet and Mr Henny to

24            clients who were based overseas.  So I want to first

25            look at your interview with the DFSA.  So we will have
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1 13:02      to turn to bundle D.

2        A.  How did you get that?

3        Q.  Let's go -- let's see what you say in your interview

4            with the DFSA --

5        A.  No, no, no.  How did you get that?  Because it was taken

6            out of my statement.

7        Q.  I'm sorry?

8        A.  My interview transcript was taken out of my statement.

9            I don't know how you got access to that.

10        Q.  Mr Sherriff, your interview is part --

11        A.  I was not aware that you had that.

12        Q.  It is part of the evidence bundle before this tribunal,

13            and it may have been something for you to discuss with

14            your legal team, but that's a matter to be discussed

15            separately outside of this cross-examination.

16        A.  I wasn't aware.

17        Q.  Okay, but I want to now look at the interview

18            transcript.

19                Sorry, sir, you are on mute, apologies.

20        PRESIDENT:  Mr Sherriff, it may help you to know that all --

21            I think all the interview transcripts of all people who

22            were interviewed are together in one of the bundles

23            before the tribunal.  And that is why Ms Hanif is

24            familiar with your interview and what you said in it and

25            has a transcript.
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1 13:04  A.  Yes, but when I gave my witness statement I specifically

2            took it out and excluded it, and it was confirmed to me

3            it would be.

4        PRESIDENT:  That is something you will have to take up with

5            the DFSA.  The position is it was an interview, you gave

6            the interview, there is a transcript of it, and she is

7            entitled to ask you questions about it.

8                So reserving your right as it were to take it up

9            with the DFSA, we are going to ask you to look at it and

10            answer Ms Hanif's questions.

11        A.  Okay.

12        PRESIDENT:  Thank you very much.

13        MS HANIF:  Thank you, sir.

14                And in fact just before I turn to the specific

15            paragraph in the interview, in your witness statement,

16            Mr Sherriff, and I'm just going to read it, it is

17            paragraph 4, you refer to the fact at paragraph 4 that

18            you attended a compulsory interview, and then you say

19            "The answers I gave in the interview were truthful and

20            accurate".  And that's what your witness statement says.

21                Is that your position before the tribunal today,

22            that the answers you gave in that interview were

23            truthful and accurate?

24        A.  Yeah, I believe so.  I have not looked at the witness

25            statement for, I don't know, it was two years ago.
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1 13:05  Q.  Okay.  And when you drafted this witness statement had

2            you looked at your interview transcript?

3        A.  No.

4        Q.  So did you insert that language, "The answers I gave in

5            the interview are truthful and accurate"; is that your

6            wording?

7        A.  No.

8        Q.  So do you know who inserted that in your witness

9            statement?

10        A.  The witness statement was drafted for me.

11        Q.  I see.  So it is drafted for you and then presented to

12            you for signing, is that what happened?

13        A.  Yeah.  But I had inputs into certain wording as well.

14        Q.  Okay.

15        A.  But yes, so no, that is not my language.  Or, you know,

16            the majority of it, I would say probably 85/90 per cent

17            was drafted for me.

18        Q.  Do you know who in particular drafted it for you?

19        PRESIDENT:  One second, Ms Hanif.  It is a pretty standard

20            practice in substantial litigation for solicitors or

21            their equivalents to draft, have a go at drafting

22            a first witness statement, and then sending it to the

23            potential witness to consider, revise, alter and all of

24            rest of it.  Appreciate there may have been some

25            refinements to that practice within England, but it is
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1 13:06      a pretty standard practice.  So I'm not quite sure where

2            you are going with that, or whether you can properly ask

3            who it is that was responsible for the drafting, even if

4            the witness knows.

5        MS HANIF:  I appreciate that.  I'm going to move on.

6            I simply wanted to check with Mr Sherriff that he is

7            aware that the answers he gave in his compulsory witness

8            statement are truthful and accurate.  So you are aware

9            that witness statement contains that line?

10        A.  Yes, you just reminded me of that now, yeah.

11        Q.  Okay.  If we could turn to bundle D, containing the

12            interview transcripts.  Thank you.

13                I want to start by looking at page 1566.

14                In fairness, perhaps I will start from reading from

15            1565 just to try and put the conversation in context.

16                So in fact if we start at page 1565.  Roughly

17            halfway down the page you will see there is a reference

18            to Fiona Paddon, and I'll start reading from what she

19            says.  What she says is:

20                "Okay, while you are thinking, Will, I think at the

21            beginning of the interview, Ewan, you mentioned -- and

22            you were shown to the notice and you said you weren't

23            aware of people getting stopped at the airport with

24            money."

25                And you say:
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1 13:08          "Yeah, yeah."

2                And then she says:

3                "Were you aware that money was being delivered

4            to --"

5                Now, we don't know what the rest of it is, but I'm

6            assuming it must have been something like "Were you

7            aware that money was being delivered to people

8            overseas", because that would fit with the reference to

9            the airport.  And then you say:

10                "No.  No, I was not.  I was always under the

11            impression that people went to EEC to collect it there."

12        A.  Yeah.

13        Q.  And she says "Right".

14                If you then turn over to 1566, then at 1566 you say:

15                "That was my understanding.  I mean, there was --

16            there was again a suggestion I noticed that people came

17            into the office.  I never saw any physical cash."

18                And she says:

19                "Okay.  And in terms of the deliveries being made to

20            clients overseas, were -- was that -- did you know that

21            that was happening."

22                And you say:

23                "No.  I mean, I didn't know that people were

24            travelling with money, about this letter, or just things

25            like that.  As I said, I thought at that they were going
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1 13:09      to EEC to collect the cash just over the counter, as you

2            would in a money exchange."

3                The she says:

4                "Right.  Because we -- I mean, we have seen quite

5            a lot of emails where Gilles Rollet goes to meet clients

6            in Monaco, Geneva, you know, whenever."

7                You say:

8                "Yeah, yeah."

9                She says:

10                "And then it appeared that he did see people in

11            those places and he --"

12                You say:

13                "Yeah."

14                She says:

15                "(Overspeaking) you knew about."

16                So I think what she is asking you there is: did you

17            know that he was seeing people in places overseas and

18            delivering cash?

19        A.  But I've covered this in my witness statement,

20            haven't I?

21        Q.  Bear with me a second.  Then you say:

22                "I mean, I didn't know that he was going all over

23            Europe with, you know, tens of thousands of dollars, you

24            know, with the cash and delivering it.  I thought that

25            the clients were going to EEC to get the money there.
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1 13:10      I didn't see any cash in the office".

2                So that's what you say.  Then --

3        A.  But I've covered it -- we can go on and on and on, but

4            I've covered it in my witness statement, haven't I,

5            where I say I didn't recall it but I now accept that did

6            happen.

7        Q.  That's fine.  So I just want to -- let's continue --

8        A.  No, I don't really want to continue because I have

9            already covered it in my witness statement.

10        Q.  If it will give you any comfort I have not got much

11            longer to go.  I have another four lines to read out to

12            you.

13                If we then turn over page 1567, and then she says:

14                "Had -- if you -- had you of known or had someone

15            approached you and said 'All right, you know, here's

16            a cash withdrawal, I'm going to deliver this to Mr X in

17            Geneva' would you have raised any concerns about that?"

18                Your response is:

19                "Well, I mean, it is not proper custody, is it?"

20                You see that there?

21                So what she is saying to you is: had you known that

22            there was a proposal to deliver cash overseas, she is

23            asking you, what would you have done, would you have

24            raised any concerns, and your response seems to suggest

25            that you said to her why he I would have raised
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1 13:11      a concern because it was not proper custody.  So is that

2            what you were saying at the time?

3        A.  That's what the transcript says.

4        Q.  Yes.  Okay.  Then let's just look at what did happen in

5            practice.

6                So at this stage now I want to turn to bundle C.  So

7            we are back in bundle C and I want to look at page 990.

8                So on page 990 the first email at the bottom of that

9            page, it is an email from Anastasiia Liashchenko dated

10            8 August 2016, so again you have now been in post for

11            a number of months, and it is sent to you and others

12            such as Samar, et cetera, we can see.

13                Then she says:

14                "Dear all.

15                "Someone has called from Monaco on behalf of

16            Mr De la Vega - does this name ring a bell?

17                "The client wants 20k E [which I assume means euro],

18            delivered in Monaco by Gilles."

19                Then Chiara says above that:

20                "I'm arranging the withdrawal directly with the

21            client."

22                Do you see that email exchange there, Mr Sherriff?

23        A.  Yes, which is what I covered in my witness statement,

24            which is what I said about 10 minutes ago.

25        Q.  So the first point is that when you told Fiona Paddon on
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1 13:13      a number of occasions in your interview you were not

2            aware of this, that was not truthful and accurate was

3            it?

4        A.  It was my recollection.

5        Q.  And then when you said to her that had you known about

6            it you would have raised an objection because it was not

7            proper custody, will that was not truthful and accurate

8            either was it, because you didn't raise any objection to

9            this?

10        A.  To what?  That the client was getting a cash withdrawal?

11        Q.  No, no, no, the proposal here is the client first of all

12            wants physical cash, but they want it delivered to them

13            in Monaco --

14        A.  Then Chiara says "I'm arranging the withdrawal directly

15            with the client".  We don't know what happened.

16        Q.  You don't turn around and say "Hang on, this is not

17            proper custody, we should not even be accusing this"?

18        A.  No, I don't.  Well, you are telling me I didn't.  But

19            I don't know.

20        Q.  There is no email evidence to suggest you raised any

21            concerns.

22        A.  I think we have covered email correspondence before.

23            I don't have access to any emails that are five or six

24            years ago.

25        Q.  All right.  I'm sure if there is something in the bundle
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1 13:14      that helps you your counsel will refer to it in

2            re-examination.

3                The next area I want to cover is the invoices that

4            were used to facilitate the cash withdrawals from Cosmic

5            or -- EEC.

6                Now, I understand -- in fact I'm going to turn back

7            to your interview transcript.  So at this stage we will

8            go back to bundle D.

9                So bundle D, and it is page 1535.

10                So on page 1535 -- and I'm going to look at -- it is

11            the bottom half of the page, and what has happened is

12            you have been shown some of the invoices, and then there

13            is a question from somebody called which William Saheli,

14            and he says:

15                "But do you remember invoices such as this one from

16            Cosmic, not just general invoices, this particular

17            company Cosmic invoices?"

18                And you say:

19                "I guess so yes.  I can't remember, Will, can't

20            remember, but probably, yes."

21                So is it fair to say -- and I appreciate I'm not

22            taking to you any specific invoices -- you were aware at

23            a general level invoices were coming in from Cosmic?

24        A.  Not so much Cosmic.  New World Impex, yes, but not so

25            much Cosmic.
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1 13:16  Q.  You are aware the purpose of the invoices was to

2            facilitate a cash withdrawal?

3        A.  Yeah.

4        Q.  And I'm going to suggest to you, Mr Sherriff, that you

5            never at any point objected to the use of these invoices

6            to facilitate the cash withdrawal?

7        A.  I have answered that, I don't know, five or six times.

8        Q.  Okay.  I just want to look again.  You said you don't

9            remember seeing any that related to Cosmic.  Let's turn

10            back to bundle C --

11        A.  No, no, I didn't say that.  What I said was I do

12            remember invoices from New World Impex, Cosmic not so

13            much.

14        Q.  Okay, let's look at what happens when you do get an

15            invoice related to Cosmic.  If we go to -- we are now

16            back in bundle C and it is page 991.  This has been sent

17            from finance, and the only compliance person copied in

18            is you, so they have not copied in Moapha Sharif, for

19            example.  You are the only compliance related individual

20            copied into this email chain, and the instruction to

21            Samar is to execute the payment attached under

22            reference -- there is a reference there, then it says

23            "It has already been booked into Atrium", and attached

24            to this email are the invoices.  And we see one of them

25            at 992.  That's an email from Cosmic.  And it -- the
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1 13:17      description is "our services for the preparation of

2            documentation and analysis as per agreement"; do you see

3            that there?

4        A.  Yes.

5        Q.  So you have had a copy of this invoice.  Now, do you now

6            accept, Mr Sherriff, that that description is

7            inaccurate, because what Cosmic was doing --

8        A.  I don't know.  Because I mean you will also be aware

9            that in terms of the transaction monitoring policy,

10            compliance only got involved over 100,000, so I probably

11            never even looked at this.

12        Q.  Okay.  So you are saying you have been sent this email

13            with an attachment but you are the only compliance

14            person copied in but you didn't bother looking at it?

15        A.  I would not necessarily look at it, no.

16        Q.  How would you know whether it was above or below the

17            threshold unless you actually look at it?

18        A.  Because the client management would bring it -- the

19            client management would bring it to me.

20        Q.  So they would bring what to you?

21        A.  The approval.  Documentation.

22        Q.  The checklist?

23        A.  Yeah.

24        Q.  So did client management bring checklists to you to sign

25            on occasion?
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1 13:19  A.  Yeah, for transaction monitoring when I did some of it,

2            yeah.

3        Q.  And then you would have approved those withdrawals?

4        A.  Or not.

5        Q.  Okay.  But in respect of this, they have obviously

6            copied you in for a reason, and you are the only

7            compliance person they have copied in.

8        A.  That's your opinion.  I don't know.

9        Q.  Well, unless you look at the attachment you have no idea

10            whether this is something which requires express

11            approval of compliance or it doesn't.

12        A.  I would only deal with the physical, as I said.  Client

13            management would bring it to me.

14        Q.  All right.  So is your position before this tribunal

15            then that you were frequently sent emails with

16            attachments and you didn't bother opening them or

17            reading them?

18        A.  Yes, yes, absolutely.  Of course.  You have to

19            understand the regime within which we were operating at

20            that time.  I got hundreds of emails every day.  I could

21            not possibly look at everything.

22        Q.  Okay.  Then let's look at --

23        A.  Gilles would be the same, Jennifer would be the same.

24            Everybody would be the same.

25        Q.  You are the compliance officer, Mr Sherriff, so if
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1 13:20      things are being sent to you as a compliance officer, is

2            it still your position that you often would not have

3            looked at these things or opened the attachments?

4        A.  Absolutely, yes.

5        Q.  Let me ask you to look at another email then which is at

6            page 1018 in bundle C.

7                At the bottom of that page you will see it is an

8            email from Mark Henny at the bottom of 1018.  And we are

9            now into September 2016, and you see the heading is

10            "Payments, Cosmic", and what Mark Henny says is:

11                "Please find attached three invoices and payment

12            templates.  All for payments to Cosmic.  Complete

13            transfer details are included in the invoices.

14                The transfers for Daisy and GS [they are the

15            clients] have already been sent for approval last week

16            (and have been approved by Ewan ..."

17                So this is an example of where your express approval

18            was asked to sign off a cash withdrawal that was going

19            to be facilitated by Cosmic and you have approved it.

20            Do you see that?

21        A.  That's what the email says.

22        Q.  Okay.  But you are not disputing that email?

23        A.  Other than what I have already said three or four times.

24        Q.  Okay.  I'm going to suggest to you, Mr Sherriff, at no

25            point did you say to Mr Rollet "We should not be
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1 13:22      carrying out a physical cash withdrawal service because

2            it is not permitted"?

3        A.  I have never said that I did say that.

4        Q.  You never suggested to him that you shouldn't be using

5            Cosmic or EEC to facilitate cash withdrawals?

6        A.  Again.

7        Q.  But you accept that?

8        A.  Accept what?

9        Q.  That you never said to Mr Rollet at any point "We should

10            not be using Cosmic --"

11        A.  I have never said that.

12        Q.  Can you just answer the question, Mr Sherriff.  At no

13            stage did you say to Mr Rollet "We should not be using

14            Cosmic or EEC to facilitate the cash withdrawal"?

15        A.  I have never said that.

16        Q.  So you accept --

17        A.  I have never said that I said that.

18        Q.  Okay --

19        A.  I have never said that I said that.  I don't know

20            whether I did or not.

21        Q.  I'm going to say it for the final point, and it is for

22            the purpose of the transcript and for the tribunal, I'm

23            putting it to you that at no point did you tell

24            Mr Rollet that Cosmic or EEC, you never said there was

25            any concern about using them for the facilitation of
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1 13:23      physical cash withdrawals.

2                And I'm going to take your silence as an acceptance

3            of that statement.

4                I then want to turn to the issue of the safe that

5            was located in Switzerland.

6                Out of fairness to you, Mr Sherriff, I should put it

7            to you that Mr Rollet's position is you were aware at

8            all times there was a safe in Switzerland that was used

9            by La Tresorerie.  Do you want to comment on that?

10        A.  No.

11        Q.  So when do you say that you first became aware of it?

12        A.  The safe?  I have no idea.  I think after.  I think

13            I have said in my statement, have I not?  After, 2017.

14        Q.  At that stage did you report to the DFSA that you had

15            become aware of the use of a safe overseas?

16        A.  No, I was not involved with the DFSA at that point.

17        Q.  Okay.  Another document I want to look at in the bundle,

18            it is page 1242.

19                This was an application that was submitted to

20            withdraw the authorised individual status of Mr Rollet.

21            So you can see if we scroll down that page.

22        A.  Mm-hmm.

23        Q.  For confirmation, you see it relates to Mr Rollet.

24                If we then turn over the page to 1245, what we see

25            at 1245, is that you completed this?
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1 13:25  A.  I signed it, yes.

2        Q.  Did you also fill it in?

3        A.  My recollection is no.  My recollection is that Adam

4            Omar Shanti, the company secretary, did these.  But

5            I definitely signed it, yes.

6        Q.  So let's see what it says in terms under "Declarations".

7            So the first declaration under point 1 is:

8                "I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and

9            belief, having made due enquiry, the information given

10            if this form is complete and correct".

11                Do you see that there?

12        A.  No, I don't yet, no.  I still just see my signature.

13        Q.  Apologies.  If you look at the top of that page, in red

14            typeface there is a sentence that says --

15        A.  Yeah, yeah, yeah I see now.

16        Q.  Fine.  I'll repeat it again --

17        A.  No, no, it is okay.  I see it, I have read it.

18        Q.  Then it goes on to say at 3, "I have the authority to

19            make this application", and also to make the declaration

20            for and on behalf of the authorised firm?

21        A.  Yes.

22        Q.  So I don't want to press the point, but obviously an

23            authorised firm can only act through individuals, so

24            what this form says is you are essentially acting for or

25            on behalf of the company, and you are signing this to
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1 13:27      declare, first of all, that you have got authority to

2            sign it, and that secondly after having made due enquiry

3            that what the information that is contained in this

4            there is -- it is complete and correct.  Do you accept

5            that?

6        A.  Yeah.

7        Q.  So this is an important form from the perspective of the

8            DFSA.

9        A.  Yeah.

10        Q.  Then if we go over to page 1248, so question 3.3 asks

11            you:

12                "Are there any circumstances which lead the firm to

13            believe that the authorised individual [in this case

14            Mr Rollet] is no longer fit and proper?"

15                And you have ticked "no".  So you have said there is

16            no circumstances which might lead the firm to conclude

17            that he is not fit and proper.

18        A.  Yes.

19        Q.  So your declared position to the DFSA at this point is

20            that although you are aware cash withdrawals taking

21            place, aware Cosmic and EEC being used, although you are

22            aware there is the physical delivery of cash overseas,

23            in your opinion as the compliance officer of the company

24            your view at this stage is that didn't raise any issues

25            around fit and proper?
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1 13:28  A.  No.  I mean I think as I said, Adam -- I'm sure that he

2            did draft these, but I also think in terms of the sale

3            process, was it not agreed these would be submitted in

4            this format as well?

5        Q.  I want to look at this form first.  So you are saying,

6            Mr Sherriff, that, what, did you sign it without even

7            checking the contents of the form?

8        A.  No.

9        Q.  So you knew what you were signing?

10        A.  Correct.

11        Q.  And your declaration to the DFSA certainly at this point

12            in time you had no cause for concern?

13        A.  Correct.

14        Q.  Thank you.  I have two final questions for you, you will

15            be pleased to know, so thank you for being patient with

16            me.  I'm going to turn back to your interview bundle.

17                Back in bundle D, and I want to look at page 1574.

18                So this is towards the end of your interview with

19            the DFSA, and then at the top of that page you talk

20            about, you say -- "I mean you will know that I went to

21            work with Blue Ocean as well".  Do you have that

22            sentence there?

23        A.  Yes.

24        Q.  And then Fiona Paddon says "Yeah", and you say "But

25            I resigned from there last year", and you talk about why
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1 13:30      you were not very happy with it.  Do you see that

2            sentence?

3        A.  Mm-hmm.

4        Q.  The truth is that you were your employment was

5            terminated by Blue Ocean.  That's correct isn't it?

6        A.  No, that's not correct.  It is not correct, no.

7        Q.  Okay.  You will see Mr Rollet's evidence.  So he says --

8        A.  This is not the forum to discuss any part of that, and

9            I will not discuss it.

10        Q.  I'm going to put to you, Mr Sherriff, and it is in

11            Mr Rollet's witness statement, that you did not resign,

12            you were fired?

13        A.  I'm not -- that is not true.

14        Q.  And you were fired because there were concerns that the

15            board --

16        A.  No, listen.  I have made my position clear and I will

17            not tolerate this going any further.  This is not the

18            forum to discuss any part of that.

19        Q.  I'm just going to read to you Mr Rollet's witness

20            statement, because as a matter of fairness --

21        A.  Well I'm just going to leave the conference if you do

22            that.

23        Q.  As a matter of fairness I have to put to you the

24            evidence that we are presenting --

25        A.  No, I will not accept that.  I absolutely will not
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1 13:31      tolerate that.

2        Q.  I'm going to read out --

3        PRESIDENT:  One second.

4        A.  Mr Chairman, I'm going to leave the conference.  I will

5            not tolerate this.  It is not fair, I am not having an

6            ability to present any form of evidence whatsoever,

7            neither DFSA nor this tribunal have any authority over

8            Blue Ocean, and I cannot speak about Blue Ocean because

9            I have signed a confidentiality, so this grossly unfair,

10            I object strongly and I will leave the conference.

11        PRESIDENT:  Mr Sherriff, as you began to address me, I was

12            switching on my microphone to say that what I think

13            would be helpful is two things.  One, as I understand

14            it, the allegations have been made by Mr Rollet in

15            a recent witness statement.  You have got to decide

16            whether or not -- of course, you can refuse to answer

17            any questions you like.  The problem -- really two

18            things.  One, I'm going to break for five minutes

19            because first of all you are not well, and secondly we

20            have been at it for 1.30 minutes without a break.  So we

21            are going to have a break for a few minutes, and

22            whilst --

23        A.  I'm sorry, I won't come back, because this is a public

24            transcript, and I am not going to accept it.

25        PRESIDENT:  We were always going to have a break halfway
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1 13:32      through this morning, and we are going to have a break.

2        A.  That doesn't matter, I'm fine to continue but I'm not

3            going to accept this.

4        PRESIDENT:  Mr Sherriff, we are going to have a break now.

5            We would always have a break, as we did the first day,

6            for five minutes, and we are going to have a break now

7            for five minutes.  Whether you come back or not is of

8            course entirely a matter for you.

9                Of course if you don't come back, the tribunal will

10            obviously have to take note of that and record it.  But

11            on the other hand we do bear in mind that you are not

12            a well man today.  So we are going to stop now and we

13            are going to come back in five minutes, and I hope you

14            will join us.  If you don't --

15        A.  If this is going to continue I won't.

16        PRESIDENT:  If you do not join us, that is your right.  So

17            we will break now.  Thank you.

18        (1.33 pm GST)

19                              (A short break)

20        (1.38 pm GST)

21        PRESIDENT:  I think the members of the tribunal, counsel,

22            and the witness are back with us.  Before we proceed,

23            I think it would be useful if Ms Hanif would, before she

24            resumes her questions, let us know why --

25        A.  I don't accept that --
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1 13:40  PRESIDENT:  Mr Sherriff, will you please -- would you please

2            let me speak to counsel and not interrupt.

3        A.  Of course.

4        PRESIDENT:  What is the -- what I was going to ask you was

5            this.  There appeared in your client's last witness

6            statement a series of criticisms of some of the

7            witnesses.  One of those is the witness we have on at

8            the moment.  How is -- it is no part of the tribunal's

9            job to try and find out the rights and wrongs of what

10            was happening in an employment situation in some other

11            part of the world.  It is not our job and we don't have

12            the evidence to do it.  So I'm just wondering, before we

13            proceed with this, not so much where it is going to get

14            you, but how on earth the tribunal could start trying to

15            resolve the other differences between Mr Sherriff and

16            Mr Rollet.

17        MS HANIF:  Absolutely --

18        PRESIDENT:  What is the point?

19        MS HANIF:  I accept that point.  In a sense the general

20            thrust of this is that Mr Sherriff's witness statement

21            says that he confirms that the answers he gave in the

22            DFSA interview were truthful and accurate, and what he

23            told the DFSA in his interview is that he resigned, and

24            the point we say is that actually, as Mr Rollet makes

25            clear in his fourth witness statement, Mr Sherriff was
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1 13:42      effectively fired because the board found out that he

2            had engaged in improper activity related to improper

3            payments --

4        A.  But that's a matter of opinion --

5        PRESIDENT:  Ms Hanif, that is what your witness says.  We

6            are not going to be able to work out and it is not our

7            job to work out whether that is true or not, whether he

8            is right about that issue as opposed to other issues, or

9            Mr Sherriff is.  All we can do is obviously register the

10            fact that your client believes and asserts that

11            Mr Sherriff was fired from some job.  But it is a really

12            long way from the centre of the issues in this case.

13            You can try and pursue it if you wish, we are not going

14            to stop you, but I just thought you should know that at

15            the moment it seems a bit pointless.

16        MS HANIF:  Sir, you will be pleased to know I only have two

17            questions on this, and in fact those can possibly be

18            dealt with in a single question.

19        PRESIDENT:  Okay.  What we will do is this.  You can ask the

20            questions, but Mr Sherriff is free to decline to answer

21            questions.  But obviously we record the fact that he

22            doesn't.  Okay?  So if you just -- if we could -- we

23            have taken a lot of time perhaps over what is perhaps

24            a relatively minor issue, and I have not helped by my

25            chipping in.  What we will do is we will do our best to
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1 13:43      continue now.  Thank you.

2        MS HANIF:  I'm grateful, thank you.

3                I'm not going to go back to bundle D because we

4            looked at it before the break, but you accept that in

5            your interview with the DFSA you told them you resigned.

6            Do you accept that?

7        A.  Yes.

8        Q.  And you will see Mr Rollet says in fact you were fired

9            by the board.  Do you accept that?

10        A.  He did.

11        Q.  Do you accept that as a matter of fact, you did not

12            resign, you were fired?

13        A.  No.

14        Q.  You still maintain that you resigned?

15        A.  Yes, from Blue Ocean, yes.

16        Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr Sherriff, thank you sir, I have no

17            further questions.

18        MR PRITCHARD:  Sir, you are on mute, but I think you said

19            "Mr Pritchard".

20        PRESIDENT:  You keep telling me I am on mute.  I'm trying to

21            get off mute, and because I'm extremely old it takes me

22            longer to do it than you, so could you bear that in

23            mind.  That I'm being slow rather than stupid.  Thank

24            you.

25        MR PRITCHARD:  Certainly not, sir.  I think I can lip read
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1 13:44      and I think you said Mr Pritchard.

2                I have no further questions for the witness.

3        PRESIDENT:  Okay.  Unless the members of the tribunal have

4            any questions?  Mr Al Hashimi, do you have any

5            questions?

6        MR HASHIMI:  No, I don't have any.

7        PRESIDENT:  Mr Storey?

8        MR STOREY:  No.  Thank you very much, Mr Sherriff.

9        PRESIDENT:  Thank you, Mr Sherriff.  Thank you for helping

10            us and we hope you get better soon.

11        A.  Thank you.

12                         (The witness was released)

13        PRESIDENT:  Okay.  On we go.

14        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, sir.  The next witness is Mr Shah.

15            And he should be joining at any moment now.  So maybe

16            whilst he is joining if we could get his witness

17            statement up.  It is bundle B/66.

18                          MR HINESH SHAH (called)

19        PRESIDENT:  Welcome, Mr Shah.  Thank you for sparing the

20            time to talk to us.

21                We would like to make sure that you appreciate that

22            the -- your evidence is true.  So I'm going to ask you

23            to affirm.

24                Please repeat after me.

25                I do solemnly and sincerely declare.
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1 13:46  WITNESS:  I do solemnly and sincerely declare.

2        PRESIDENT:  That the evidence I shall give.

3        WITNESS:  That the evidence that I will give.

4        PRESIDENT:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

5            but the truth.

6        WITNESS:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but

7            the truth.

8        PRESIDENT:  Thank you very much.

9        TECHNICIAN:  I'm sorry to interrupt.  There is a little

10            delay, if other participants can confirm this.  We can

11            hear you, audio quality is perfect, but while you speak

12            and while we hear you there is a little delay.  Can

13            I confirm with the reporter is that fine, so just give

14            me 30 seconds.

15                (Pause).

16                Yes, you can proceed.

17                    Examination-in-chief by MR PRITCHARD

18        PRESIDENT:  Go ahead.

19                Mr Shah, Mr Pritchard will ask you some questions.

20        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, sir.

21                Mr Shah, on the screen in front of you should see

22            a document.  If we can scroll down we will see the title

23            of the document is "First statement of Hinesh Shah".

24            Scroll through the document, please, it is 11 pages

25            long.  Was this your document that you prepared for the
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1 13:48      purposes of this tribunal proceedings?

2        A.  Correct.

3        Q.  On the final page, page 11, there is a signature box,

4            and you say "Hinesh Shah signed electronically at my

5            personal residence".

6                Did you sign this at your personal residence?

7        A.  Correct.

8        Q.  Is it true to the best of your knowledge and belief?

9        A.  Correct.

10        Q.  If we could turn then to page 136 of the bundle.  There

11            is another document that is entitled "Second statement

12            of Hinesh Shah".  Again if we could scroll through to

13            the fourth page of that document.  Mr Shah did you

14            prepare this document for the purposes of these

15            proceedings?

16        A.  Correct.

17        Q.  Again it says at the bottom "Hinesh Shah signed

18            electronically".  Did you sign this document

19            electronically?

20        A.  Correct.

21        Q.  Are the contents of the statement true to the best of

22            your knowledge and belief?

23        A.  They are.

24        Q.  Thank you, Mr Shah.

25                I have a few supplementary questions to ask you
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1 13:49      about certain statements that are made in Mr Rollet's

2            fourth witness statement.  If I could show you that

3            witness statement.  It is on page B/153.  Look at

4            paragraph 10 of B/153.

5                At paragraph 10 Mr Rollet has a subtitle "The

6            witness statement of Hinesh Shah".  It then says:

7                "I note that Mr Shah has stated the following in

8            paragraph 39 of his witness statement".

9                And you say:

10                "Whilst working with LT, I do not recall hearing or

11            seeing anything regarding the following companies".

12                Then if we scroll down a bit we see reference to

13            Cosmic, New World Impex, and EEC or Economic Exchange

14            Centre.  And at paragraph 11 he says "this statement is

15            incorrect", and then he refers to various emails.

16                It appears to be two emails.  I would like to take

17            you to those emails and ask you some questions about

18            them.

19                The first is in bundle C/920.

20                As it is a chain, let's start at the bottom of the

21            chain.

22                Are you able to read that, or would you like it

23            zoomed in?

24                If you could zoom in a little bit please.

25                So at the bottom of the page we have --
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1 13:51  A.  That's fine.

2        Q.  -- an email where you are copied into the email and the

3            email is going to Mr Sherriff, and the email says:

4                "Hi, I have gone through 800344 - *N*I*R, and

5            following are my comments.

6                1.  Worldscheck needs to be conducted on Unitor, AUM

7            Asset Management, Tuxedo, Cosmic General Trading,

8            Capital Guardian Holdings."

9                And then there is points 2, 3 and 4.  Do you

10            recognise this email?

11        A.  I recognise the nature of the email.  Not this specific

12            email, but I do recall these type of emails, yes.

13        Q.  What were these types of emails seeking to do?

14        A.  So this type of email would be looking at client 800344,

15            and you have the name that is there anonymized,

16            something N, something T, something R, and it's just

17            conducting the due diligence that would be done on this

18            client.

19                So in this one for example Worldcheck relates to

20            sanctions.  PEPs, adverse media screening on relevant

21            parties that have been noted in the client questionnaire

22            document.  Then looking at the source of wealth, does

23            the client have sufficient wealth to invest the monies

24            that he is investing.

25        Q.  What is that due diligence seeking to achieve?
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1 13:52  A.  (a), the World Check part is reputation, so making sure

2            you are not dealing with anyone associated with finance

3            crime related activities, nothing adverse on those

4            parties, but also making sure that the monies that the

5            client is depositing are from their own activities,

6            their own business activities, that those are legitimate

7            proceeds.

8        Q.  Then if we scroll up through the email, we see that

9            Mr Sherriff forwards it to Ms Adam, says:

10                "See below and attached.  Can you read the documents

11            and answer the enquiries please."

12                Then he says "Melanie please do World Check", and

13            then at the top of the page Ms Fuller says "WC done".

14            What would you understand that to mean?

15        A.  That she has completed the worldchecks and she has then

16            put the print-outs in the file.

17        Q.  What if anything does this email chain inform you about

18            Cosmic General Trading?

19        A.  So for me on this particular -- if you scroll down

20            a little bit, so on this one, my recollection would be

21            that those entities in bullet point 1, so

22            AUM Asset Management Tuxedo, in the information provided

23            by the client, those are related parties relating to

24            client 800344, so you would be conducting worldcheck on

25            all of these parties to make sure there is nothing
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1 13:54      adverse on them, and at the top when it written "Melanie

2            please do worldcheck" and she completed the worldcheck,

3            my understanding would be that she would have done

4            a worldcheck on all of these parties, they would have

5            come out clean and she would have put a print-out of

6            those copies in the client file.

7        Q.  What if anything does this document tell you about

8            Cosmic's involvement in, for example, a physical cash

9            withdrawal process?

10        A.  This particular email?  Nothing.  It just refers that

11            all I can interpret from this document Cosmic would have

12            been referenced on the client questionnaire.

13        Q.  The second document to take you to is C924.  This is an

14            email from yourself to Ms Adam copying in Mr Sherriff.

15            You say:

16                "Hi Shamim, please see information request for ..."

17                Then the customer number and again anonymized

18            customer details.  Then again four bullet points.

19            First, purpose of relationship.  Then second, source of

20            funds, and it says:

21                "Application form states funds will come to LT from

22            RakBank and EEC ... there is no evidence on file linking

23            the UBO to the EEC."

24                So similar questions.

25                Do you recall this email?
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1 13:56  A.  Again, similar -- I recall the nature of the email, yes.

2        Q.  And what were you asking specifically in relation to the

3            EEC there, point 2?

4        A.  So this client file looks like it is an individual based

5            on the designation after 800345, and it appears that the

6            funds that the client is transferring to LT are coming

7            from RakBank and EEC, so I would assume RakBank is most

8            likely a bank account in the individual's name, but if

9            the funds are coming from EEC we would have needed to

10            understand what the relationship was between EEC and the

11            client to justify that those are legitimate funds to be

12            transferred.

13        Q.  And what if anything would this document tell you about

14            EEC's relationship to a physical cash service at the

15            firm?

16        A.  Nothing.

17        Q.  Thank you, Mr Shah.  Those were the questions I had for

18            you.  My learned friend will no doubt have some

19            questions for you.

20                       Cross-examination by MS HANIF

21        MS HANIF:  Hello Mr Shah.  I hope you can hear me clearly?

22        A.  I can.

23        Q.  Thank you.

24                So Mr Shah, I just want to begin by looking at

25            a document, it is C/240.
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1 13:57          What we will see is that this is the first slide of

2            a report, and it says "Weekly update to the DFSA" and

3            this just happens to be week 6.  Can you recall these

4            weekly updates that were provided to the DFSA?

5        A.  Sorry, can you repeat?  It cut out when you were asking

6            the question.

7        Q.  Do you recall this document?  There was a number of

8            these in the pack, but it seems that  on a weekly basis

9            a report of this nature was provided to the DFSA.

10        A.  Yes, I do recall these types of documents.

11        Q.  And it looks like they were prepared by PWC.  Is that

12            fair?

13        A.  The template is PWC, but it was not just PWC preparing

14            these.  But yes, it is a PWC template document.

15        Q.  Was it you that was involved with preparing this

16            document on behalf of PWC, or were there others at PWC

17            that were involved?

18        A.  I would probably have put the first draft together.  It

19            would probably -- it would definitely then have been

20            reviewed by one of my colleagues, James Tebbs, but then

21            it would also have been contributed to by people at LT.

22        Q.  Within LT, who were the main individuals that you

23            interfaced with?

24        A.  The main individuals would have been the compliance

25            officers, so Toni Morgan and Ewan Sherriff.  But
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1 13:59      depending on what was being provided in the update there

2            could also have been updates from Jennifer Adams,

3            Gilles Rollet, or on some of the client management team

4            or the finance team.

5        Q.  Okay.  So if we then turn to page 241, which is the

6            first substantive slide in the report.

7                The reports all seem to have a fairly standard

8            structure.  So the first slide tends to be what I will

9            call a backward looking exercise, so it talks about key

10            activities from the last period, and what we can see

11            here, there is a field that says "transaction monitoring

12            row number 69", and it says manual transaction

13            monitoring programme developed.

14                Do you see that there on page 241?

15        A.  I do.

16        Q.  So what this is saying to the DFSA is that as part of

17            the work being undertaken in respect of AML and

18            compliance, there is a transaction monitoring programme

19            that is in the process of being worked up?

20        A.  Correct.

21        Q.  And was that also your understanding at this stage, that

22            there was a policy that was in the process of being

23            written up, as it were?

24        A.  I would assume so, based on the phrasing there where it

25            talks about it is being developed, yes.
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1 14:01  Q.  I then want to turn next to page 242.  242 is as it were

2            a forward looking slide.  So what 242 does is it sets

3            out the key activities for the next period, and we see

4            two things there.  So firstly, under transaction

5            monitoring, it says specifically there is going to be

6            testing and implementation of the transaction monitoring

7            programme, the TMP.  Then in respect of operations,

8            there is a reference to fees, and it talks about

9            continuing work on the implementation of a revised

10            client fee schedule.  Do you see that there?

11                So there were -- so in respect of the transaction

12            monitoring programme, as it says, it is going to be

13            tested and implemented.

14                So it is clear --

15        A.  That's -- yeah.

16        Q.  So it is clearly a key activity within the company

17            itself.  Do you accept that?

18        A.  Sorry, can you repeat that question?  I'm a bit unclear

19            as to what the question is asking.

20        Q.  The whole purpose of this is to show the DFSA that the

21            company is taking reasonable steps, as it were, to sort

22            its house out to make sure that it is compliant.  Do you

23            accept that?

24        A.  Correct.

25        Q.  And the transaction monitoring programme is clearly
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1 14:02      a key part of that?

2        A.  It is a part of that, yes, I agree with that, yes.

3        Q.  And what this is saying is, what we are now going to do

4            is test and implement it?

5        A.  Correct, yes.

6        Q.  And then in addition it is highlighting the fact that

7            there is going to be a revised fee schedule?

8        A.  Correct.  I can't comment on the operations point as

9            well, because Jennifer Adams would have been responsible

10            for populating that part of the slides.

11        Q.  Okay.  But were you -- you were responsible for

12            populating the bit that relates to AML and compliance

13            framework?  Would that fall within your remit?

14        A.  In terms of drafting it and then giving it for review to

15            the compliance officers in the team at LT, yes, but

16            I would have had much more contribution to the AML and

17            compliance side of this than the operations side of

18            this.

19        Q.  Fine.  I understand that, thank you.

20                So I want to work through these slide packs a bit.

21            So the next one I want to look at, the covering page is

22            on page 254.  So we are now into week 7, June 2015.

23            Then if we look at page 254, in respect of the AML

24            compliance area, again we see reference to transaction

25            monitoring and the fact that there is a manual
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1 14:04      transaction monitoring programme that is being

2            developed.

3        A.  Yes.

4        Q.  And again, this is the part of the slide that would have

5            fallen within your remit to populate.

6        A.  Correct.  But it then would have been reviewed by the

7            relevant people involved in that particular focus area.

8        Q.  Sure.  So you were aware, as at June 2015, that there

9            was a TMP in existence, a transaction monitoring

10            programme?

11        A.  I was aware that there was a TMP in -- well, I was aware

12            that -- I had been told there was a TMP in place, based

13            on the way I read this, and I do remember seeing a TMP

14            being designed.  But in terms of the actual

15            implementation of it, that was outside of our scope.  So

16            in terms of developed, yes, I would agree.  In terms of

17            implemented, I can't really comment.

18        Q.  Okay.  That's fine.  And we'll come on to the language

19            in the policy in a moment.

20                If we then move on to page 263, which is another

21            weekly update report to the DFSA, so we are now into

22            week 8, and if you turn over to 264, and then what 264

23            tells us, that in terms of backward-looking activities,

24            there has been a testing and implementation of the

25            manual transaction monitoring programme.  So essentially
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1 14:06      there has been a pilot testing and implementation, we

2            can see that, yes?

3        A.  Yes.

4        Q.  Although you may not have been involved with the

5            implementation, as you say, it was clearly something you

6            were aware of?

7        A.  Sorry, it cut out again at the time you were asking the

8            question.

9        Q.  Albeit you say you were not responsible for the

10            implementation of the TMP, you were clearly aware of the

11            fact that it was going through a testing phase, as it

12            were?

13        A.  Correct, because someone would have provided me with

14            this information to put into the slide.  So yes, I would

15            have been aware something was happening in regards to

16            the testing and implementation of the transaction

17            monitoring programme.

18        Q.  Presumably you would have wanted to know what that

19            testing showed, namely did it show the policy was fit

20            for purpose, or did it show the policy was shambolic?

21        A.  Not necessarily.  Because that, as I said, we were not

22            responsible -- when I say "we", PWC were not responsible

23            for then the output of the transaction monitoring.  So

24            even if it was -- whether it was shambolic or efficient,

25            I don't think I would have had sight of it, unless
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1 14:07      someone told me.

2        Q.  Okay.  But if we are talking about a policy document, in

3            order to understand whether it has been appropriately

4            drafted, you need to know whether it is going to work in

5            practice or not, don't you?

6        A.  Correct.

7        Q.  La Tresorerie was not employing PWC to draft a set of

8            policies in the abstract, what they were looking for was

9            a set of policies that were going to work in practice?

10        A.  Correct, and I recall the transaction monitoring

11            programme that was designed, so prior to implementation,

12            having conversations, or there were conversations with

13            the relevant people at LT to make sure that it would

14            work in practice.

15        Q.  Sure.  And in order to have that conversation properly,

16            you would have to have seen the TMP?  So you can't have

17            a conversation about a policy unless you have seen in

18            black and white text what that policy looks like; do you

19            accept that?

20        A.  Correct.

21        Q.  Then if we move forward then to page 270, which is the

22            next slide pack -- so we are now onto week 9, so this is

23            effectively the middle of June, and if we turn to

24            page 271.

25                And again with reference to the AML compliance
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1 14:09      framework, again we see an another reference to

2            transaction monitoring and we can see that what has

3            taken place is an "updating of the cash TMP in light of

4            the pilot conducted this week".

5                So clearly there has been a pilot, there has been

6            some discussion as it on how the TMP needs to be updated

7            or modified, and that is recorded in there.

8        A.  Correct, that's how I would read this.

9        Q.  And it is fair to assume that there would have been

10            a conversation between you and, whether it is

11            Jennifer Adams or Toni Morgan, to discuss how the pilot

12            had gone and what amendments were required to the TMP?

13        A.  Possibly.  I can't confirm because it was six years ago.

14            But possibly, yes.

15        Q.  Okay.  Then if we move forward again to the covering

16            page is at 279.

17                So now into week 10, now we are at the end of June,

18            and I want to look in particular at page 281.  And then

19            281 is a forward looking activity, and again with

20            reference to AML and the compliance framework it talks

21            about transaction monitoring and it makes reference to

22            a review of the TMP taking place.

23                So this constant reference to the TMP, what it

24            demonstrates, Mr Shah, is this was actually a key part

25            of the AML and compliance framework?
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1 14:11  A.  It was a component of the AML framework, yes, I do

2            agree.

3        Q.  The final pack I want to look at, it starts at page 293,

4            so we are now into weeks 11 and 12, so we have now moved

5            into July 2015, and if we now turn to page 295, and then

6            again in respect of AML and compliance we have

7            a reference to transaction monitoring, and what this

8            table tells us is there is going to be a working session

9            on the transaction monitoring approach.  Can you recall

10            whether you delivered this session?

11        A.  I don't think so.  Partly because even from our side

12            I was less involved in the transaction monitoring

13            programme.

14        Q.  So on your side, ie on the side of PWC -- so who was

15            most involved with the transaction monitoring programme

16            if it was not you?

17        A.  I recall one of my colleagues, Tola Johnson, who was

18            more involved, on that particular area of the compliance

19            framework, on the transaction monitoring programme.

20        Q.  Is it possible therefore that Tola Johnson may have

21            delivered the working session?

22        A.  Possibly.  I mean this does not read to me that it was

23            necessarily PWC delivering the working session.  It

24            could have been an internal one done for the compliance

25            team.  I just don't -- I just can't answer that
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1 14:13      question.

2        Q.  Okay.  That's fine.

3                I want to now look at a version of the TMP.  If we

4            then turn to page 300 in the bundle, so actually this is

5            one of the withdrawal checklists.

6                This is an email from Moapha Sharif, who as

7            I understood it was one of the compliance officers

8            within La Tresorerie and he has asked you to provide

9            your comment on the attached.

10                Now, the actual attachment to this email is, very

11            unhelpfully, later on in the bundle, so if we could

12            please turn to page 1780.

13                As we can see, it is a transaction monitoring

14            checklist, and this specifically deals with withdrawals.

15            So you can see it has a subheading "To be completed for

16            every withdrawal".  So we can see that you were sent

17            a copy of this by Mr Sharif for your comments?

18                You may not recollect that?

19        A.  Sorry, I mean obviously seeing the email and seeing this

20            document, this document does look familiar to me.

21        Q.  Okay, fine.  What you see is it says it is something

22            that needs to be completed for every withdrawal.

23        A.  Yes, that's what I read.

24        Q.  So it is not seeking to carve it out, it is not saying

25            this only applies to withdrawals by virtue of a wire
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1 14:15      transfer, it is expansive and includes everything.

2        A.  As in this -- to me, the way I read this, and the reason

3            this was drafted, it was to cover every withdrawal from

4            a client's account at La Tresorerie.  So any money

5            leaving their client account, needs to be completed --

6            this form needs to be completed.  And the reason for

7            that is because the firm didn't anticipate that many

8            transactions.  So it was feasible to do this on an

9            individual transaction by transaction basis.

10        Q.  Okay.  We then next turn to page 306.  You are not

11            copied into this email chain, but as Mr Johnson is not

12            here -- but as it is an email that he sent in his

13            capacity as an employee of PWC I just want to refer to

14            this.  Page 306, we are now on 15 July 2015, he is

15            sending Mr Sharif a copy of the TMP.  Because if you

16            look at the heading, "Transaction monitoring programme";

17            do you see that there?

18        A.  Yes.

19        Q.  So this suggests, I suppose consistent with what you

20            were saying, that he was involved with the design of the

21            TMP.

22        A.  Correct, don't -- I was involved at the very beginning,

23            I do recall having some involvement, but once my

24            colleague Tola joined the team he almost took it forward

25            from there.
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1 14:17  Q.  To the best of your knowledge, is Mr Johnson still with

2            PWC?

3        A.  No.

4        Q.  Do you happen --

5        A.  He has moved to another big firm in the Middle East.

6        Q.  Do you happen to know when he left PWC?

7        A.  Um, late 2016 early 2017 maybe.  I can check his

8            LinkedIn profile if that would help.

9        Q.  No, that's fine.  I was wondering at what stage in the

10            process, but that's useful to know.  Thank you.

11                What we then see, page 307, is that Mr Sharif then

12            sends a copy of the draft transaction monitoring

13            programme back to Mr Johnson, so clearly there has been

14            some discussion between the two of them.

15                Did Mr Johnson report to you, Mr Shah?

16        A.  Not report to me, but we were effectively peers, so we

17            would discuss things.  But I was not his line manager or

18            supervisor or anything in that regard.  But I had had

19            more extensive involvement on the project with LT to

20            date, so that's why he would probably have discussed

21            things with me, just because of my knowledge of what was

22            going on.

23        Q.  Did you ever have any discussions on the TMP?

24        A.  Possibly.  I would have recall having at least one or

25            two discussions, but only at the very beginning when we
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1 14:19      were talking about the designing phase and what had been

2            done so far, but after that, in these sorts of emails

3            I probably would have left -- Tola would have been doing

4            this with the compliance team.

5        Q.  Okay.  I want to move on next to 329.

6                What we see at 329, it is an email from

7            Moapha Sharif -- you are not on this email thread, but

8            it is to Tola Johnson, and then the compliance officer,

9            Toni Morgan, and Jennifer Adams, and it is attaching

10            another version of the TMP and Mr Sharif says he

11            discussed it with about Tola and Toni and he

12            incorporated their comments.

13                So this again seems consistent with what you were

14            saying, that at this time it was really Mr Johnson that

15            was focused on the TMP?

16        A.  Correct, that's my recollection, yes.

17        Q.  And you don't have any reason to doubt Mr Johnson's

18            competence do you, Mr Shah?

19        A.  No.

20        Q.  Okay.

21                Out of fairness to you, albeit you are not on this

22            email chain so you can't comment on it, but if we turn

23            to page 330, which is -- this is the version of the TMP

24            that was sent to Mr Johnson and which apparently was

25            discussed with Mr Johnson, and you will see there is
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1 14:20      a footnote on page 330 that refers to the fact that on

2            occasion clients deposit and withdraw cash amounts.

3                But you don't recall Mr Johnson discussing that with

4            you?

5        A.  No.  I am pretty sure if he had put that comment he

6            would have spoken about it to me.  So I don't recall him

7            discussing that with me, no.

8        Q.  Sorry, I just -- it broke up a bit, you said you are

9            pretty sure that what?  If you could repeat that?

10        A.  I don't recall Tola discussing that footnote 2 with me.

11        Q.  Fine.  Thank you.

12                I'm going to take you to another email which is with

13            Tola Johnson not with you, but if we go to page 339, so

14            this is an email from Jennifer Adams to Mr Johnson and

15            Ms Morgan, and what she has done is sent around a copy

16            of the TMP with her comments.  Now, at this time was

17            Mr Johnson effectively just dealing with the TMP

18            himself?  So he was not coming to you and saying

19            "Mr Shah, I have received a copy of the TMP I would like

20            you to review it too"?

21        A.  Correct, I would not have expected Tola to come to me

22            every time he received an email like this, because he

23            was effectively running with this.  So yes, I would not

24            have expected him to share this particular email with

25            me.
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1 14:22  Q.  Okay.  Then moving forward then, I want to turn to

2            page 392, which is an email that was sent to you.

3                So what we see at 392, it is an email from

4            Moapha Sharif, and dated 22 July, and headed "Important,

5            transaction monitoring", and it is sent to all the staff

6            at La Tresorerie and then you can see in the cc line it

7            is sent to Mr Johnson, yourself and someone else at PWC

8            called Sumana Lahiry.

9                What Mr Sharif says is "I attach the most up to date

10            TMP", and he has also attached the deposits and

11            withdrawals spreadsheet, and he makes it clear that the

12            TMP is now a live process, he says, and then he goes on

13            to say that no allocations to client funds can be made

14            unless programme is followed, and no client related

15            payments can be made without adherence to the programme.

16                So he is making it clear, isn't he, that there can

17            be no movement of funds unless the TMP is complied with?

18        A.  Correct.  That's the way I read this.

19        Q.  Then in the final paragraph he talks about Ewan Sherriff

20            being on hand, but then he goes on to say:

21                "PWC will also continue to support the team on

22            critical matters like this."

23                So that suggests that certainly Mr Sharif's view --

24            and obviously we have seen the emails between him and

25            Tola Johnson -- was actually the implementation of the
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1 14:24      TMP was something which PWC were involved with.

2        A.  I disagree with that.  The way I read this -- and this

3            was drafted by the compliance team -- my gut feeling

4            would have been that the compliance team, someone,

5            probably Ewan would have asked him to write that last

6            sentence, so in the absence, say, for example, if they

7            had a question about it they could ask us, but we were

8            not actively involved with the transaction monitoring

9            programme from this point onwards.

10        Q.  Is interesting -- you say that, Mr Shah, but no one

11            comes back from PWC, whether Mr Johnson or yourself, to

12            say "Just to make it clear, don't really come back to us

13            because that's not part of our remit"?

14        A.  But I guess if they had a query that they wanted to

15            discuss with us, they could, so that's why we would not

16            have said "No, you can't discuss this with us", from

17            a client relationship perspective.  But in terms of

18            providing -- in terms of overseeing or reviewing

19            transactions on a day-to-day basis, that was not in our

20            remit.

21                This -- the way I read this, is if, for example,

22            Ewan was not around and someone wanted to check with me

23            whether a transaction needs to be reviewed or not, or if

24            it is following the TMP I would have advised on that,

25            and that, I would have called a critical scenario, when
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1 14:25      no one else from the compliance team was around, but on

2            a day-to-day basis we were not involved in the

3            transaction monitoring programme after it became live.

4        Q.  Okay.  Sure.  But as you say, if it there was a query to

5            you that said actually there is this request for

6            withdrawal that has come through does it comply with the

7            TMP, that's a query you would have felt comfortable

8            dealing with?

9        A.  Comfortable reviewing, but I would -- because I was not

10            an employee of the firm I would not have signed off on

11            it, but I would have said this is my view point, this is

12            what I would suggest you do next.

13                If someone said "We have these monies coming in to

14            our client account, can you review it, is it if line

15            with the TMP", I would have given them my views, but we

16            are not employees of the firm, so we are not able to

17            sign off on the TMP, I would either have to get hold of

18            Ewan, Toni, or whoever the approval person was that was

19            listed on the TMP.

20        Q.  Sure.  And if we look at this copy of the TMP, so if you

21            turn overleaf to 391 -- sorry, it is at -- sorry,

22            this -- the copy of this very unhelpfully is at

23            page 1743 in the bundle.  So if we turn to page 1743,

24            I will start by scrolling to the bottom just so you can

25            see why this is the policy that was attached to that
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1 14:27      email.

2                Scroll to the bottom of page 1743.  You will see,

3            Mr Shah, there is a footer at the bottom that says

4            transaction monitoring programme version 1.6, July 22,

5            2015.

6                And 22 July is the date of the email from

7            Moepha Sharif, so it looks as though this was the

8            version that was attached to the email.

9                As you can see, this contains a footnote that says

10            on occasion clients would deposit and withdraw cash

11            amounts.  Do you see that there?

12        A.  I see it, yes.

13        Q.  So it is fair to say that La Tresorerie was not hiding

14            the fact that on occasion clients wanted to withdraw

15            cash?

16        A.  I'm not going to use the word "hiding", because it is

17            stated there on that footnote, but it is covered in

18            a footnote and it was not discussed with me, so I was

19            not aware of it.

20        Q.  But when you read the policy, did that footnote give you

21            any cause for concern?

22        A.  Well, no, because it says, (a), on occasion, so I would

23            have assumed that to mean once, or every now and then,

24            but at the same time there was a process in place for

25            which the person, if you were depositing that amount it
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1 14:29      would have to go through the transaction monitor, the

2            withdrawal deposit checklist so.  Not a cause for

3            concern, but at the same time I was not familiar with

4            that footnote being inserted into the document.

5        Q.  Okay.  So, but as I understand it, your view was as long

6            as it is infrequent it was not something that gave you

7            any cause for concern?

8        A.  Well I never saw it happen, so -- I don't know why it

9            was inserted, that would have been someone from the

10            business inserting that.  So it didn't give me a cause

11            for concern because I never saw it happening in the

12            first place.

13                So I didn't know if it was future proofing in case

14            six months, 12 months down the line they were going to

15            make a change, but I never saw -- it didn't bother me

16            because I never saw it happening.

17        Q.  Sure.  So you say you never saw a physical cash

18            withdrawal happening in practice, but you were

19            comfortable with the fact that the policy envisaged the

20            theoretical prospect that it might happen occasionally?

21        A.  On a theoretical basis, depending on if the appropriate

22            due diligence was done and the financial crime risks

23            were mitigated appropriately, then potentially, yes.

24        Q.  Now you were -- I don't know if you heard

25            Mr Ewan Sherriff's evidence or not?  I don't know if you
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1 14:30      were here for that part of the hearing.  So

2            Mr Sherriff's evidence was he was very emphatic that PWC

3            did know that La Tresorerie was offering a cash

4            withdrawal service to its clients, and he says no one at

5            PWC, whether you, or Tola or anyone raised any issues

6            directly with him.

7                Do you accept that?

8        A.  I disagree.  I don't recall anyone informing me about

9            cash withdrawal service taking place at LT.  And I don't

10            recall receiving any communications where someone is

11            telling me a client is taking X amount of -- pick

12            a currency -- out of their client account in cash.  And

13            similarly with deposits, on all of the client files

14            I recall looking at, on none of them did I see any

15            reference to someone depositing cash as their initial

16            deposit into their client accounts, it was always either

17            a portfolio transfer or a transfer from a bank account.

18        Q.  Okay.  And so you say had you been aware that actually

19            it was not just a theoretical position, as per the

20            policy, but actually as a matter of fact there was

21            a physical cash withdrawal taking place, is it your

22            position that had you been aware of it, then you would

23            have done something about it?

24        A.  Yes.  Primarily because anything involving physical cash

25            poses a higher financial crime risk.  So you would have
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1 14:32      to take extra steps, and implement those in the

2            compliance framework.

3        Q.  Okay.  So your view is actually if there is going to be

4            a request for a cash -- physical cash withdrawal the

5            extra steps that you need to take within a compliance

6            framework are essentially -- that's what you are talking

7            about.  Extra steps to ensure that the physical cash

8            withdrawal, it can still take place from a compliance

9            perspective?

10        A.  Sorry, from a compliance perspective, but then there is

11            also the question about whether you can do it from your

12            regulatory standing perspective, depending on what your

13            licence authorises you to do.  So I was not a regulatory

14            expert, I was a financial crime specialist, so in terms

15            of whether -- I'm very well versed to say that anything

16            in cash is a higher money laundering risk or a higher

17            financial crime risk than non-cash, but at the same

18            time, I was not there to look at whether the firm was

19            authorised or able to do that, or allowed to do that.

20            I would have said if I saw deposits or withdrawals of

21            cash, for me, from a financial crimes perspective, there

22            should have been extra steps implemented.

23        Q.  Okay.  So that is what you would have been looking at if

24            you were aware of -- if you became aware of it.

25                So theoretically what does that mean?  You would
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1 14:33      have had a conversation with the compliance officer?

2        A.  Because -- it depends.  If it was an initial deposit, so

3            coming into -- a client was funding their account with

4            cash -- I'm talking hypothetically here, because I never

5            saw it -- I would want to understand why a client is

6            providing cash and not a bank transfer, or why are they

7            not transferring a portfolio of securities to the firm,

8            why are they bringing cash in physical form.  I would

9            just need to understand the rationale of that, because

10            it is not normal course of business, and as I said, it

11            would have been out of profile with all of the other

12            clients at LT in terms of who were transferring across

13            either bank accounts or portfolios, so this would have

14            been an unusual, extraordinary circumstance if that had

15            happened.

16        Q.  Okay.  Now, I then want to turn to another document in

17            the bundle, and we can see this at page 903.

18                So here it is an email from Ewan dated

19            15 March 2016.  And he sent it to various people within

20            La Tresorerie, and also various PWC individuals, and we

21            see he copied it to you, and you see what he says:

22                "Please see attached a record of our discussions

23            today".

24                So essentially there was a meeting with the DFSA and

25            he is now sending out the notes from that meeting.
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1 14:35          Now, the notes start on page 904.  What you will see

2            at 904 is that on the part of La Tresorerie, essentially

3            the only person that attended was Ewan, and obviously

4            you were there in your capacity as an employee of PWC.

5            Do you see that?

6        A.  Correct.  I see the document, yes.

7        Q.  If we then turn over to page 905, there is a bullet

8            point there which says "cash transactions were not

9            discussed".  Do you see that there?

10        A.  Correct.

11        Q.  So what Ewan is effectively doing is he is telling

12            everybody including the various people at PWC that "We

13            went to meet the DFSA, we discussed various things, but

14            the one thing we didn't discuss was cash transactions".

15        A.  That is what I read on the meeting notes, yes.

16        Q.  So again, he is not hiding the fact that within

17            La Tresorerie there are cash transactions taking place?

18        A.  I don't read that statement saying cash transactions are

19            taking place.  I just assume it is not being discussed.

20            I think I wrote in my witness statement, I don't

21            actually recall the meeting itself, so I can't remember

22            what was discussed and what was not discussed.  He has

23            meditated that point.  I don't know why he has written

24            that bullet point if it was not discussed, but yes, he

25            felt the need to put that bullet point in.
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1 14:37  Q.  But the point is the only people at the meeting that

2            in -- were you and Mr Sherriff, so the only people who

3            have any knowledge as to whether these minutes were

4            correct are you and him, just the two of you.

5        A.  Correct, but I never saw the minutes before they were

6            published.  I didn't draft these minutes.

7        Q.  But you have been sent them.  And he sent them on the

8            same day of the meeting?

9        A.  Correct.

10        Q.  So he sent them shortly after the meeting itself took

11            place.

12        A.  Correct.  As in, sorry, my point was I was not asked to

13            review the minutes, so whether he attached or not --

14            because if I was in the meeting I would have not felt

15            the need to review them, and looked at the email -- the

16            minutes were not there for verification, they were just

17            attached as an evidence of his recollection of the

18            meeting.  He was not asking me to review the minutes.

19        Q.  So your position was you would not even look at the

20            minutes unless someone specifically asked you to look at

21            them?

22        A.  No.  I don't recall seeing these minutes.  I fully

23            appreciate they were attached to the email but I don't

24            recall seeing these specific minutes, but then again it

25            was a number of years ago.
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1 14:38          I also don't recall the meeting itself.  So ...

2        Q.  Sure, but it is normal -- it is a human reaction, you go

3            to a meeting, someone then follows you up with the

4            minutes; if you have been present at the meeting,

5            irrespective of whether or not you are specifically

6            asked to formally review them, it is human nature to

7            look at the minutes and see does it accord with what

8            I think went on.  Is that not something you would

9            normally do if someone sends you minutes of a meeting

10            where you were in attendance.  Would you not read them?

11        A.  I would agree, and I would have probably read it to make

12            sure there was nothing attributed to me that was

13            incorrect or that I didn't agreed with.  But whether

14            I would have read every single line and provided tracked

15            changes on this that was not what I was being asked to

16            do on this particular occasion.

17        Q.  Sure --

18        A.  So I probably -- I agree I would -- I might have skimmed

19            this document, I might have read it but I don't recall

20            the document.  So I can't recall what I did at the time.

21        Q.  Okay.  But given your, as you say, your financial crime

22            experience, you then see there is a reference to cash

23            transactions.  So is it not the sort of thing that would

24            have jumped out at you as something that looks a bit

25            unusual or a bit odd?
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1 14:40  A.  Not overly so.  I mean, I don't recall at the time it

2            jumping out as being odd.  At the same time if it was

3            not discussed I don't know why it was in there either,

4            but I don't have anything to say on that point because

5            it was not discussed in the meeting so I had no

6            contribution to make on that particular point.

7        Q.  Sure.  Okay.

8                Now, I think what you say is that you do have

9            a recollection of overhearing a conversation which

10            referred to physical cash.  Is that fair?

11        A.  Yes, I think in my witness statement I overheard on one

12            occasion there being talk about a physical cash

13            something or the other.  But I don't recall the specific

14            details.

15        Q.  I appreciate it is a long time ago, but can you

16            recollect, crudely, when that would have been, start of

17            2015, end of 2015, end of 2016?

18        A.  Crikey, I just can't recall.

19        Q.  Did it strike you that that was a bit strange or odd

20            that there should be a physical cash transaction going

21            on?

22        A.  Yes.  It was unusual, yes.  That's probably why I recall

23            hearing about it.  Because it was unusual.

24        Q.  I think what you said to us earlier on in your evidence

25            is that if it was brought to your attention that there
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1 14:41      was a physical cash withdrawal taking place you would

2            have wanted to make sure that extra compliance steps

3            were taken because of the financial crime risk.  But

4            clearly when you overheard this conversation that did

5            not trigger on your part any activity to make sure that

6            further steps were taken?

7        A.  It was not a conversation.  I overheard the words

8            "physical cash", and I didn't have specific details of

9            the transaction or whether it was taking place or

10            something they were looking to do in the future.  All

11            I heard was those two words, which was unusual because

12            in any sort of financial institution I have ever worked

13            at before it is unusual from a transaction perspective.

14            But if the only words I hear are "physical cash" I can't

15            really make any form of comment on that if I don't know

16            the context or the nature of why it is being discussed.

17        Q.  Sure, but what we do know is there is a transaction

18            monitoring programme that envisages that in theory

19            clients want cash withdrawals.  You have also attended

20            a meeting where the compliance officer sends you

21            a minute saying cash transactions are not discussed.

22            You then overhear a conversation relating to physical

23            cash.  I'm going to suggest to you, Mr Shah, that the

24            reason you didn't take any further steps is because

25            actually there was not anything unusual in this from
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1 14:43      your perspective because you were aware this sort of

2            activity was taking place within La Tresorerie.

3        A.  So I disagree.  Partly because you have not yet put

4            together the timing of the situations in terms of when

5            I might have heard about the physical cash versus the

6            other, but the other point is at no point during my time

7            at LT did people talk to me about the fact that clients

8            were depositing physical cash amounts into their bank

9            accounts or clients were taking physical amounts out of

10            their bank accounts.  So even though you have seen the

11            odd reference here and there -- if I'm honest, this is

12            probably Ewan might just be covering himself by making

13            a note of this meeting, but I would like to put on the

14            record that I don't recall anyone discussing with me

15            that clients were coming to LT to take cash, physical

16            cash out of their accounts.  It was not discussed with

17            me or raised with me.  So it was not something that

18            I was aware of.  So I deny that.

19        Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr Shah.  Just bear with me one

20            moment.  I want to check with my side whether there is

21            any further questions.

22                There is no further questions from me, thank you.

23        PRESIDENT:  Mr Pritchard?

24                       Re-examination by MR PRITCHARD

25        MR PRITCHARD:  Mr Shah, I do have a few questions regarding
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1 14:44      what you have been asked in cross-examination.

2                If I could first ask you to look at paragraph 18 of

3            your first witness statement.  It is at B/70.

4                Paragraph 18, which is below the quote.

5                You say in relation to the quote:

6                "I understood the references outlined above to 'cash

7            contributions' and 'cash withdrawals' to describe funds

8            or money entering and leaving LT client accounts, by any

9            method, and not specifically relating to physical cash

10            deposits and withdrawals."

11                Then you were taken during cross-examination to

12            a document on page C/1743.  Mr Shah, you were taken to

13            the footnote on this document.  If we look at where the

14            footnote comes from first.  So if we could scroll up,

15            apologies to the operator.  Under "Cash deposits and

16            cash withdrawals", it says "LT receives deposits from

17            clients and makes payments", then the footnote says "on

18            occasion, clients deposit and withdraw cash amounts".

19                What is your understanding as to what the phrase

20            "cash amounts" means there?

21        A.  On that footnote, I would -- I can only assume that

22            relates to cash as in physical cash being taken out of

23            a client account otherwise it would have been covered

24            further above in the cash deposits and cash withdrawal

25            section.
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1 14:47  Q.  And the other document you were taken to, or one of the

2            documents, is the minute notes, page 904.  You were

3            asked questions about whether you could recall reading

4            this document at the time.  On the second page of the

5            document you were taken to a specific bullet point in

6            the document, "Cash transactions were not discussed".

7            Now, looking at this document now, understanding your

8            evidence in response to questions about can you remember

9            seeing it at the time, looking at the document now,

10            what, if anything, does that tell you about transactions

11            that were, that had actually taken place at the firm?

12        A.  Would you mind repeating the question?

13        Q.  Of course.  You were taken to the bullet point "cash

14            transactions were not discussed".  Looking at that

15            document now, what does that bullet point tell you, if

16            anything, about what transactions were taking place at

17            the firm?

18        A.  I can't recall.  I can't remember the context of why

19            that bullet point is there in the first place, I just

20            can't answer that question.

21        Q.  And in relation to the term there cash transactions,

22            looking at that document now, what would that phrase

23            mean to you?

24        A.  Again I can't recall.  It could be cash deposits into

25            accounts, it could be -- it is quite a vague statement,
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1 14:49      quite a vague generalisation, I can't recall what point

2            Ewan was trying to make here or what was discussed in

3            the meeting.

4        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, Mr Shah.  Those were the only

5            questions I had.

6        PRESIDENT:  Mr Al Hashimi, do you have any questions?

7        MR HASHIMI:  No, sir, I don't.

8        PRESIDENT:  Mr Storey?

9        MR STOREY:  None for me, thank you.

10        PRESIDENT:  None for me either.

11                Mr Shah, thank you very much indeed for your help,

12            you can leave us now, we are most grateful, thank you.

13        A.  Thank you.

14                         (The witness was released)

15        PRESIDENT:  Right.  Mr Pritchard?

16        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, sir.  That closes our evidence.

17            I have just emailed my solicitors to confirm they have

18            no surprise witness who waiting at the virtual doors,

19            but I don't think we do, in which case that closes our

20            side of the case in relation to evidence, and we now

21            turn to Mr Rollet's evidence.  And his witness

22            statement.

23        PRESIDENT:  Ms Hanif?

24        MS HANIF:  I'm grateful, sir.

25                Within the timetable I think a break was -- a lunch
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1 14:50      break was timetabled around this time.  If you are

2            prepared to break slightly early it may make sense for

3            Mr Rollet to start after the lunch break, although it is

4            not quite lunchtime, as it were.

5        PRESIDENT:  We were not due to start -- subject -- we are

6            not due to break for what is absurdly called lunch until

7            12.  We could take that break now if you wish.  But

8            alternatively we could break for 15 minutes or so for

9            you to get organised and Mr Rollet to get organised and

10            then go on and break at -- for the lunch break at the

11            normal time around about 12?  Because otherwise it is

12            going to be a pretty long session.

13        MS HANIF:  I'm checking with my instructing solicitor.

14            Because I know that -- I'm just checking whether

15            Anastasiia Liashchenko might be available.

16                Sorry, sir, bear with me.

17        PRESIDENT:  Please take your time.

18        MS HANIF:  I'm grateful, thank you.

19        PRESIDENT:  There is no hurry.

20        MR PRITCHARD:  Whilst my learned friend takes instructions,

21            we are very happy to commence cross-examination now, but

22            our understanding is that the strange lunch break is

23            11 am in the UK.  Because we started at 8 am this

24            morning.

25        PRESIDENT:  I have got that wrong.  I've wasted your time.
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1 14:51      We have got that wrong.  What I'm going to do is -- I'm

2            afraid that I have got that wrong.  Before I get

3            anything else wrong, I suggest we break now for the

4            11 o'clock break, it is after all 10.52, and we will

5            then come back one hour later.  Ms Hanif, I'm sorry to

6            have wasted your time.

7        MR PRITCHARD:  It would be useful if Ms Hanif would indicate

8            who she will be calling.

9        MS HANIF:  We will let the DFSA know.  So whether it is me

10            telling you directly or via solicitors, we will do that.

11            Thank you.

12        (2.52 pm GST)

13                         (The luncheon adjournment)

14        (3.59 pm GST)

15        PRESIDENT:  I believe we are now all back, and I think

16            Ms Hanif, if you are ready, you will tell us who you

17            propose to call?

18        MS HANIF:  Indeed, sir.  We are calling

19            Anastasiia Liashchenko first, sir.

20        PRESIDENT:  Good show.  Thank you.

21                     MS ANASTASIIA LIASHCHENKO (called)

22        MS HANIF:  I understand she is ready and waiting.  So

23            hopefully in the next minute or two she should appear.

24        TECHNICIAN:  Confirmation, she has not joined the link yet,

25            so I cannot see her in the participant list yet.
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1 16:00  MS HANIF:  Let me send a message to my solicitor.

2                Apologies for the delay, sir.

3        PRESIDENT:  There is no pressure.  Take your time.  The

4            organisation must be very, very difficult.  So please,

5            don't feel any pressure.

6                          (Off record discussion)

7        MS HANIF:  Ms Liashchenko, if I can ask you to reveal your

8            camera and unmute yourself.  Great.

9        PRESIDENT:  Welcome, Ms Liashchenko.  You are going to give

10            evidence as a witness.  Thank you for coming.  Just so

11            that we can be sure that you are telling us that you

12            believe your evidence to be true, I'm going to ask you

13            to affirm by repeating after me the following.

14                I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

15        WITNESS:  I do solemnly and sincerely affirm.

16        PRESIDENT:  That the evidence I shall give.

17        WITNESS:  That the evidence I shall give.

18        PRESIDENT:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing

19            but the truth.

20        WITNESS:  Will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but

21            the truth.

22        PRESIDENT:  Thank you very much.

23                      Examination-in-chief by MS HANIF

24        MS HANIF:  Ms Liashchenko, I'm just going to show you your

25            witness statement.  So if we could go into bundle B
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1 16:03      page 83.  Thank you.  If we scroll down that page,

2            Ms Liashchenko, this is the first page of your witness

3            statement, then if we scroll all the way down to

4            page 88, is that your signature at the bottom of that

5            witness statement?

6        A.  Yes, that's the one that I sent.

7        Q.  Can you confirm that the contents of the statement are

8            true and accurate to the best of your knowledge and

9            belief?

10        A.  I confirm.

11        Q.  Thank you very much.  If you stay there Mr Pritchard

12            will have some questions for you.

13        A.  Thank you.

14                     Cross-examination by MR PRITCHARD

15        MR PRITCHARD:  I'm going to show you some documents on the

16            screen which you should be able to see once I introduce

17            them.  If we could go to C/92.  Bundle C/92.

18                Perhaps if you could scroll down the document just

19            so we see at the top it says La Tresorerie Limited,

20            that's it.  Ms Liashchenko, do you recognise this type

21            of document?

22        A.  Well, it is a receipt, it looks like a cash receipt,

23            yes.

24        Q.  We see there it is a cash receipt for 9,500 euro.  And

25            we see it is cash because it says there "only in cash",
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1 16:05      yes?

2        A.  That's correct.

3        Q.  This is an example of the types of receipts that clients

4            receiving physical cash from the firm would sign, isn't

5            it?

6        A.  Well, I recall a different format, but the content and

7            the signature would remain the same.  Well, in each case

8            a different signature of different client.

9        Q.  Your witness statement describes that you joined the

10            firm in March 2015.  That's correct, isn't it?

11        A.  That's correct.  In February I was still employed by

12            another firm outside of the UAE.

13        Q.  And the date of this document is 19 February 2015.  So

14            this document existed before you were at the firm,

15            didn't it?

16        A.  Well apparently so, yes.

17        Q.  And it appears therefore from this document that the

18            firm was already offering a physical cash withdrawal

19            service of some type before you joined the firm; that's

20            right, isn't it?

21        A.  That's correct, yes.

22        Q.  And you weren't involved in any of the discussions that

23            may have taken place around the establishing of that

24            process, were you?

25        A.  No.  The process already existed when I joined the firm.
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1 16:06  Q.  If I could ask you to look at your witness statement.

2            Again, I'll get it on screen.  Paragraph 14, which is at

3            B/86.  In the second sentence of paragraph 14 you say:

4                "To the best of my recollection, the cash withdrawal

5            compliance process was designed under the tenure of

6            Toni Morgan as head of compliance at LT."

7                You are saying there aren't you, that the cash

8            withdrawal process was designed during the time that

9            Ms Morgan was compliance officer?

10        A.  Yes, she was the compliance officer when I joined, and

11            from what I remember, from the -- from the story of LT,

12            it was a very young company, that she has always been

13            a compliance officer until the time that I would be

14            there as a newcomer.

15        Q.  If we could look at what Ms Morgan says in her witness

16            statement about the design of the process.  If we could

17            go to B/130, paragraph 7.  She says there:

18                "I'm not aware of when the process of physical cash

19            withdrawals was designed, although I am aware that

20            physical cash withdrawals were carried out during the

21            period in which I was involved in LT."

22                Then she says the last sentence:

23                "However, I had no role in designing or approving

24            a process for these and was in fact not aware of how the

25            physical cash withdrawals were carried out."
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1 16:08          Focusing on what she says there about her role in

2            designing or approving the process, we've seen your

3            witness statement that you said the process was designed

4            during the time of Ms Morgan's tenure.  You have no

5            basis upon which to disagree with Ms Morgan as to

6            whether or not she was involved in the design of the

7            process, do you?

8        A.  Well, she was a compliance officer, and as compliance

9            officer, together with Gilles they were the only two

10            senior people in the firm when I joined.  So the process

11            already existed because this was the service that has

12            been gradually introduced to me as well.  There was

13            somebody designing and I'm sure that it was not -- well,

14            it was not myself, so, um, there would be somebody

15            working around it.

16        Q.  If I could ask you now to look at what Mr Rollet said in

17            interview regarding the cash withdrawal service.  If we

18            could look at D/1074.  Go to the bottom of the page,

19            line 25, please.  Sorry, if you keep scrolling down, it

20            is 25 through on to the next page.

21                Mr Rollet was asked questions about the cash

22            withdrawal service.  And these questions were about the

23            iteration involving Cosmic and New World which we'll

24            come onto in due course, but you see the question that

25            was asked of him -- sorry, if we could go back to 25, it
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1 16:10      says:

2                "No, no necessarily a document but did you

3            authorise -- at the end of the day did you authorise --

4            as the SEO you have got a responsibility to the firm --"

5                Then Mr Rollet said:

6                "Yeah, together with compliance and Jennifer we

7            agreed this was a way to work and to solve the problem

8            that we had that we couldn't get cash from the

9            custodians."

10                Were you aware that Mr Rollet was involved in the

11            design of the process?

12        A.  No.  Remember that I was a very young employee when

13            I joined, young and junior, so I was not really involved

14            into those high level decisions.  I guess you would have

15            to ask him.

16        Q.  Indeed.

17                And you see in his response there he says "it was

18            a way to work and to solve the problem".  Were you aware

19            that the cash withdrawal process that the firm was

20            operating was designed to solve a problem?

21        A.  Well, that was definitely a service that was provided,

22            and I didn't know if any specific problem arising around

23            it at the time.  So, um ...

24        Q.  Were you aware that whether the service was designed to

25            solve the problem of custodians not being willing to
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1 16:11      provide clients with physical cash?

2        A.  No.  I was not involved in the custodians at that point

3            at all.

4        Q.  In your witness statements, you refer to La Tresorerie

5            being a small firm with less than 10 people involved in

6            day-to-day activities.  That's correct, isn't it?

7        A.  That's correct, yes.

8        Q.  Given that size, senior managers had a good awareness of

9            the activities that were going on in the firm, didn't

10            they?

11        A.  Yes, we were also a very small open space office when

12            I joined, and -- well, right after I joined in April we

13            moved to a bigger office, hired more people, but we were

14            still working in a very open environment and that could

15            fit our team and later on PWC who also was next to us.

16        Q.  Focusing on the question of senior management,

17            specifically Mr Rollet would have had a good awareness

18            of what was going on within the firm, wouldn't he?

19        A.  Well, he was a senior, so I would imagine that he had

20            to.

21        Q.  And Mr Rollet knew that the firm was offering a physical

22            cash service to its clients, didn't he?

23        A.  Well, everybody knew.  It was not something that was

24            hidden.  It was on the fee schedule, it was part of the

25            services, part of the services that we were offering to
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1 16:13      clients.

2        Q.  And Mr Rollet knew how the firm was offering the

3            physical cash service, didn't he?

4        A.  Well you would have to ask him.

5        Q.  But what was your understanding -- when you were dealing

6            with the process and reporting to seniors, was your

7            understanding that Mr Rollet knew the process that the

8            firm was following in relation to the physical cash

9            service?

10        A.  I would expect him to know, but I didn't have direct

11            conversations with him about it, no.  I reported to my

12            superior who was Samar, later on Jennifer who joined as

13            a chief operating officer.  I was on day to day with

14            them, I was on day-to-day compliance with queries, so

15            I would probably -- I spoke definitely much more with

16            those people than with Gilles at the time.  He was very

17            senior, I was, well, newly joined, trying to do my best,

18            trying to work hard, so ...

19        Q.  I want to talk about the early incarnation of the

20            process that the firm used to operate a physical cash

21            service for its clients.  It is correct, isn't it, that

22            before Cosmic and New World were involved, the process

23            within the firm involved money being transferred

24            electronically from the firm's client accounts to the

25            personal bank accounts of individuals connected to the
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1 16:15      firm?

2        A.  Well, I was reading the bundles, so I saw that there was

3            quite a few references to that.  However, I believe that

4            would be the process before I actually joined.  I do not

5            recall specific transactions that you mention where

6            I would be directly involved.  In fact, I remember the

7            firms that you mentioned, so -- managed by an external

8            provider, that I remember was part of the process.

9            Giving physical cash to clients.

10        Q.  Can you recall at all a process where physical cash was

11            given to employees and then the employees -- sorry,

12            a transfer was made to employees and then the employees

13            would obtain physical cash from their own bank and bring

14            it in to give to clients.  Can you recall that process?

15        A.  No.  Not really.  I know I never received any transfer

16            of such, and would never have a discussion about it with

17            anybody.

18        Q.  Could we look at C/528 of the bundle, please.  Here we

19            have a payment template.  Do you recall seeing these

20            documents before?

21        A.  Yes.  This was part of the withdrawal process.  This was

22            the document that we designed at some point, we received

23            and it was compulsory for use in later 2015.

24            (Overspeaking) transactions.

25        Q.  If you scroll down -- apologies, I spoke over to you at
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1 16:16      the end.  Was there something that you were saying?

2        A.  Yes: this document had to be completed for all outgoing

3            transactions after the monitoring process was set up in

4            place.

5        Q.  If we scroll down to the bottom of the page, first of

6            all, to see the author.  It says name of reviewer and

7            date of review, then it has your name there.  Would that

8            have meant that you composed the document, or you just

9            reviewed the document?

10        A.  No, so I would probably either -- I would -- normally

11            that would be the document that I would compose, so

12            I would type, make the inputs, and then I would print it

13            off, sign, and then pass on for review, in this case to

14            Moapha Sharif, who was a compliance officer at the time.

15        Q.  If we could then scroll back to the top of the

16            documents.  We see it says a client account number,

17            800386, and then what is the reason for the withdrawal,

18            and then in italics "please provide evidence of reason,

19            eg bill payment, transfer to personal account,

20            et cetera, and then you -- or someone has written there

21            "reimbursement of cash withdrawn to GR who will bring

22            the cash to the client on October 9, 2015".

23                So this is talking, isn't it, about cash being

24            reimbursed to GR?

25        A.  Yes, that's what it says, mm-hmm.
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1 16:18  Q.  And GR is Mr Rollet isn't it?

2        A.  I would imagine the reference would be to him, yes.

3        Q.  So this is an example, isn't it, of one of those

4            occasions where Mr Rollet has used his personal bank

5            accounts to obtain physical cash and there has been

6            a reimbursement of that cash to Mr Rollet; would you

7            agree?

8        A.  Well it could be, yes.  It could be, but I would need to

9            see the whole pack.  Remember it was six years ago.  But

10            from this sentence, yes, I would say that makes sense.

11            Again I would need to see the whole attachments to

12            verify that.

13        Q.  In the document -- sorry, in the bundles there is no

14            invoices for Cosmic or New World in relation to this

15            transaction that happened in September 2015.  So this

16            is, isn't it, the process whereby employees were

17            providing physical cash to the firm?

18        A.  It could be, but again really to confirm that I would

19            need to go through the other attachments and see

20            evidence of the other document that is mentioned here.

21                So ... to verify that.

22        Q.  I asked you earlier if you could recall part of the

23            process involving money being transferred to employees,

24            and at that point you couldn't recall.  Having now

25            looked at this document, can you recall that aspect of
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1 16:20      the process?

2        A.  Well, from what I see, and if this would be supported by

3            a transfer copy, copy of the transfer that would be

4            easily found in the books of the company, if you would

5            find evidence of that, then yes I would say yes.

6            However, I do not recall this being frequent or really

7            part of the process that often.  But, yes, if there

8            would be evidence supporting that this money went to

9            Gilles indeed and that this transaction actually

10            happened then yes, then it could be on occasion that

11            those transactions also took place.

12                Remember this is September, this is the very

13            beginning when I got involved into certain of these

14            operations, so it could be that I do not remember this

15            specific occasion.

16        Q.  Yes.  What I'm trying to understand -- and if you can't

17            recollect the process, you can't recollect the

18            process -- what I'm trying to understand is how the

19            process actually worked.

20                So did an employee go to their bank, their personal

21            bank, where they received the client money, and say to

22            the cashier at the bank and say "please give me X

23            thousand euros in physical cash"; is that how the

24            process worked?

25        A.  I would never be told of this specific process.  So, no,
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1 16:21      I was never told of this specific process, so ... that

2            one you have to ask the person who, if you find evidence

3            of, or if you have evidence of that, you need to ask the

4            person how they did it exactly.  Because that never

5            happened to me, and I was never explained this process

6            that you are talking about.

7        Q.  If we look five boxes down, the question is: is the

8            withdrawal in line with the customer's profile.  If no,

9            compliance review is required.

10                Then in italics it says consider the amount,

11            frequency, distinction, et cetera.  Then it says yes,

12            the beneficiary is a corporate service provider in

13            Panama.  Can you see that?

14        A.  Yes.

15        Q.  When you were completing this document do you recall why

16            a corporate service provider in Panama wanted physical

17            cash delivered to them?

18        A.  No.  So when the question asked whether it is in line

19            with customer's profile it required reference to

20            a client file, I do not remember this client, in fact

21            I do not remember even the account number.  So I see the

22            account number so what I would do in this case, I would

23            open the file, read the memo, you know, and then I would

24            complete this to match what is in the file.

25                So -- yeah.
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1 16:23  Q.  It looks a bit strange, doesn't it, that a corporate

2            service provider wants physical cash delivered to them

3            by Mr Rollet?

4        A.  Well, it would be difficult to say why it would be

5            strange if you need to actually access the money on the

6            other part of the planet, and if -- I mean, I was not

7            really questioning why our clients were making certain

8            transactions or making certain requests.  They were

9            definitely not living in Dubai, so in this case if there

10            is -- well, when a ... you need to open the file, you

11            need to see where they live, you need to see the

12            reasons, you need to see the checklist because as part

13            of onboarding we had this long checklist with questions

14            where they also indicated how much funds they feed for

15            their daily use, what was their yearly expenditures, so

16            yes, that would be part of client profile.  So if they

17            said I don't need any withdrawal until something really

18            serious happens it would be zero, on some occasions they

19            would actually say and mention and sign off on it, as

20            part of onboarding process, how much funds they require,

21            and since LT did not have cards at the time, so to me it

22            didn't seem strange that people were actually trying to

23            use the funds that they have on the account by means of

24            requesting withdrawals on occasion.

25        Q.  But withdrawals in physical cash, did that not seem
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1 16:24      strange to you?

2        A.  We didn't offer credit card, so how else can you access

3            your money?  That would be strange.

4        Q.  In the third box down where I said to you already

5            "reimbursement of cash to GR who will bring the cash to

6            the client on October 9, 2015".  So part of this

7            process, Mr Rollet was personally delivering the

8            physical cash to the client, wasn't he?

9        A.  Possibly.

10        Q.  That would be your understanding when you drafted this

11            document?

12        A.  It could be, but I don't remember the specific occasion

13            when I was sitting and preparing this template we were

14            doing tens of payments each day, and remember that

15            withdrawals, physical withdrawals were quite rare, if

16            you compare to the volume of transactions that we had at

17            the time, so ... I would be told some, you know, either

18            by the client or what actually happened I would complete

19            this document.  But I don't remember exactly the

20            circumstances of this specific transaction.

21        Q.  In your witness statement you say this Mr Rollet was not

22            directly involved with the internal cash withdrawal

23            process.  Would you agree that what is written, at least

24            in this box, suggests that he was having a direct

25            involvement?
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1 16:26  A.  You would have to ask Gilles really, to see what really

2            happened.  And again, look at the other supporting

3            documents that would be attached to it.

4        Q.  Yes, but you said in your witness statements -- sorry?

5        A.  No, so the process that existed, there were ways how LT

6            would source cash.  Because we were not a bank and we

7            didn't have any -- we didn't have a safe in the office,

8            so whenever there was a service that had to be provided

9            that was again openly disclosed and clients were aware

10            of it, the fees for the service was disclosed, we knew

11            that this was the service that the client could get, as

12            far as I was concerned we had to make sure that there

13            was a client, there was a client who had money on the

14            account, that his request would have to be in line with

15            the profile.  Well, at this point in September or

16            in October, which is the date of this document, there

17            was also compliance that was reviewing this

18            transactions, and we were preparing the checklist.  So

19            there was a pretty long process afterwards that would go

20            to finance.  So there were different steps of that

21            process and, well, we just had to follow and make sure

22            that things are done as they were done.

23        Q.  Yes, but what I'm asking you, is what you said in your

24            witness statement is that Mr Rollet was not directly

25            involved with the internal cash withdrawal process.
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1 16:27      Now, this document that you drafted would suggest he is

2            directly involved in the process, wouldn't it?

3        A.  Yes, if there would be other documents that would be

4            attached to it and prove that GR in this case it refers

5            to him actively conducting that process, then yes, he

6            would be part of that process.

7        Q.  If we could turn to C/666.  Here we have a document that

8            is written on headed paper "Port Palace",

9            boutique hotel, Monte Carlo and it says "To

10            La Tresorerie, received 10,000 euro, October 9, 2015",

11            so that's the same date we saw in the previous document

12            when cash was going to be delivered by Mr Rollet, yes?

13        A.  Was it the same?

14        Q.  Yes it was.  I can take you back to the document if you

15            like.  I'll read what you it said on the document.  If

16            you would like to go back to it we can?

17        A.  That's fine then.

18        Q.  It said "reimbursement of cash withdrawn to GR who will

19            bring the cash to the client on October 9, 2015", and

20            the client number was 800386.

21                This is a receipt, isn't it, saying that the client

22            has received 10,000 euro on 9 October 2015, yes?

23        A.  Yes.  That's the receipt, and it seems like it is signed

24            by the client in this case as well.

25        Q.  And it is written in -- or the handwriting other than
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1 16:29      the signature, is Mr Rollet's handwriting, isn't it?

2        A.  Not the signature, no.

3        Q.  Sorry, no, the "To: La Tresorerie", "received",

4            et cetera?

5        A.  I recognise the (inaudible) here.

6        Q.  Yes, indeed.

7                So this is an example of Mr Rollet delivering the

8            money to the client in Monaco.  That is direct

9            involvement in the cash withdrawal process, isn't it?

10        A.  It looks like it, yes.

11        Q.  In your witness statement you said that requests for

12            cash withdrawals would typically be made by clients to

13            client relation officers such as yourself, or directly

14            to relationship managers.

15                Now, relationship managers would have included

16            Mr Henny, wouldn't they?

17        A.  Yes.

18        Q.  And Ms Adam?  She was a relationship manager as well,

19            wasn't she?

20        A.  In a way, yes.

21        Q.  Did she have her own clients with --

22        A.  She did.

23        Q.  -- La Tresorerie?

24        A.  She was an introducer and had several clients with us as

25            well.
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1 16:31  Q.  If we could look at C/249, please.

2                If we could go to the bottom of the page.

3                At the bottom of the page we see an email from

4            a Frank Smith to Mr Rollet, subject "bank withdrawal",

5            and it says:

6                "Hello Gilles,

7                Hope all is well with you.

8                I will be on Dubai on Sunday 7 and Monday June 8.

9                If you are available I would like to meet you on

10            Monday afternoon or the following day.

11                I would need a bank withdrawal by cash in the amount

12            of Chf 30k."

13                This is an example, isn't it, of the client asking

14            Mr Rollet directly for physical cash?

15        A.  Yes, he would -- if he was a client-facing person,

16            Gilles new a lot of clients and relationship managers

17            directly.  So there is nothing strange by a client

18            contacting Gilles.

19        Q.  Yes, and then if we scroll up the chain, we see Gilles'

20            email back to the client says --

21        A.  It is -- it is a bit blurry right now.

22        Q.  I can see that.  Maybe if we scroll slightly further

23            upwards, it may -- has that helped?  On my screen we are

24            still missing a line.

25                Maybe zoom in.
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1 16:32  A.  Hold on.  Let's see.  Okay, well, it is blurry, but if

2            it starts with "unfortunately", then I see everything.

3        Q.  Exactly, the text is there, but there appears to be

4            a ghost line that has appeared.

5                So Mr Rollet has replied to Mr Smith and said:

6                "Unfortunately I'm travelling on those days

7            ...leaving Dubai ... you can meet my colleague

8            Anastasiia, who I copied."

9                And then you have been copied into the email.  Then

10            at the top of the page we see Mr Smith sends a further

11            email -- this is on 7 June, so the day he said at the

12            bottom of the chain he would be in Dubai.  He says:

13                "I met today both Anastasiia and Samar at your

14            office.  I was really surprised to find out that my

15            subject withdrawal had not been prepared.  I believe

16            I emailed my request well in advance and you did not

17            mention about any possible issue related to your

18            absence."

19                So on this occasion the client is complaining to

20            Mr Rollet that he has not been provided with physical

21            cash, isn't he?

22        A.  Yes, he does.

23        Q.  So again --

24        A.  You did not ask the reason though.  There would be

25            a reason why he didn't get what he wanted.  Maybe his
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1 16:34      account was frozen, I'm not sure.  I need to check.

2        Q.  Again, this is an example of Mr Rollet having a direct

3            involvement in this process, isn't it?

4        A.  No, so when such requests would come to somebody else

5            then well that was June, right, so we still didn't have

6            the proper checklist and all that I believe.

7            Well, June, it is a bit of -- it is a remediation

8            process, so processes were really properly --

9            (screen frozen) --

10        MR PRITCHARD:  On my screen Ms Liashchenko has frozen, but

11            it may be that I have frozen.

12        MR STOREY:  Mine too.  I think we have lost her.

13        MS HANIF:  I will ask my instructing solicitor to see

14            whether they can contact her, and maybe she can just

15            click on the link again, so please do bear with me.

16        PRESIDENT:  Okay.  Thank you very much.

17        MS HANIF:  I'm told she is in the process of trying to

18            reconnect, sir, so fingers crossed.

19        PRESIDENT:  Okay, thank you.

20                (Pause).

21        MS HANIF:  What I'm told is she is having bandwidth issue so

22            she is now joining from her phone.

23        A.  Hello.

24        PRESIDENT:  Welcome back, Ms Liashchenko.  There is going to

25            be two of you on our system.
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1 16:38  A.  I'm very, sorry, I'm going to join from my phone.  In

2            case my wifi is not great I will still be with you.  So

3            I hope you can see me?

4                Hello?  Can you see me right now?

5        PRESIDENT:  I can't.  I don't know if anyone else can.  No.

6        TECHNICIAN:  We can't see you.

7        A.  Right now.

8        PRESIDENT:  Yes, we can see you.

9        A.  Okay.  Perfect.  Okay.  Great.  I'm here with you,

10            I might just be looking into the phone closer so I could

11            see the text.

12        PRESIDENT:  Welcome back.  I just want to make sure that

13            both counsel are happy for you to carry on from your

14            phone.  Mr Pritchard, Ms Hanif?

15        MS HANIF:  I am happy.  And if it looks as though we get

16            further problems at that stage I may request a short

17            break to see if we can sort it out between ourselves,

18            but my feeling is let's see how we get on.

19        A.  Sorry for that.

20        MR PRITCHARD:  I think I can agree with Ms Hanif.  My

21            concern will be whether Ms Liashchenko can see the

22            documents.  I don't know if you are looking at the

23            documents on your computer or them on the phone as well.

24        A.  I am right now logging in through my laptop as well.

25            I might have two connections at the same time.  It is
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1 16:39      loading, so ...

2                Sorry, I was in the middle of explaining the --

3        Q.  Before you do that, could I ask, if at any point you

4            can't see the document, can you please let us know, and

5            as Ms Hanif says we will then ensure the process does

6            allow you to see the documents.

7        A.  Yes.  I can see the document on my phone.  It is in

8            front of me.

9        Q.  You were explaining the remediation process in June.

10            You were talking about that.  Don't worry if you can't

11            recall, we can ask some further questions.

12        A.  Yes; so basically Gilles is copying us in and there was

13            a certain service client was requesting.  I do not

14            remember the specific occasion, but it is from the email

15            it is clear that the client didn't receive it on the day

16            where he visited the office and he met me and Samar who

17            was my supervisor.  So, again, the circumstances of why

18            he was not able to receive you would need to see the

19            chain of emails or any other documentation filed at the

20            time.  To understand that a bit better.

21        Q.  If you could now look at your witness statement at

22            paragraph 11.  So that's at B/85.

23                It says there at paragraph 11:

24                "Requests for cash withdraw would typically be made

25            by clients to client relationship officers such as
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1 16:41      [yourself], or directly to relationship managers."

2                Then:

3                "Once such a request was made to me from the client

4            I would verify the request including ensuring a written

5            withdrawal request from the customer and would then

6            check whether the client's portfolio contained

7            a sufficient balance to process the request."

8                You are saying there, aren't you, that you would

9            ensure that you had a written instruction from the

10            clients saying, for example, "Please give me physical

11            cash in the sum of X euros"?

12        A.  Yes, those requests could come by email as well to us,

13            but when the remediation process and when process was

14            complete, and when we were advised on how things should

15            be done, we actually, compliance actually was asking for

16            a formal instruction, not only an email.

17                However, an email would constitute an instruction as

18            long as the email address from the client would be

19            identified with that client.  Here we are in June,

20            remember this was June, this was when things were being

21            organised, where being set up, so you would need to go

22            back in time really and see what was the procedure at

23            the time.

24        Q.  And you wanted that in place before the firm transferred

25            client money out of the client money account.  That's
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1 16:43      correct, isn't it?

2        A.  Well, again, June was a bit of a -- it was -- it was an

3            area, it was still middle of remediation process, so

4            I do not remember specific procedure in June.  I do

5            remember how it was done once policies and procedures

6            were established, and things were very clear, with the

7            checklist and with all the rules.

8                However, well in this case we are having a request

9            from a client, which is made to a relationship manager,

10            so Gilles was a client person, he was forwarding it to

11            a client relations team, me and Samar, so well -- what

12            is the question again?

13        Q.  The question is not about that document.  So apologies

14            if you thought it was.  The question is that you wanted

15            a client instruction before the money was transferred

16            from the client money account.  As I understand it?

17        A.  Yes --

18        Q.  But in June the process maybe was not as satisfactory as

19            it was later.  So for example 2016 the process by then

20            was in place, wasn't it?

21        A.  So, yes, I mean when I joined La Tresorerie was going

22            through a very rigorous process, many, many people

23            working on processes and procedures.  We were -- and

24            those were improving and changing gradually.  Checklists

25            had different versions, we had different risk matrixes,
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1 16:44      we had several times, reviewing files several times to

2            satisfy the requirements, so June was middle of that

3            process, so of course as you improve as you grow you

4            improve towards, as you go, and June was really the

5            middle beginning the middle of the remediation, so in

6            that case that you said, there was a request, it was not

7            a written request probably because a written request was

8            not at the time set up as such.  Again you would need to

9            go back and time and look at what we had in place

10            in June.

11        Q.  Could you look at page C/897 of the bundle, please.

12                Here we have an email chain.

13        A.  Yes.

14        Q.  And if we start at the bottom of the email chain there's

15            an email 29 February 2016.

16        A.  Mm-hmm.

17        Q.  It's from Samar, so your supervisor, to HB, copying

18            yourself in.  And it says:

19                "Kindly provide an instruction signed by the client

20            for the withdrawal of 6,000EUR ..."

21                So this is your supervisor doing what you said,

22            saying, please, we need a written instruction in place,

23            isn't it?

24        A.  Yes.  She is requesting a withdrawal instruction, mm-hmm

25            to the client.
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1 16:46  Q.  Do you know who Hichem is?  Was Hichem a client, or

2            a representative of a client.

3        A.  Well, I do not remember whether he had an account, but

4            he was an asset manager, and I would need to verify the

5            client checklist to check whether he had an account with

6            us.

7        Q.  And the email above we see he has he says:

8                "Unfortunately I cannot do that as I am travelling.

9            Can the client sign the instruction directly when he

10            comes to you?"

11                So it sounds like he is not the client, he is

12            a representative of the client?

13        A.  Asset manager with powers, yes.  With the power of

14            attorney.

15        Q.  And you have replied at the top of the page -- sorry,

16            your supervisor has replied, you are copied in.  It

17            says:

18                "Dear Hichem,

19                We have done an exception the last time he came for

20            cash and compliance do not allow these transaction

21            without client's instruction.

22                I will do my best to have the last exception for the

23            client but please going forward we will not accept any

24            instruction without client's signature."

25                So she was saying here, wasn't she, that previously
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1 16:47      you had made an exception for this client, and you had

2            withdrawn the money from the client money account

3            without a written instruction, yes?

4        A.  Well, that's what -- first of all she was a director, so

5            she knew what she was saying here, so there was no

6            reason for me to jump in on her decisions, right?  And

7            you would need to ask her the circumstances of under

8            which there would be an exclusion done and also what

9            time period she would be referring to when she would say

10            previously.  So you need to go into the system and check

11            the date of the previous transaction that she is

12            referring to and then make the assessment.  That's how

13            I would say.

14        Q.  Who would grant the exceptions?

15        A.  Again, you need to ask Samar, or you need to look for

16            the documents in relation to this client.

17        Q.  Would you grant the exceptions?

18        A.  No, no.  I was the second junior employee in the company

19            during my employment there.  I was nobody to make those

20            decisions.  Remember we are in the financial sector, we

21            are dealing with money, with client money, and we had

22            our own roles and clearly the only people who could make

23            any exception or any decision whatsoever on those would

24            be senior people.

25        Q.  If we could look now at C/899 of the bundle.
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1 16:49          Here we have an email from Ms Aouad to Ms Adam, and

2            then you are copied into it.  And it says:

3                "Hello Shamim,

4                We would like to have 6,000EUR in 200 notes for the

5            3 March 2016.

6                Could you please arrange for the invoice?"

7                So here we have your director requesting an invoice

8            from Ms Adam, don't we?

9        A.  Yes, she is also copying in finance here.

10        Q.  Yes.  And the invoice that she is requesting, those are

11            Cosmic or New World invoices to facilitate a cash

12            withdrawal of 6,000 euro, isn't it?

13        A.  Well the invoices were prepared by Ms Adam who was

14            involved in the process of cash and, yes, you need to

15            look at the attached invoice, because invoice would be

16            part of this process, so the bank details where the

17            money had to go, et cetera.

18                So I cannot confirm whether that was Cosmic or New

19            World, there is no invoice on this page, but she is

20            requesting an invoice to a person who was providing this

21            service.

22        Q.  And Ms Adam was able to prepare Cosmic or New World

23            invoices because she had a connection with those

24            companies, didn't she?

25        A.  I don't know who prepared, but she was the one who sent
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1 16:50      it to us, or she would send it as a response to this

2            request.

3        Q.  If we could look at C/966.

4                Here we have Mr Henny emailing Ms Adam, and,

5            Ms Liashchenko, you are not copied into this email.

6        A.  No I'm not.

7        Q.  But I'm just trying to understand the process.

8                Mr Henny is emailing Ms Adams, says:

9                "Any chance to meet while in Dubai?  I booked my

10            ticket ... I may have some cash needs, are you in

11            a position to send some invoices to me today?"

12                So again this is Mr Henny now asking for invoices to

13            be produced by Ms Adam, isn't it?

14        A.  Yes, you would have to ask him about his conversations.

15            He was again he was a very senior person.  He was

16            dealing on his own -- in this case he is not copying

17            anybody from the team who were in the office, so, yeah.

18        Q.  So the process involved --

19        A.  But he is requesting for the same invoice as Samar.

20            That was part of the process, again, that was the way

21            how cash was given to clients, there was a providor, and

22            invoices had to be requested to the provider with

23            specific bank details where the money had to go, and,

24            yeah, and finance executed payments once those invoices

25            were received.  And once the process for that was final,
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1 16:52      almost final step of the process actually.

2        Q.  You say it is the same transaction.  I'm just a bit

3            confused, the last email we looked at was

4            dated February 2016.  And this is May 2016.  Why were

5            you saying there the same transaction?

6        A.  No, the process was the same.  This was the stage --

7            okay, so the process for withdrawing cash included

8            client request, right?  Then making sure, doing all the

9            client checks, so when it came to me, I would do all the

10            checks on the account, make sure it is not frozen, make

11            sure it had cash available, it didn't need a forex

12            instruction required.  So there was a checklist which

13            you had to go through, you had to verify the KYC of the

14            client and see if it is in line, makes sense, et cetera,

15            et cetera, et cetera.  So there is a checklist that you

16            complete, and after that once you are satisfied with it,

17            you pass it on to compliance, compliance would approve

18            or not approve, so they would do their review and then

19            afterwards the invoice would be requested.  So once

20            compliance gives a green light their invoice would be

21            requested to the provider, in this case Shamim.

22                So there is an email from Mark here where he is

23            explaining his needs, I don't even see a reference to an

24            account number, so, well, again you have to ask Mark

25            about the specific request.  But the request goes to the
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1 16:54      person who was providing the service for La Tresorerie.

2        Q.  So it is the same process -- it is not the same

3            transaction, but you are saying it is the same standard

4            process that is being gone through?

5        A.  Yes.

6        Q.  Look now at C/1018, please.

7        TECHNICIAN:  I have one small request for Ms Anastasiia.

8            Since you are logged in from mobile and we can hear the

9            background sound as well, so I will just request you to

10            speak a little slower so that your audio will be clear.

11            Thank you.

12        A.  Okay.  I'm sorry.  I will try to do that.  Thank you.

13            My wifi is still not there.

14        MR PRITCHARD:  On 1018 we have an email.  If we start at the

15            bottom of the chain.  It is an email from Mr Henny to

16            various individuals including yourself.  And he says --

17        A.  And also include compliance and finance here mm-hmm.

18        Q.  He says:

19                "Please find attached three invoices and payment

20            templates, all for payments to Cosmic."

21                So this is the process we have been looking at, the

22            cash payment process in operation?

23        A.  Mm-hmm.

24        Q.  Then if you scroll up, please, to the next -- to the

25            following email in the chain, now Mr Henny is emailing
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1 16:55      Ms Adam, cc'ing just yourself this time:

2                "We have a problem with one of the invoices. If you

3            look at the cosmic GS invoice, the invoice name says EUR

4            (correct), the amount in the description field of the

5            invoice says CHF (not correct) and the amount at the

6            bottom says EUROs (correct again).  I didn't spot

7            this~..."

8                Then it says:

9                "Can you please (a), send me a correct invoice for

10            euros only, and (b) tell Cosmic to return the Swiss

11            frank so that the firm can send EUR."

12                So what has happened here is an invoice has been

13            produced that contained the wrong figure of cash on it.

14        A.  Well, yes, he is mentioning two currencies, so we would

15            need to see the invoice, but it seems like it is

16            self-explanatory from the description in the first

17            paragraph.

18        Q.  Because the invoice had the wrong amount of cash on it,

19            it says Swiss franks rather than euro, the wrong amount

20            of money has been taken from the client money account,

21            hasn't it?

22        A.  Yes, so finance would have followed the invoice that it

23            would have received; that's how I would understand this.

24                But again you would need to go into the SWIFT and

25            see what happened, you need to go into the system ad
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1 16:57      check --

2        PRESIDENT:  I'm sorry to interrupt, but my machine cut out

3            about three minutes ago.  I'm not able to -- I can see

4            everybody but the problem is you won't be able to see me

5            because I have tuned in on a different machine that does

6            not have a relevant camera.  So I'm afraid -- one

7            second.  I will look at the transcript for the last two

8            minutes when it arrives.  In the meantime I propose to

9            continue without you being able to see me until such

10            time as I can log into another machine that works.

11                So I'm sorry for that.

12        Q.  (Audio distortion) transfer of money based on the

13            invoice, don't they?

14        A.  (Audio distortion).

15        TECHNICIAN:  There is a terrible noise and I can't hear

16            anything, I'm sorry.  If other participant will confirm

17            the same, but I can hear a noise from my end.

18        MS HANIF:  May I suggest we have a short break then I can

19            try via my solicitors to see what the issue is with

20            Ms Liashchenko's internet connection to see if there is

21            any means of resolving it swiftly, because I fear this

22            background noise --

23        PRESIDENT:  It is background noise.  Okay, we will break for

24            five minutes and come back.

25        MS HANIF:  Grateful, thank you, sir.
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1 16:59  A.  Thank you.

2        (4.59 pm)

3                              (A short break)

4        (5.06 pm)

5        A.  Hello, can you see me?

6        TECHNICIAN:  Yes, I can see you as well as hear you loud and

7            clear.

8        A.  I turned off the fan.  I apologise for the extra noise.

9                Thank you, so I'll continue from my phone so that we

10            are finished sooner.

11        TECHNICIAN:  That will be fine and if reporter had any

12            issues I will let you know, regarding the voice quality.

13                Mr Chairman are you able to hear everyone clearly?

14                I'm just -- Mr Chairman, are you able to hear us?

15                          (Off record discussion)

16        PRESIDENT:  Let's continue.

17        MR PRITCHARD:  We were looking at the documents at C/1018.

18            If we can call that onto the screen, and if anyone can't

19            see the document when it is there, it is there now do

20            shout if you can't see it.  I was asking questions about

21            the third paragraph, where it says:

22                "Can you (a), please send me a correct invoice for

23            EUR only, (b), tell Cosmic to return the Swiss francs to

24            LT so they can send EUR."

25                So because the invoice contained the wrong number,
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1 17:13      the Swiss frank figure, the wrong amount of client money

2            has been transferred out of the client money account,

3            hasn't it?

4        A.  Um, I assume that is pretty clear from the email what he

5            is asking.  So ... obviously they wanted different

6            currency, and he is asking for euro instead of Swiss

7            francs.

8        Q.  It is a serious matter, isn't it, that client money has

9            been transferred out of the client money account and it

10            is the wrong amount; would you agree that's a serious

11            issue?

12        A.  And that is why he is copying everybody in.  Normally

13            Mark --

14        Q.  He sent it to Ms Adam, who is producing the invoice, and

15            he copied you.  There is no one else in this email.

16        A.  Well before that, the chain that we looked at, wasn't

17            there others involved?

18        Q.  Exactly.  So the bottom of the page where he asks for

19            the invoice, there are others involved, and ten had

20            here, so we see that now on the screen?

21        A.  Yes.

22        Q.  The invoice has been produced for the wrong amount?

23        A.  Yes.

24        Q.  Finance have transferred the wrong amount out of the

25            client account, and now he is emailing just Ms Adam and
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1 17:14      copying you to say the wrong amount of client money has

2            gone can it be returned.

3        A.  That's correct.

4        Q.  And I was asking you is it a serious matter, and you

5            said that's why other people were copied.  But other

6            people are not copied into this email?

7        A.  Yes, we need to see what happened after, because it this

8            is Mark's email and you need to understand what happened

9            after, I mean September '16 is, what, five years ago,

10            a bit more than that.  But -- well, I'm copied in, I was

11            the person who was client-facing in the office, and

12            I would have escalated this.  Absolutely, in every case,

13            to compliance, finance, because that was related to, as

14            you say, it is a serious matter, so good that Mark

15            copied me in, so at least we would be aware in the

16            office of, you know, of the issue, and would then take

17            care of it.

18                Again, what would have happened with that specific

19            transaction, there were many, many, many transactions

20            going on in LT, so I don't remember this specific

21            occasion, but the fact that he is copying me in would

22            mean that I would be trigger point to escalate it

23            further to seniors in the office.  Since he is doing it

24            by email I would assume he was not actually in the

25            office on that day and since it is a client account, at
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1 17:15      LT involved, again, you would need to go back in time,

2            he is copying me as a client-facing, so that would be

3            taken care of in the office, escalated to proper

4            departments.

5                Again, you would need to go in and look for other

6            emails for this email being forwarded, circulated, and

7            actually action taken when, actually happened, because

8            that's what he is asking, but what LT did, and how LT

9            acted needs to be followed up.

10        Q.  Yes, so would you have reported --

11        A.  To understand the full picture of this matter.

12        Q.  Would you have reported an issue like this to Mr Rollet,

13            given its seriousness?

14        A.  Well, he was not the compliance to report it to.  And he

15            was not the finance, and it is a financial matter as

16            well.

17                So this would go to compliance and this would go to

18            finance.

19        Q.  So you wouldn't report this to Mr Rollet?

20        A.  Why would I report it to him?

21        Q.  If we could now look at C/729.

22                Here we see an email from Ms Milan to Ms Adam

23            requesting an invoice client name is Dorsten, client

24            account 800219, for the amount of 60,000.  This is

25            a request as we have seen already for a Cosmic invoice
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1 17:17      to be produced.

2        A.  So this is the email where finance is requesting an

3            invoice to the provider, copying myself, copying Josep

4            who was head of finances finance, and copying the

5            operations Jennifer, requesting for that operation.

6        Q.  If we then look at the invoice, which is on C/728, the

7            page before.  Which is the invoice for 60,600 euros --

8        A.  I do not see the bottom of it.

9        Q.  Scroll down.

10        A.  Mm-hmm.  Okay.

11        Q.  The client is Dorsten.  So it is the same client as that

12            email was concerning, isn't it?

13        A.  It is the same account name, so yes.  It seems so.

14        Q.  This was the type of invoice that was produced in

15            relation to the Cosmic process, isn't it?

16        A.  Well, the format seems, yes, that's -- seems like --

17            I don't see the binder holes on this invoice, so I don't

18            know if it was -- where you got this from, because

19            normally the binders had, everything was filed and there

20            were two little holes on the side of the document.  But

21            yes, this would be the invoice that would be provided by

22            the provider.

23        Q.  If we look at the description of what the invoice is

24            for, this says "our services pertaining to investment in

25            Dubai real estate", and those are said to be services
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1 17:19      costing 53,000 euros.  And then travel, and that's said

2            to be a service costing 7,600 euro.

3                Now, all Cosmic were doing as part of this process

4            was converting 60,000 euro into physical cash.  That's

5            right, isn't it?

6        A.  As far as I knew, yes.

7        Q.  Cosmic were not providing services pertaining to real

8            estate were they?

9        A.  I do not know which service they were providing.

10        Q.  Were -- did you think Cosmic may have been providing

11            services pertaining to Dubai real estate to this client,

12            Dorsten?

13        A.  I actually don't know.  This was the invoice that we

14            received from the provider and that was part of the

15            process that we followed in LT.  So ...

16        Q.  When you saw things like "our services pertaining to

17            investment in Dubai real estate", did that concern you

18            because you knew it was false?

19        A.  I didn't know that it was false.  It was an invoice that

20            was provided --

21        Q.  Did you think that Cosmic were providing Dubai real

22            estate services to the clients?

23        A.  I don't know.

24        Q.  Well, there is lots of these invoices in the bundle?

25        A.  Mm-hmm.
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1 17:21  Q.  You saw these invoices, you just said because you are

2            used to seeing hole punches on the left-hand side of

3            them.  When you looked at those invoice and is it said

4            "our services pertaining to investment in Dubai real

5            estate" were you concerned that those invoices were

6            false?

7        A.  Well, as far as my concern was that that was part of the

8            procedure, those were the invoices that compliance was

9            okay with, why they were produced in this way, why they

10            were mentioning certain services, at that point in time

11            I was nobody to really think or make an opinion on that

12            particular matter.

13        Q.  Did you express to any of your senior management

14            colleagues in the office, this is a bit of a strange

15            process isn't it?

16        A.  Well, again, I was involved in a little part of the

17            process and as far as my role was concerned I had to

18            make sure that clients -- again, I had a certain part of

19            it, and that not included the compliance part of it,

20            that didn't look -- involve reviewing the invoices,

21            verifying their validity; that was not part of my job.

22        Q.  For a financial services firm to have in its possession

23            documents that contained falsehoods is a serious matter,

24            isn't it?

25        A.  Again, on this particular matter, as you can see, there
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1 17:22      is a very senior persons copied in, right, who would

2            have received and gotten a copy of all the documentation

3            that included the -- well, chief operation officer,

4            Jennifer, she was very senior with many, many years

5            experience in banking, much more than myself, and if

6            those senior people were, you know, were there, they

7            didn't raise concerns to us, they didn't request that,

8            you know, there were -- everybody was fine with it.  So

9            finance was fine with it, compliance was fine with it,

10            operations were fine with it, who was me to say, or to

11            ask what services were provided.  I was not part of

12            Cosmic team, I didn't know what was happening in the

13            background.  I was not even dealing with this customer

14            directly.  So I mean, my visibility on the -- well in

15            that role in that function was quite limited, so what

16            was really going on behind, well, I knew what I had to

17            do, I tried to do my role, my job in the best way,

18            trying to adhere to the processes and procedures as we

19            established they were more processes, more procedures,

20            more rules, often times clients were, you know, client

21            accounts had to close if they didn't follow the rules.

22                So if there would be any concerns that had to be

23            raised by seniors who were part of -- who were visible,

24            who were part of this, and it is clearly -- clear from

25            these emails as well that there were very senior people
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1 17:24      involved, much more senior than me, so that is it.

2        MR STOREY:  I'm sorry, Mr Pritchard, we have lost

3            Judge Mackie.  Can we just adjourn for a few minutes to

4            see if we can get him back again.  Can I suggest that

5            actually we adjourn for five minutes just to see if we

6            can get Judge Mackie's link a bit firmer?

7        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you Mr Storey, that makes absolute

8            sense.

9        MR STOREY:  Okay.

10        (5.24 pm)

11                              (A short break)

12        (5.30 pm)

13        PRESIDENT:  Are we ready to continue?

14        MR PRITCHARD:  We are, sir.

15        TECHNICIAN:  Yes, sir.

16        PRESIDENT:  The position is that for some reason I have had

17            to change to a different computer.  The only problem is

18            that while I can see you all you cannot see me.  That

19            seems to me to be a small enough sacrifice to permit us

20            to continue.

21                So on we go when you are ready, and once again, my

22            apologies for the interruption.  I don't know who to

23            blame.  Thank you.

24        MR PRITCHARD:  Sir, I will shoulder any blame that needs to

25            be sent around.
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1 17:31          Could I just ask, sir, how much of that you heard,

2            because unfortunately I didn't see you drop off the

3            call.

4        PRESIDENT:  It seems to me that I missed about, I guess

5            I missed five minutes, and I think that the best way of

6            resolving that is simply for me to look particularly

7            closely at those passages in the transcript, which

8            miraculously we get quite quickly.

9                If however there are particular points that you

10            really feel should be repeated, by all means ask some

11            more questions again.

12        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you for the indulgence.

13                Ms Liashchenko, if we could look at the invoice that

14            is on the screen, which was the invoice we were looking

15            at before the break.

16                It says, as described there, "our services

17            pertaining to investment in Dubai real estate".  Cosmic

18            were not providing those services to the firm's clients,

19            were they?

20        A.  I do not know which services they were providing to this

21            specific client.  However, I do know this was the

22            invoice that was requested as part of the transaction.

23            In question.

24        Q.  And the transaction is a cash withdrawal process?

25        A.  Sorry, not requested.  It was provided to us in response
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1 17:32      to our request.  That's correct.

2        Q.  The amount of the invoice is 60,600 euros and you recall

3            from the email chain that we looked at first that the

4            request was for 60,000 cash, so there is another

5            600 euros here, 1 per cent.  That was a fee that was

6            being charged by Cosmic for providing the firm with

7            physical cash, wasn't it?

8        A.  On the face of it.

9        Q.  If you could look at C/755, please.

10                Here we have an email from yourself to Mr Mestres

11            and Mr Rollet, cc'ing other people.  The date of the

12            email is 23 November.  That invoice we were looking at

13            was 13 November.  So this is some 10 days later.  And

14            your email is saying:

15                "Please note that the fee has increased to

16            2 per cent as informed just now by Shamim."

17                So Ms Adam told you at around 23 November that the

18            fee that Cosmic were going to charge was now 2 per cent

19            not 1 per cent, didn't she?

20        A.  Well I do not remember this specific occasion, but

21            either it was derived from the invoice or there would be

22            a conversation about it.  If I say she is willing to

23            discuss this on Wednesday that means that I would have

24            had a conversation with her.  Again, I do not remember

25            exactly if it was a phone conversation or anything, but
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1 17:34      I am clearly transmitting the information I received

2            from the provider, and this -- well, this is pretty

3            clear what the email says, that the fee from 23 November

4            is going up to 2 per cent.

5        Q.  Yes, and you are telling Mr Rollet that the fee is

6            increasing to 2 per cent, aren't you?

7        A.  I'm telling everybody who -- all the senior people that

8            were my superiors in this case.  Head of finance, head

9            of my own department, client services, head of

10            operation, and, well, Gilles was the CEO as well, he is

11            copied in.

12        Q.  Because he needed to know the change in cost because it

13            impacted how much of the fees La Tresorerie would

14            receive in relation to the process, didn't it?

15        A.  Well, I would make sure that senior people are aware as

16            far as -- when the information came to me, well in this

17            case the invoice that Shamim forwarded to me, Samar,

18            Josep, Chiara, would be attached, I believe.  Well,

19            there is an empty space there, so either the text was

20            omitted or there would be an invoice attached.  And

21            there was some information that had to be communicated

22            beyond those people and that would be forwarded in

23            a very formal manner from my side to make sure everybody

24            is aware, everybody senior is aware of this occasion.

25        Q.  And you also ask in your email, "Please confirm if okay
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1 17:36      to pay".  So you are emailing Mr Mestres and Mr Rollet

2            saying: please confirm if it is okay to pay?

3        A.  Well Josep Mestres was head of the finance department

4            and he was more senior person than Chiara, so that's

5            quite normal I would seek approval senior people, in

6            this case finance as it relates to increased numbers,

7            increased -- well, in this case numbers.  Numbers would

8            be finance part, so ...

9        Q.  Were you also asking Mr Rollet, because it is to

10            Mr Rollet, were you asking him as well to confirm if it

11            was okay to pay because of the increase?

12        A.  Well I'm copying him in, right, he was also a senior

13            person, but that response would probably come from the

14            day-to-day officers, which would be the Jennifer and

15            Josep, that's the persons from whom I would expect

16            a reply.  Again, however, we need to go back and see who

17            took action and what action they took on this in the

18            firm.

19        Q.  You have not copied Mr Rollet; the email is to

20            Mr Rollet.

21                And attached to the email is the invoice.  It says

22            "Invoice Cosmic - PA Consult".  So you were asking for

23            confirmation that that invoice could be paid, weren't

24            you?

25        A.  Can you show the invoice?  Sorry, what is your question?
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1 17:37  Q.  You were asking for confirmation that the invoice you

2            had attached to the email could be paid?

3        A.  I'm asking to confirm to Chiara if this can be paid.

4        Q.  Then turning to page 756, we see the invoice.  Now, it

5            is for 9,180 euro, so that is indeed 9,000 euro plus

6            a 2 per cent fee, and the description of the invoice

7            says "consulting services as agreed".

8                Now, again, Cosmic did not provide consulting

9            services to PA Consulting, did they?

10        A.  Again, I do not know which services they would provide

11            to PA Consulting.  But this was the type of invoice that

12            was received, that was circulated in the firm.  It was

13            part of the cash procedure.  At the time.

14        Q.  As part of the cash procedure, sometimes physical cash

15            would be received by clients in the DIFC, wouldn't it?

16        A.  Yes.

17        Q.  And sometimes it would be received by clients abroad,

18            wouldn't it?

19        A.  I would never be the one who would have met clients

20            abroad, so it would be --

21        Q.  Were you aware that the process involved cash being

22            given to clients abroad?

23        A.  I was not specifically told that, no.

24        Q.  We looked earlier at the Monaco hotel receipt where we

25            see that Mr Rollet has handed, delivered cash abroad.
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1 17:39      Are you saying that you were not aware he was doing

2            that?

3        A.  That was a receipt on a letterhead of the notebook,

4            right?  It didn't attach an itinerary of the trip or

5            minutes of that meeting.  But yeah, that was the receipt

6            from that hotel.  Notebook, paper sheet, from the hotel.

7            In the office we had paper sheets, you know, branded

8            paper sheets also from other banks.  So that doesn't

9            mean it couldn't have happened in the office of a bank,

10            for example.

11        Q.  Can we go to C/990, please.

12                If we scroll down to the bottom email in the chain,

13            we have an email from yourself on 8 August 2016.  And

14            you say in that email:

15                "The client wants 20,000 E ..."

16                Is that euro?

17        A.  Yes, I would imagine so, mm-hmm.

18        Q.  "The client wants 20,000 [euro] delivered in Monaco at

19            the end of August by Gilles."

20                So you knew at the time, didn't you, that Mr Rollet

21            was delivering physical cash abroad as part of this

22            process.

23        A.  Well, this was a note of the call that I had from

24            somebody I couldn't recall or identify.  And I'm

25            transmitting that information to compliance, to Ewan, to
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1 17:41      Samar who was my superior, copying to Gilles as well, to

2            Chiara, to Olga, to several, to everybody who could

3            possibly know who that person was.

4        Q.  Does it surprise you --

5        A.  (Overspeaking) this call, because you cannot just act on

6            it unless you know who is calling first.  So I'm

7            transmitting the conversation, transmitting by email,

8            informing compliance, that's the best I could do at the

9            time, and I'm doing it in writing as well, to make sure

10            there is a record keeping procedure that is followed.

11        Q.  Does it surprise you if cash was being delivered abroad?

12        A.  I wouldn't ask that question.

13        Q.  No, I'm asking the question.  Would it now surprise you

14            if you were told that the cash process involved physical

15            cash being carried abroad and delivered?

16        A.  Why would I have to make an opinion on this?  I was

17            a junior person who was working, making sure people were

18            involved, senior people, compliance was informed.

19            Compliance was the ones who were, due to their role,

20            I would expect them to make an opinion or make

21            a guideline in that regard.

22        Q.  I'm asking you, because you are saying you didn't know

23            the physical cash was being delivered abroad.  We have

24            an email here from you that says, certainly that the

25            client wants 20,000 euro delivered in Monaco at the end
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1 17:43      of August.  And yet you are saying you didn't know the

2            process involved money being delivered?

3        A.  Well, there was somebody calling and this is

4            a transcript of a call that happened from a person

5            I couldn't identify.  So again, my visibility on that

6            process was, what came to monitoring transactions, came

7            to preparing checklists, addressing all queries that

8            were all outside the box, in this case this is a query

9            where clearly there is a request, there is a request

10            mentioning Gilles, so he is mentioned in the call, so he

11            has to be on copy of that email, because if somebody is

12            mentioned that person has to be aware, right, that there

13            was a call, somebody was calling into the office, and

14            I would make that transcript, make sure that I shoot it

15            off to the people who had more knowledge on, and better

16            overview of what was going on.  So again, me, I was one

17            of the persons who would frequently pick up the calls

18            and answer to those calls, but then what happened after,

19            well, we had to make sure that that information would

20            not be kept hidden, so ... it was out there in the email

21            in this case.

22        Q.  Were you personally involved in picking up cash as part

23            of the Cosmic and New World process?

24        A.  Yes.

25        Q.  And you used to go to EEC's offices to pick up that
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1 17:44      cash, didn't you?

2        A.  Yes, in Dubai, yes.

3        Q.  And it was -- Cosmic and New World didn't have their own

4            offices, you went to EEC's offices?

5        A.  Yes, there was a logo of EEC in that office.  Economic

6            Exchange Centre to be precise.

7        Q.  There is no logo of Cosmic and New World, was there?

8        A.  I do not remember seeing their logo, but I remember

9            seeing a very big logo of Economic Exchange Centre.

10        Q.  I'm going to ask you about a specific transaction now,

11            and I'll take you through the documents.  But it is

12            right, isn't it, that following receipt of physical cash

13            by the client, you would occasionally receive requests

14            from banks to explain why the money had been transferred

15            in the way it had?  That's right, isn't it?

16        A.  Well, we were the team, and which banks are you talking

17            about, by the way?

18        Q.  So either the custodian -- the custodian of the client

19            money may ask you, or the bank that holds Cosmic's bank

20            account, they might ask you.  You were asked questions

21            weren't you by those entities to explain what the

22            transactions were about?

23        A.  So I was never in touch as far as I remember, I do not

24            recall any occasions I would be in touch directly with

25            the banks of Cosmic.  As you say, but our custodians,
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1 17:46      well, I had a certain level of interaction with

2            custodians, I was not the authorised person so I was not

3            the person instructing the payments, actually I never

4            had an authorisation of instructing, wire transfers out,

5            that was Samar, Josep, other people who were part of

6            that, but yes, I was part of the La Tresorerie in house

7            team, employees, so there would be communications

8            between me and the custodians that we were working with

9            that would be -- that would happen, yes.

10        Q.  Those requests the custodian banks would give you,

11            saying "please justify this transaction", they are all

12            part of custodian's money laundering checks, aren't

13            they?

14        A.  They could be different.  There would be a lot of

15            operational queries, mainly.  I would expect that

16            custodian would contact compliance in fact on those

17            matters, or more senior, so I do not remember many of

18            those AML emails coming to me.  I mean --

19        Q.  When the custodian --

20        A.  There would be little use for them to contact me on

21            those occasions.  And if there were any I would forward

22            them on to compliance or address them, raise them on to

23            seniors, because again I was not involved with the

24            directly with account opening process or AML or AML

25            process and procedures between compliance and custodian
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1 17:47      banks which were our contractual counterparties.  So

2            that was not a (inaudible).

3        Q.  When the custodian banks made these requests for

4            justifications, whether they came to your desk or

5            someone else's desk, it was important that the firm

6            responded to them accurately, wasn't it?

7        A.  Well, at least I would do my best to make sure that the

8            information I deliver is as accurate as possible.

9        Q.  Could we look at C/1060.  On that page we have a cash

10            receipt for 11 November.  We see that it is printed for

11            the amount of 345,000 euro, but that has been scrubbed

12            out and in fact it is now written 330,000 euro, yes?

13        A.  That's what we can see here, yes.

14        Q.  And this is a cash receipt showing that the client has

15            received that sum of money, isn't it?

16        A.  Yes.  Well, I would imagine so.  It is not my

17            handwriting though, so -- but, (overspeaking) can see

18            what actually happened, but yes, there is a reason why

19            it would be scrubbed out; probably because the amount of

20            less, well, it is 15,000 less than what is printed out.

21        Q.  There is a chain of emails that you are not party to, so

22            I don't need to take you to, that explains the

23            difference between the amounts.  But that's not what I'm

24            going to focus on in these questions.

25                And the client we see there is 800192, Ginny.
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1 17:49          If you could now look at page C/1096.  If we could

2            start at the bottom of the page, please.  So at the

3            bottom we have an email from Ms Adam, and then on

4            28 December, then scrolling down, we see that it is to

5            you?

6        A.  Mm-hmm.

7        Q.  And it says: "Compliance at HBL wants us to be more

8            specific about the invoice, see if this can be just

9            stamped".  And we see the subject of the email is the

10            Ginny invoice.

11                And then scroll -- before we do, HBL, that is Habib

12            Bank, isn't it?

13        A.  HBL is -- looks like a bank in Dubai, yes.

14        Q.  Okay.

15        A.  Name --

16        Q.  Scrolling up, we see that you forwarded the email to

17            Mr Sherriff, and --

18        A.  And Samar, my supervisor, yes.

19        Q.  And you say:

20                "Hi Ewan,

21                The beneficiary bank does of NWI ..."

22                That's New World, isn't it?

23        A.  New World Impex, I guess that would be reference to

24            them, that sounds right.

25        Q.  So they are asking for details of the payment and a more
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1 17:51      detailed invoice:

2                "I spoke to Shamim and she has asked that the

3            attached invoice (same amount as we have already sent)

4            is stamped LT as 'received'.  Can we do that?"

5                So you were telling Mr Sherriff that Ms Adam wanted

6            the firm to stamp the invoice with a received stamp,

7            weren't you?

8        A.  So obviously the email from Shamim is not very clear, so

9            I would have called her and asked what she means, and

10            then I would retell that request from her in an email to

11            compliance.  And Samar.

12        Q.  By stamping an invoice "received", the firm would be

13            representing that they had received whatever services or

14            goods are described in the invoice, wouldn't they?

15        A.  You would need to ask Shamim and really go back in time

16            to know why she was asking that, that was her request,

17            and, well, I was nobody to make an opinion on that, so

18            I had to raise it to my seniors.  I mean, that's about

19            it.

20        Q.  Let's look at the invoice.  It is on page 1074.

21                Here we have a New World Impex General Trading LLC

22            invoice?

23        A.  Okay.

24        Q.  And you see the services that are described are

25            "consultancy fees for introduction of clients in
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1 17:53      Africa", "Management fees and services charges".

2                Now, no part of the physical cash withdrawal service

3            involved the introduction of clients in Africa, did it?

4        A.  Well that was the invoice we received.  I would imagine

5            as part of this transaction, if it would be attached to

6            this transaction.  From New World Impex.

7        Q.  Yes, but the transaction is a physical cash withdrawal

8            process.  The client wants to receive physical cash.

9            This invoice says that New World are providing

10            consultancy fees for introduction of clients in Africa.

11            That's just not correct is it?

12        A.  That's what it says, yes.  And compliance were okay with

13            it, and operations were okay with it, so ...

14        Q.  But do you accept that is not correct, what is on the

15            invoice?  Those were not services actually provided?

16        A.  Again, I do not know what services New World provided.

17            If they provided exactly these services.  I know that

18            this type of invoice were part of the withdrawal

19            transactions and they formed a part of the pack,

20            transaction pack that was attached to each and every

21            transaction that was a cash withdrawal, well, this New

22            World invoice or the other ones that you have shown me

23            earlier.

24        Q.  But the cash withdrawal had nothing to do with

25            introduction of clients in Africa, did it?
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1 17:54  A.  I do not know that.  I didn't know that at the time.

2        Q.  Did you think clients were wanting cash and they wanted

3            to be introduced to clients in Africa?

4        A.  Well, what relationship managers, what were the other

5            services provided by relationship managers, was not

6            something I had any visibility on, whether that was part

7            of it, or that wasn't there, or it was there.  As for

8            our part, this type of invoices were.  We needed to have

9            invoices, we needed to have very specific invoices with

10            currencies and bank details, or the beneficiary bank,

11            that's what was required.  And they requested to very

12            specific providers, in this case to Ms Adam.  That's

13            what we received that was attached, printed out,

14            attached, the funds were wired through custodians, and

15            yes, compliance was approving this.  Compliance who had

16            years of experience, by the way.

17        Q.  If those services were not provided, it would be

18            misleading, wouldn't it, for La Tresorerie to stamp this

19            invoice as saying "received"?

20        A.  Again, that would be me forming an opinion, and at that

21            time I was not a person who had to form an opinion on

22            the processes that the company had in place.

23        Q.  No.  But now, giving evidence, if those services were

24            not provided, it would be misleading for La Tresorerie

25            to stamp that as having been received, wouldn't it?
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1 17:56  A.  I guess we are talking about events at my time at LT, so

2            at that time, as far as my department was concerned,

3            there was a procedure we had to follow the procedure,

4            and we had to make sure that clients got this service,

5            and that service was clearly disclosed to them in a fee

6            schedule, they knew how much they were paying for it,

7            and, well --

8        Q.  I understand --

9        A.  It was the invoice that was agreed, well, okay.  Good.

10            We go on.  Compliance approves it, that's part of the

11            procedure, fine.  They are the ones who had to make

12            their checks, they are the ones who have to conduct

13            their due diligence and do their part of the work on

14            that, right?

15        Q.  What is not in issue in my question is the process.  We

16            understand the process.  You have explained the process

17            to us admirably clearly.  My question is, if those

18            services were not provided to the clients, it would be

19            inappropriate and misleading for the firm to stamp that

20            invoice "received", wouldn't it?

21        A.  Well, you are asking me again for the opinion, and I'm

22            trying to convey the practice --

23        Q.  I'm asking you for your evidence.  Would it be

24            misleading or not, to stamp that invoice received if

25            those services had not been provided?
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1 17:57  A.  Well that was up to compliance to decide --

2        Q.  I know --

3        A.  That's why I forwarded the email to compliance and my

4            superior who had skill and more responsibility to be

5            able to answer whether that is possible or that is not

6            possible.  There was a request, I communicated that

7            request, I was not the one who had to make a decision on

8            whether this could be stamped, not stamped, what we

9            should or should not do --

10        Q.  Sitting here today --

11        A.  I had to push to the people who were decision making

12            persons in the company.  So --

13        Q.  Sitting here today, is your evidence that you don't know

14            whether it would be misleading or not to stamp that

15            invoice "received", when those services had not been

16            provided?

17        A.  Well I'm currently working in a very, very different

18            role, very far from the responsibilities I have had at

19            that time, so that would be a bit unfair to ask me at

20            this point.  The bank that I work in right now provides

21            completely different set of services and it is

22            a different jurisdiction.  So my role was junior, right

23            now I'm senior, so what -- I had knowledge and insight

24            of at the time was very different from my insights right

25            now.
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1 17:59  Q.  So at the time you would not have thought it was

2            inappropriate for a firm to stamp an invoice saying,

3            "yes, we have received these services", when the firm

4            knew it had not received those services?

5        A.  I cannot answer that question.  Because again I was not

6            the one who would make an opinion or decision on that.

7            I was not making these decisions.

8        Q.  If we could go back to the email.  That's at 1096.

9                You said to Ewan Sherriff:

10                "We would like it stamped received."

11                And then Mr Sherriff has responded to you and he

12            said:

13                "I have no idea what this is about.

14                Which of our clients is receiving anything?

15                Need to understand full picture."

16                Then you reply to that request for the full picture

17            and you have said:

18                "This was the client of Marcello whom Gilles have

19            met last month during his trip.  We have sent these

20            funds to New World ... however their bank is asking for

21            justification.  Shamim has suggested the below, to

22            provide to the beneficiary bank."

23                And then Mr Sherriff replies:

24                "If we are sending funds why would we stamp it

25            received?
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1 18:00          That doesn't make sense to me.

2                Happy to help out but has to make sense."

3                Under the physical cash withdrawal process,

4            La Tresorerie was sending money to New World, wasn't it?

5        A.  Yes.

6        Q.  So it would be strange for La Tresorerie to be stamping

7            anything as having received, because the process was

8            that the firm was sending money; yes?

9        A.  We were sending funds to New World Impex, that's

10            correct.

11        Q.  What was being asked here, for you to stamp the invoice,

12            or ask you as passing up to Mr Sherriff, was in fact to

13            represent to HBL, Habib Bank, that La Tresorerie had

14            received some services.  That's what Ms Adam wanted you

15            to represent, wasn't it?

16        A.  Maybe.  But I cannot confirm exactly what she wanted.

17            Well, she wanted clearly some "received" note, that's

18            what she was asking for.  That's what I see from this

19            email, but I do not remember that specific occasion.

20            I can see also it was 28 December, around Christmas

21            time, so -- and correspondence seems to be done from the

22            mobile phones, so it is not a very clear description of

23            the events, so ...

24        Q.  If I could take you to the next document, which is

25            C/1253.
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1 18:02          While that is called up, I have just had an email

2            from those instructing me that they have had a notice

3            that the Chair has left the hearing room.  I have been

4            asked to confirm whether or not that is the case.

5        PRESIDENT:  No it is not the case.  I have no idea how they

6            are in a position to form that view.

7        MR PRITCHARD:  Sorry to ask, I just wanted to make sure you

8            were still there.  I have had a message.

9        PRESIDENT:  Perhaps they would like to indicate at some

10            point what led them to form that view.  But anyway carry

11            on.

12        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, sir.

13                Ms Liashchenko, if you could look at this email

14            chain and start at the bottom, please.

15        A.  Mm-hmm.

16        Q.  It is an email from Dino Ibric of Swissquote.  Who are

17            they?

18        A.  Swissquote was the custodian bank that La Tresorerie

19            used for payments, for trades.

20        Q.  They have sent a request that says:

21                "Dear all, happy New Year, best wishes for 2017.

22                On 28 October 2016 you have executed a payment of

23            euro 351,900 ..."

24                That's the same amount we just saw on that invoice:

25                "... in favour of Habib Bank".
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1 18:03          Then it says:

2                "Their correspondent bank (Standard Chartered) have

3            just contacted us and are requesting more information

4            about the payment, such as the reason for it."

5                So this is an example you were describing earlier of

6            one of the custodian banks raising a query with you?

7        A.  Yes.  That's a question from our custodian to us, yes.

8        Q.  Yes, and the question -- because it says their

9            correspondent bank, that appears to be Habib Bank's

10            correspondent bank has asked the question, can you see

11            that?

12        A.  Their correspondent bank, Habib Bank's correspondent

13            bank.  That's how I understand it.

14        Q.  We saw from your earlier email where you said Habib Bank

15            was the bank of New World?

16        A.  That can be direct from the email of Shamim, so I would

17            expect that to be correct, yes.

18        Q.  So the question that is being asked, then, if you scroll

19            up the email chain, there is another email to the same

20            group from the same sender, "Can you please check the

21            email below and let me know how you wish is to proceed".

22                Then at the top of the email there is an email from

23            you to Swissquote where you say:

24                "Dear Dino,

25                Please see below."
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1 18:05          And you see the reason -- perhaps if we could zoom

2            in on this email.

3                It says:

4                "Reason and purpose of the transactions: consultancy

5            services for introduction of new clients for

6            La Tresorerie ... in overseas market and management

7            fees.

8                Nature of the relationship between the

9            originator ... client money account and the beneficiary

10            New World ..."

11                Then it says service provider and beneficiary:

12                "The reason as to why the remitter 'LA TRESORERIE'

13            has initiated 03 transactions to the beneficiary

14            'NEW WORLD IMPEX' for the sum of 423,000 euro during the

15            month of October."

16                Then underneath you give the reason:

17                "The Remitter LA TRESORERIE LIMITED has initiated

18            transactions to the New World Impex General Trading LLC

19            against the Consultancy services for introduction of

20            clients for LA TRESORERIE LIMITED in overseas market and

21            its Management Fees."

22                So you were telling Swissquote, weren't you, that

23            the reason the client money had been transferred to

24            New World was to provide consultancy services for

25            introduction of clients and for management fees; that's
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1 18:06      what you said isn't it?

2        A.  That's what the email says, yes.

3        Q.  But as we have discussed, the purpose of the physical

4            cash withdrawal process is so that the clients can

5            receive physical cash.  It is not so that New World can

6            provide services for introduction of clients in overseas

7            market, is it?

8        A.  Well, this formulation looks very formal, and this

9            formulation would have been taken from a conversation of

10            being forwarded to me or dictated to me by somebody,

11            because I was not the one who was dealing with him on

12            matters, actually, and in fact January -- it is not

13            really relevant, but January 25th would be one of my

14            very, very last days in LT.  I left that week, the

15            company.

16                So there would be no education where I would make

17            a decision on what to respond to the custodian.  That

18            would be -- you would need to go back in time, look into

19            the other documentation attached to it and see the whole

20            chain of -- who would have instructed me to do -- to

21            produce this specific response actually.

22        Q.  When Swissquote were asking the question on behalf of

23            Standard Chartered, they wanted an accurate answer to

24            their question, didn't they?

25        A.  Yes, and I would have requested any of the people who
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1 18:08      were -- I was working with who would be above me for the

2            right response to that.

3        Q.  But you knew that the money was transferred as part of

4            the physical cash withdrawal process.  Didn't you?

5        A.  Which incorporated the use of New World Impex and other

6            intermediaries and which everybody was okay with in the

7            company.

8        Q.  So you knew when you sent this email that New World were

9            not providing consultancy services for the introduction

10            of clients?

11        A.  Well, I do not know exactly the full scope of services

12            that this company was providing.  I knew the services

13            I had seen, and that was providing cash to the company.

14                Why it was formulated this way, do not ask me why.

15            I was not the person who would make a decision on this.

16        Q.  It was formulated this way, wasn't it, so that

17            Swissquote could give Standard Chartered an answer that

18            they didn't ask any more questions about?

19        A.  Well, we had to provide a reply, and that is what I did.

20        Q.  Why didn't you tell them --

21        A.  (Overspeaking) my decision.

22        Q.  Why didn't you tell them this is all to do with

23            a physical cash payment?

24        A.  If I wouldn't be told to say so, I would not communicate

25            that information.  I would communicate exactly what
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1 18:09      I was supposed to communicate.  That's it.

2        Q.  If we could look at C/1249.

3        A.  It was a very rare occasion when I was dealing directly

4            with Swissquote, so I have no knowledge of what was

5            communicated before, what was part of the KYC between LT

6            and Swissquote when, they -- that was usually taken care

7            by very, very other people.  So the only reason that

8            email would have come to me and Samar -- well, I can't

9            remember exactly the dates, but there was a lot of staff

10            rotation and many people were leaving in January 2017.

11            So if on that occasion I was the one who received that

12            email and had to respond, well then I would, you know,

13            I would reply.  But that would not be drafted by me.

14            The text would be completely -- I would be dictated to

15            me by somebody in the company.

16                You see that finance is copied as well.  Finance, my

17            superior is copied.  So it was not an initiative from my

18            side to respond.  But I had to respond as an email came

19            to us.

20        Q.  When you were responding to the email and using the

21            language that you say was given to you by someone else,

22            did it concern you that you were being asked to give

23            a false explanation?

24        A.  I didn't think about that.

25        Q.  So even though the question is asked, and you knew the
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1 18:11      answer to the question was this is about a physical cash

2            withdrawal you didn't think about what you were copy and

3            pasting into my email response?

4        A.  Well, I had to -- really, I didn't interact with

5            custodians on this matter before, so what was

6            communicated before, what was the line of communication,

7            was not part of my day-to-day.  So somebody told me to

8            send this, I do not remember the specific occasion,

9            again, I was leaving then, so it might have been one of

10            my last emails if not the last.  At the time, so, would

11            be a bit difficult to comment on that actually.  But

12            I would fulfil my duty as to communicating.  There was

13            an email, had to be responded, we would seek guidance in

14            the office from the seniors and respond to that.

15        Q.  If we could look at C/724 of the bundle.  Here we have

16            an email from Ms Adams to a lot of individuals.  It

17            seems to be almost all of the employees of

18            La Tresorerie.

19        A.  Mm-hmm.

20        Q.  And then if you could look at the email itself, please

21            it says:

22                "Hello all.  Attached is latest draft of the

23            proposed fee schedule for 2016.  Please have a careful

24            read and provide any of your feedback ASAP."

25                So Ms Adams was emailing everyone including yourself
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1 18:13      to say have a look at the fee schedule do you have any

2            comments about it; that's right, isn't it?

3        A.  Yes.

4        Q.  If you could look, please, at page 725 of the bundle.

5                Go down to the bottom of the page.  We see an email

6            from Mark Henny, keep scrolling down, and so first of

7            all we see Ms Adams' email that has been sent to

8            everybody, the email I have just shown you, then if we

9            go back to Mr Henny's response, and it is not clear who

10            he is replying to.

11                He does say "good evening all", so -- but we don't

12            know, it would be speculation.

13                He says:

14                "Couple of small remarks."

15                And in relation to cash and commodity fees, he says:

16                "Incoming & withdraw transfers - ??  What is this?

17            Given the fee level, we're talking about cash

18            withdrawals & deposits - is there a reason not to use

19            this (more obvious) description?"

20                So he is there saying, isn't he: why can't we just

21            describe our cash withdrawals in a more obvious way?

22            Can you see that comment?

23        A.  Yes, I see that comment, yes.

24        Q.  And he is saying "given that the fee level is so high,

25            we should make it clear what the fee is for", yes?
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1 18:14  A.  Yes.

2        Q.  Then if we look at the top email -- this is an email you

3            were not copied into?

4        A.  Mm-hmm.

5        Q.  We see Ms Adams emailing Mark Henny and then cc'ing

6            others, saying:

7                "Good to have all your feedback so quickly which we

8            reviewed and incorporated.

9                For performance, best to leave on a yearly basis for

10            now with systems etc."

11                Then she says:

12                "On the cash one - we have to leave at that as can't

13            use many other words (eg deposit, physical, receipts)."

14                Now, obviously you were not copied into this email?

15        A.  No, senior people compliance was copied in.  You can see

16            that.

17        Q.  Were you aware that Ms Adams had concerns about how the

18            cash service could be described in the fee schedule?

19        A.  No.  I was not really part of that part of -- we

20            provided our feedback mostly on the -- on certain

21            section of account opening forms.  I was not involved in

22            the fee part, so that was finance that would probably

23            comment on that, I would expect them to comment.  But

24            no, I was not really involved in this part.

25        Q.  Were you aware that Ms Adams had a concern that terms
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1 18:16      such as "physical" couldn't be used on the fee schedule?

2        A.  No idea.  You would have to ask her.

3        Q.  Well, Mr Henny was asking Ms Adams was please make the

4            document clear as to what service you are offering, and

5            Ms Adams response is we can't use certain words.

6                Now, it is right, isn't it, that the fee schedule

7            was drafted so that those words were not included on it?

8        A.  So I don't have a copy of the old fee schedule that we

9            had, but there were some changes incorporated in the

10            opening pack, and that included fee schedule.  So all

11            the opening pack was -- just for the sake of clarity,

12            was the pack of documents that were sent out to clients

13            or provided to them when they visited us, met us, they

14            would sign off, complete the forms, and sign on of and

15            each and every form that required sign off, and fee

16            schedule was a part of that, very essential part of

17            that, we had to make sure that clients actually knew the

18            rate of the company, okay.

19                So there was a new fee schedule, or a new updated

20            opening forms that were introduced following the

21            remediation, and I would -- to confirm that I would need

22            to compare the two.  If you have those on the screens we

23            can go through that.

24                But what I remember that both fee schedules

25            contained a specific reference to cash.  And I believe
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1 18:17      the conversation in this email is about making it a bit

2            more explicit.  So the final version was the one that

3            everybody would agree on introducing -- well from this

4            chain of emails, again I was not part of remodeling or

5            discussing the fees, yes, so some -- the final fee

6            schedule would be produced including incorporating all

7            those comments, that's how I would see it, and then it

8            was circulated to us, client team that was sending out

9            fee schedules, it was circulated to everybody, so --

10            yeah, part of each account opening pack, each client

11            file contained that.

12                So there were specific fees for wire transfers which

13            were electronic transfers and they were very specific

14            fees which were higher for physical cash transaction.

15            Exactly wording, I would need to see the fee schedule

16            to --

17        Q.  I will show it to you now.

18        A.  If you show that, I can show you --

19        Q.  C/825.  Maybe if we start the page before, that is the

20            first page of the fee schedule that Ms Adams produced.

21            So we see "effective 1 January 2016".  Then the second

22            page.

23        A.  First line.

24        Q.  Yes.  "Transfer fees":

25                "Incoming and withdrawal transfers: 5 per cent per
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1 18:19      transaction (subject to a 3 days' notice)."

2        A.  This --

3        Q.  Sorry?

4        A.  Yes.

5        Q.  After you.  If you wanted to make a comment on that

6            document?

7        A.  No.  So the first line was referring to physical cash

8            withdrawals.

9        Q.  Yes.  But we have seen Ms Adams saying in this email

10            chain: we have to leave out that as can't use many

11            words, including "physical", and then we see the draft

12            that has been produced does not have the word "physical"

13            in, does it?

14        A.  No, there is no word "physical" here.  The wording is

15            "incoming" and "withdrawal transfers".

16        Q.  In your witness statement you said that the fee schedule

17            provided to clients upon onboarding clearly indicated

18            a specific fee for the cash withdrawal, physical cash

19            withdrawal process.

20                It is not correct that it was clear was it, because

21            we see Ms Adams saying there is clear words that cannot

22            be used?

23        A.  I do not know why she mentioned that in that email and

24            what is the reasoning behind her email.  However, to us,

25            this was very clear distinction between the wire payment
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1 18:20      which was electronic wire transaction, and the actual

2            withdrawal.  Withdrawal from account.

3                For me this was clear enough.  That was an approved

4            one as well.  What was the logic behind that approval,

5            well you just showed me a chain of emails but you would

6            have to actually ask the persons who were working on

7            that approval.

8        Q.  If we could go to your witness statement now,

9            paragraph 18, on page B/87.

10                At paragraph 18 you are talking about the physical

11            cash withdrawal process and you say:

12                "To the best of my recollection, it was only at the

13            point a customer signs the receipt of the cash (which is

14            forwarded to the finance team) that the client account

15            at LT would be debited to reflect the withdrawal."

16        A.  Yeah, that's how it was done.

17        Q.  Under the physical cash service the firm was paying

18            money out of its client account into an intermediary

19            account -- so let's use Cosmic as an example -- into

20            Cosmic's account, wasn't it?

21        A.  Yes.  Well, Cosmic or other entities.  Mm-hmm.

22        Q.  At that time, the point that payment is made, the money

23            has left the firm's client accounts, hasn't it?

24        A.  At which point?

25        Q.  At the point that you paid the money to Cosmic, at that
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1 18:22      point the firm's client account has less money in it

2            because of the transfer.

3        A.  Yes, that would exit, yes.  There would be a wire

4            transfer.

5        Q.  And at paragraph 18 then, so we have established you

6            have less money in the client account, but you say it

7            was only at the point a customer signs the receipt of

8            the cash that the client account would be debited to

9            reflect the withdrawal.

10                When you say there the client account would be

11            debited, do you mean that in La Tresorerie's internal

12            systems they would not actually say, well, we have

13            transferred 100,000 euro to Cosmic?  Even though they

14            actually had?

15        A.  So what this paragraph says, and that's the visibility

16            I had, is that until the moment the client itself, the

17            UBO itself, the beneficial owner of the account, the

18            person who was the client, received the funds and signed

19            a clear receipt, that was the ultimate completion of the

20            transaction.  That's how I saw it and that's how, it was

21            extremely important that we obtained the receipt.

22            Because that's the moment at which client knew he

23            collected the amount, he signed off on that, and that

24            part, that receipt would be given to us and would be put

25            into the folder, and that transaction was complete.  And
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1 18:23      that's the moment when finance could actually reflect it

2            in the portfolio.

3                So that was a very clear logic behind it as I saw

4            it, as client, from the client perspective as well as

5            I would see it.  If you as a client, if you have not

6            received the money in and your account is debited that's

7            a different story, so how it was in LT, how I remember

8            it was in LT with the occasions I was dealing with,

9            again I was not taking care of all clients, is that the

10            paper, the actual paper which was client cash receipt,

11            which contained client's signature, account number,

12            currency, we have seen those already, you have shown

13            those to us, would be the moment when this transaction

14            would be reflected into client portfolio.

15                So what happened behind it, so all the transfers and

16            custodians, I was not looking, I had only access which

17            allowed me to generate and see portfolios, but the

18            portfolios that -- you know, you can log into the system

19            and check what exactly happened from the financial

20            angle, so, yeah, but for me, what was important as

21            a client-facing person, as a person who was in that

22            case, you know, communicating with the client, and if

23            I was the one who was either meeting the client or

24            collecting -- for me it was important to collect that,

25            from the occasions when I would be involved, from the
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1 18:25      customer, that this receipt was like a piece of gold,

2            because if you don't have that receipt, you don't have

3            evidence that the transaction occurred, right?  And

4            that, that was important that we had the evidence.  That

5            was part of the document keeping best practices in terms

6            of retention and documenting.

7                It was how (inaudible) multiple times with

8            compliance, that you have to record, you have to

9            document, you have to get approvals, and so on and so

10            forth.

11                So that's what I'm trying to convey in this

12            paragraph.

13        Q.  Okay.  Let's use a real numbers, real practical example

14            to try and understand what you are saying.

15                So let's say custodian client account has £1 million

16            in and a client comes and says: I want £100,000 in

17            physical cash.  The next stage of the process is that

18            the firm transfers 100,000 euro to Cosmic.  At that

19            point, the client money account has £9,900,000 in it,

20            Cosmic's account has £100,000 in it, doesn't it?

21        A.  Well, I was not involved into that part of the

22            procedure, so I cannot tell you what happened in the

23            books of the --

24        Q.  You don't create money when you transfer money, do you?

25            Money goes from client account to Cosmic.  So if you had
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1 18:26      £1 million and you are transferring 100,000, now you

2            only have £900,000 your client account, £100,000 in

3            Cosmic's account?

4        A.  Well, as far as I was concerned, and the statements that

5            I had access to were client statements, and client

6            statements would not normally reflect any withdrawal

7            of -- which consisted of cash withdrawal or any other

8            withdrawal, until the transaction was complete.  So

9            transaction was complete, if it was a cash transaction,

10            when the receipt was signed.

11                What happened in the finance custodian side, I had

12            not visibility, I never worked in the back office

13            finance part, I was not instructing the transactions, so

14            that would be completely the part that operations and

15            finance were in charge of.  Operations would be Jennifer

16            who would be doing her reconciliation, and she had

17            a very, very good overview of the processes there, so

18            you would really have to ask somebody from finance how

19            that process was handled at LT.  For me, client

20            statements would not reflect.  That I can say.  What --

21            how it happened on the finance side, I can only guess

22            and speculate right now, to be honest.  I still do not

23            know how exactly that was done, because there was

24            a system, there was some reconciliation, there were

25            several people working on the system, so, we were also
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1 18:28      regulated, so there were processes and procedures which

2            were there in place, and we were audited, so what

3            happened there, there would be other people who would be

4            doing their job I would expect.  So, but I didn't really

5            know how that process was taken care interest are the

6            financial angle of that.

7        Q.  So when you say in your statement "debited", what you

8            mean is LT's internal records would not record the fact

9            that it had transferred 100,000 euros, to take my

10            example, to Cosmic?

11        A.  That's not what I'm saying.  I'm talking about the

12            debiting the client account.  Client portfolio

13            (Overspeaking) visibility on that visibility on.

14        Q.  How can the firm transfer 100,000 euro from a client

15            account containing 1 million euro without ending up in

16            a position where Cosmic have 100,000 euro and the client

17            account now has 900,000 euro?

18        A.  Well, you need to look into the system and see, you

19            know -- so basically -- well, okay, again, I didn't see

20            the finance part, but client would have money on the

21            account, so if you didn't have 1 million on your

22            account, you would not be allowed to transfer.  You

23            would not be able to transfer, we didn't provide

24            lending, that million out.  So as long as you had funds,

25            you as a client could make a transfer, as long as it was
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1 18:30      approved, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, and all the

2            other checklist points were followed, as long as it has

3            balances in cash and not just in securities, et cetera,

4            et cetera.

5                So ... and what happened behind the scenes ...

6        Q.  Let's put it, not behind the scenes, into your personal

7            involvement.

8                So you explained you would sometimes go to EEC's

9            office to pick up the physical cash EEC were giving you.

10                So to take your example, 100,000 euro has been

11            transferred to EEC.  You have walked into EEC's office.

12            You have taken the physical cash, yes?

13        A.  It would be transferred as per invoice.  So --

14        Q.  Yes.  Taken the physical cash.  And fortunately it never

15            happened, but let's say you lost the physical cash on

16            your walk back to the offices.  At that point, there

17            would be less client money than there should be because

18            there would now only be 900,000 client money in the

19            client account.  Can you see that?

20        A.  Um, well, if that would happen, that would be escalated.

21        Q.  Of course.  And if that did happen, that would be a risk

22            to the client money, wouldn't it?

23        A.  Well now we are assuming and making a theoretical

24            situation.  I mean banking business is a high risk

25            business in general, right?  So --
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1 18:31  Q.  Storing money in a custodian bank account is not high

2            risk, is it?

3        A.  Well there is a risk in everything.

4        Q.  Okay.  Walking down the street with 100,000 euro in your

5            pocket is a riskier activity, isn't it?

6        A.  It is a higher risk activity, yes, and that's why those

7            transactions were eventually highlighted as high risk

8            and they required a process which we had to follow.

9        Q.  Some of the transactions we have seen are for a lot of

10            money.  So there is one for 350,000 euro.  What kind of

11            additional process was in place when said individual

12            employee was going to pick up that kind of sums of

13            money?

14        A.  I would never pick up that big amount of money, so ...

15        Q.  At paragraph 19 of your statement you say:

16                "As such, client money was never at risk during the

17            period a customer makes a cash withdrawal request until

18            the cash is actually received by the customer."

19                But client money was at risk, wasn't it, because it

20            was being carried through the streets of the DIFC in

21            physical cash rather than being in a custodian account;

22            do you agree?

23        A.  Well, again, if there would be any activity that would

24            occur with that client money that would be escalated

25            immediately.  So ...
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1 18:33  Q.  Thank you.

2                I'm just confirming if we have any more questions

3            for you, Ms Liashchenko.

4                No we don't.

5        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you for your time.

6        A.  Thank you.

7        MR PRITCHARD:  I think Ms Hanif may have some questions for

8            you.

9        PRESIDENT:  Ms Hanif?  Ready when you are.

10                         Re-examination by MS HANIF

11        MR PRITCHARD:  Ms Hanif appears frozen on my screen.

12        TECHNICIAN:  It seems like her screen is frozen.  You can

13            turn off the camera and turn back on.

14        MS HANIF:  Apologies, sir, I think I left the meeting

15            accidently.  But I caught all the cross-examination and

16            I caught Mr Pritchard handing over to me, so I assume

17            I didn't miss anything.  So apologies.

18        PRESIDENT:  Good.

19        MS HANIF:  Ms Liashchenko, I have a few small questions of

20            re-examination.

21                If I could ask you to look at -- we are back in

22            bundle C/1018 what you should see on that page is an

23            email at the bottom, it is from Mark Henny, and you are

24            copied into that and at the top there is a further email

25            from Mark Henny.  You might recall you were questioned
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1 18:35      about this email thread?

2        A.  Yes.

3        Q.  As we can see, Mr Sherriff was also copied in on this

4            email thread.  Did Mr Sherriff at any stage suggest to

5            you that there was any concern around the invoices that

6            Mr Henny had attached?

7        A.  So on this specific instance?  Or -- because this would

8            be long time ago.  However, I do not -- and that's what

9            I mentioned in witness statement, that's what the truth,

10            I never saw anybody from compliance questioning or

11            asking us or actually saying that, no, this is not the

12            transaction, that's not right, et cetera, et cetera, so

13            I do not remember that either.  Or that haven't

14            happened, or I have not seen it.

15        Q.  Let me be clear.  To the best of your recollection can

16            you recall whether Mr Sherriff raised any concerns with

17            you around these invoices in particular?

18        A.  No.

19        Q.  I then want to ask you to turn to page 1096.

20                You might recall, you were asked about this thread

21            of emails, and in particular you were taken to the

22            bottom part of the email thread.  If we just scroll down

23            a little on the email chain.  If we move up slightly, so

24            that's 1097, if we move up ever so slightly onto 1096.

25            And we see you sent an email to Ewan and at the end of
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1 18:37      the email you say:

2                "Can we do that?"

3                Why are you asking Mr Sherriff that question?

4        A.  He was the senior compliance officer at La Tresorerie

5            and any queries that we had which would fall outside of

6            our duties, our duties such as sending us portfolios,

7            answering to basic requests which were not, you know,

8            not that high level.  In this case this was an

9            extraordinary request, it is a bit -- it is not very

10            clear what is requested, something -- ask for something

11            received, it was not a normal practice.  So I'm actually

12            addressing this to a compliance, copying in my senior

13            supervisor too, to seek the advice and the opinion on

14            this as I was not the one who would make this decision

15            or respond to this email myself without consulting with

16            compliance officers.  They were also legal, we didn't

17            have an in-house legal team but Ewan had a good

18            expertise in law and he was there to advise us on any

19            such matters.

20        Q.  Now, you were asked in cross-examination as to whether

21            or not you thought that what LT was being asked to do

22            was misleading.  Now, as you said, Mr Sherriff was the

23            head of legal at the time in addition to being the

24            compliance officer.  Did he ever say anything to you to

25            suggest that what LT was being asked to do was
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1 18:39      misleading or somehow unlawful?

2        A.  No, I do not remember such occasions.

3        Q.  Finally, if I could ask you to turn to page 825, please.

4                So you looked at this with my learned friend, it is

5            the second page of the fee schedule, you might recall?

6        A.  Yes.

7        Q.  And as you pointed out, you said the first line

8            "incoming and withdrawal transfers", your position was

9            that refers to physical cash incoming and withdrawals,

10            and obviously underneath that we see outgoing wire

11            payments.

12                To the best of your recollection, did any clients

13            ever suggest to you that they were somehow confused by

14            this, so confused by the difference between a withdrawal

15            transfer and an outgoing wire payment?

16        A.  No, I would not remember such an occasion, and if there

17            was any query, that would be clearly specified.  But

18            I do not remember a specific occasion where this was not

19            clear to any of the clients.

20        Q.  Can you recollect whether Mr Sherriff raised any

21            concerns around the language in this fee schedule?

22        A.  No, no.  Not to me at least.  I would not be that or be

23            part that of at all in fact.

24        MS HANIF:  Thank you, Ms Liashchenko, I have no further

25            questions for you.
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1 18:41  PRESIDENT:  Mr Al Hashimi, do you have questions?

2        MR HASHIMI:  No, I don't have.

3        PRESIDENT:  Mr Storey?

4        MR STOREY:  No questions from me thank you.

5        PRESIDENT:  Neither do I.  Thank you very much indeed for

6            your help, Ms Liashchenko.  We are most grateful to you.

7            You can leave us now.

8        A.  Thank you.

9        PRESIDENT:  Thank you.

10                         (The witness was released)

11                Right: Ms Hanif.

12        MS HANIF:  Yes sir.  Sir, we have our last and final

13            witness, Mr Rollet.  Sir, I understand, unsurprisingly,

14            that my learned friend will be some time with him in

15            cross-examination, possibly as much as a day.  So

16            subject to the tribunal's position, I was going to

17            suggest that since we are 20 minutes away from our

18            formal finish time, namely 3 o'clock UK time, and to

19            avoid Mr Rollet effectively having to be in purdah

20            overnight, perhaps we could start with him afresh

21            tomorrow morning.

22        PRESIDENT:  Mr Pritchard, your opponent has resisted the

23            temptation to throw you in for a few minutes.  Are you

24            going to accept that, or do you want to go ahead?

25        MR PRITCHARD:  I would prefer we go ahead.  I did say to my
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1 18:42      learned friend that it would be at least a day, and I'm

2            very keen not to go past all day tomorrow really.

3        PRESIDENT:  I think we will get started.

4                I have already explained, Ms Hanif, to those

5            instructing you that they needn't worry about purdah so

6            for as their client is concerned.  It is quite okay for

7            him to talk to them about the case and about anything

8            other than the actual content of his evidence.  So we

9            will use this 20 minutes to get going and see how we go.

10        MS HANIF:  In that case, if I could call our next witness,

11            Mr Rollet, please.

12                Let me check with my instructing solicitor.

13                I understand that he is, or he ought to be on the

14            line.

15        MR PRITCHARD:  I can see him, but on mute, with camera off.

16            I see him in the courtroom.

17        MS HANIF:  I think, sir, perhaps we start -- would it be

18            okay if we start in five minutes, sir?  I'm not sure he

19            is physically in the room, as it were.  We will reach

20            out to him.

21        PRESIDENT:  We are now at 2.44.  Five minutes is going to

22            make us at 2.50, and I really think that it is a little

23            oppressive to make him come in for 10 minutes and then

24            go again.  So what we will do is we will begin prompt at

25            8 am tomorrow morning.  So unless there is anything
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1 18:44      else, I thank you all for your assistance, and my

2            colleagues and I will go into our own room.

3        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you.  Sir.  Before we break, I have

4            been asked, Mr Lake would like to address you briefly on

5            the technical matters today if you will grant us that

6            indulgence.

7        PRESIDENT:  Yes, if he likes.

8        MR LAKE:  Good afternoon, sir.  Earlier on I'm afraid it was

9            entirely my fault for creating a sense of panic and

10            confusion by suggesting that perhaps you had left.  The

11            reason for that is that on my screen I have a symbol at

12            the top right-hand side that indicates the number of

13            participants, it is currently saying there are 13.  And

14            that normally flashes when people arrive or leave the

15            video conference.  And a message popped up that said

16            Judge Mackie had left and all that appeared on the

17            screen was a black screen for you, and a red microphone,

18            and I just wanted to double-check that we had not lost

19            connection with you again.  There is nothing more than

20            that, but it was entirely my fault and I apologise for

21            any confusion.

22        PRESIDENT:  Not at all.  I just was concerned perhaps the

23            DFSA had someone hanging around outside my front door!

24                It would be particularly unkind because it might be

25            a case of the lights being on but nobody being at home,
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1 18:46      but I was a little surprised at that point.

2                So okay.  Thank you very much, I didn't mean to

3            sound threatening at all.

4                And we will start again tomorrow at 8.

5        MS HANIF:  Thank you, sir.

6        MR PRITCHARD:  Thank you, sir.

7        (6.46 pm GST)

8                  (The hearing adjourned to 12.00 pm GST

9                       on Wednesday, 3 November 2021)
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